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Providing quality goods with 
technical expertise since 1978
Great Value • Great Choice • Great Service

Our trade catalogue is dedicated to our core business 
of providing Garden Centres, Builders Merchants, 
Horticultural, Agricultural, Construction Companies & 
many types of Online Retailers with quality products, 
excellent service and adding value.  

Our new products help you increase your range and sales

We have some great new products, a new soft knitted butterfly netting, Japanese lanterns, bamboo waterfalls, 
cloches and winter greenhouses as well as a complete range of builders’ membranes.  We also 
have a range of established pallet wraps, with the aim of helping you reduce your packaging costs 
and waste.  Call us and we will show you how to save money.

Garden Centres
With a great team, of sales agents, who are happy to visit you and help 
you to select fast selling, profitable products for your particular area 
and target market, along with our lovely office based sales team we 
are pleased to provide all the support you need at your convenience.

To complement our great quality plastic and metal meshes & weed 
control fabrics we offer a fantastic new range of decorative products 
which are sure to grab your customers’ attention.  Ask us about our 
special offers and stand deals to help optimise your sales.  

Saving you money on your pallet wrapping.

Have a look at our images online and add to your own website or 
create your own literature.  Ask us about our great drop shipment 
service – perfect for larger or more expensive items which you do not 
want to stock until you have confirmed demand in your area.

Builders Merchants
With great quality woven and non-woven geotextiles and our range 
of fantastic builders’ membranes, we have all the basics covered. We 
work with you to give you the best service whether supplying 1 roll, 1 
outer or passing on discounts for larger orders.

Our builders merchant customers are now offering additional and 
related products such as screening and grass reinforcement.  Let us 
help you grow your product range without huge investment in stock 
– simply show our catalogue to your customers and let us deliver
direct to their door.

Horticulture & Agriculture
Our larger rolls of plastic netting and weed control fabrics are used 
widely in horticultural and agricultural applications.  From fruit cage 
netting to treeguards and protective frost fleeces we have a fabulous 
range and our great supplier partnerships, product and market 
knowledge, enables us to satisfy even the strangest requests!  

Construction
The use of woven and non-woven geotextiles in the UK is vast and, 
as specialists, we have CE marks where required. We deliver from our 
Midlands warehouse, or direct from the manufacturer to reduce your 
costs for larger orders, such as full trucks of soil erosion mesh, grass 
reinforcement mesh or pavers.  We understand the importance of 
supplying to site on time and are well versed in your sectors 
specific requirements.

Online Retailers
Our online retail customers cover many markets in addition to 
gardening, horticulture and construction. We provide all the essentials 
you need for weed control and fruit cage netting along with higher 
value products.  We have added some fabulous solid granite
Japanese Lanterns and great quality decorative garden screening, 
enabling you to keep your range fresh and exciting - try out our new 
products without huge stock investments by letting us drop ship
for you.
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More reasons to buy from Fleximas

Ordering is fast and easy - our helpful,
friendly staff are waiting for your call:

+44 (0)1283 749 960
Alternatively you can fax your order to:

+44 (0)1283 749 961
or email:

orders@fleximas.co.uk

We make every effort to ensure your order 
is shipped the same day it’s received.
All prices subject to final confirmation and products are subject to availability.
We reserve right to change products and prices at anytime. Determination of the 
suitability of specific products for use in any application, lies with the customer. 
All sales are subject to Flexibulk Ltd standard terms and conditions. 

All information and orders are supplied subject to Flexibulk Ltd Terms and
Conditions of Sale.  Please see our website or ask us to send you a copy of
these terms.

EASY ORDERING & FAST DELIVERY

Our Service & Philosophy 
Our Promise to you of Customer Commitment
Our customers and their customers come first - always

Technical Advice
We enjoy finding out about your business and your specific applications to ensure you always buy the optimum product for each job. 

We also aim to save you money by reducing your overall packaging costs – see our pallet wraps on page 91 to 93.

Friendly, Customer Focussed & Helpful
We are always happy to receive all enquiries to help you with any information you need, whether it’s technical or orders.
We get many recommendations for our efficient, friendly and supportive assistance on the phone and welcome all your enquiries. 

Delivery Lead Times
Orders received before noon are despatched the same day for delivery within 2-3 days.  Overnight delivery can be arranged when 
requested, call us for information and prices.

POS & Marketing
Ask us about our display stands and dump bins to help you keep products looking their best and attracting customers. 
We have selection charts which can be printed out and a bank of images you can use to market our great range under your own name. 

Great Brands
We are partners with great manufacturers who have their own recognised, quality brands such as Coolaroo, Parasene,

the Little Soap Company and Nortene.  We also have our own specified brands such as Weedban, Oppotex and FlexiPave.
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“As a regular buyer from Fleximas
I am impressed by the quick customer 
service response and their high stock levels 
which always helps as people want things next 
day these days. A pleasure to buy from” 

Nick, Amenities Distributor

“We are very happy with the service and product range from 
Fleximas and have been since we started in business in 2007. 
Fleximas are our biggest supplier of products which is 
testament to their competitive prices and service levels. Retailing 
online requires constant flow of products through our warehouse 
and keen prices and Fleximas supports us all the way.”

Michael, Retailer

“We are always very pleased with the prompt 
and helpful service received from Fleximas, 
there is a very comprehensive range of 
products at very competitive prices” 

Wendy, Country Stores Retailer

Drawing on over 38 years experience, we are able to 
give expert advice and guidance on all products within 
our catalogue, offering assistance with your selections 
to ensure you get the most out of every order.

Thank you to all our customers who value the service we provide.
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“Fleximas consistently 
demonstrate a
first class service” 

Dean, Builders Merchant

“We have worked with the Fleximas team for several years and 
have found them to be willing to go that extra mile to help us 
with an urgent enquiry, be it large or small.  Their extensive range 
of products, often readily available and stocked in depth has
shown their commitment to support their customers.” 

Nigel, Horticultural Supplier

“We have traded with Fleximas for many years, 
supplying our customers with landscaping products such 
as Mesh & Landscape Fabrics and also shade Sails, for our 
commercial and domestic customers. Customer support 
is always first class, and  the extensive product range 
makes Fleximas a great company to trade with.” 

Sue, Gardening Retailer

TS, Online Gardening Retailer

“Having worked with Fleximas for a number of years, we're delighted
with their professionalism and excellent customer service.

The relationship continues to grow, develop and blossom and we
look forward to working closely with them for the foreseeable future.” 

Tim, Horticultural Supplier

“We have increased the amount we
procure from Fleximas because of the
high standard of customer service.
Goods are delivered on time and when 
problems arise they are rectified quickly.” 
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Contents Our aim is to help you find products and information as easily 
as possible! Our catalogue is arranged into product categories 
and suitable sections for quick reference and easy ordering.
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Remember, any questions call us on 01283 749960
We're here to help
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We are delighted to have a selection of candle 
and solar lights here for you. Our Nortene 
wood candle with Brasero stand is new for 
2016 and is great for lighting and warming 
up those cooler evenings.  The India range of 
hanging lanterns are of phenomenal quality 
and are aimed at the luxury market, whilst 
our Firefly solar hanging lights are a beautiful 
highlight when placed on trees and bushes 
around the garden.

Outdoor candles & lights 
create a great ambiance 

at night & are “must have” 
products for homeowners 

wanting to spend evenings 
in the garden.

Brasero

Extend summer evenings with this brown metal stand in which 
you can place the Nortene wood candle and enjoy the heat 
from the fire.

2010162
	²8µb²�
Outer Qty.8

ÁÏ�Y�8�Ê��gO�

Wood Candle

This hollow wooden log is manufactured from FSC pine and has 
wax and a wick in the centre.  Place within the metal Brasero for 
support and light the wick to enjoy around 90 minutes of heat.  A 
perfect way to spend summer evenings outside. 

2010163
3��Y�
8�Y�b
Outer Qty.15

�Á�Y�8�Ê�ÁÏO�

CANDLES & LIGHTING
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India Hanging Lantern

2012064
����Ð��\��
Outer Qty. 2

ÁÏ�Ê�ÁÏ�Ê�¹pO�

Luxurious quality candle lanterns manufactured in wood 
and galvanised metal.  Perfect for outdoor dining.

��²bqË�+��8²��8�u��u���u}½

2010164
��²bqË�+��8²�
�8�u��u���u}½�
(24/Box)

¸O��Y�8

Beautiful selection of colourful hanging solar lights.  Ideal for 
hanging in trees and bushes to give colourful light in the garden.

2 LED lights giving approximately 4 hours light.

CANDLES & LIGHTING

2012062
����Ð��\Á�
Outer Qty. 2

ÁÏ�Ê�ÁÏ�Ê�spO�

2012061
����Ð��\s��
Outer Qty. 2

ÁÏ�Ê�ÁÏ�Ê�sÏO�

2012063
����Ð��\¾��
Outer Qty. 2

ÁÏ�Ê�ÁÏ�Ê�spO�

This Nortene range of
India hanging lanterns 
are of superb quality and 
make great gifts online or 
in a garden centre.  Choose 
from four different designs, 
each one superbly styled 
and beautifully crafted.
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AQUATICS

Stone Pond Liner Non Woven PP

A decorative stone liner to add the finishing touch to 
garden water features.  Manufactured from non-woven 
polypropylene which perfectly conforms to the contours 
of the pool.

2012044
+½��b�(��Y�
���b²�
Outer Qty. 1

Ï¢¹�Ê�ÁÏ�

Shishi Odoshi

Shishi-odoshi is Japanese for "deer scarer".  It is a water 
fountain used in Japanese gardens, consisting of a bamboo 
tube, pivoted to one side of its balance point. A small amount 
of water trickles into the upper end of the tube, filling up and 
tilting the tube, causing it the water spill out.  The heavier 
end then strikes a rock producing a sound to startle any 
wild animals, which have wandered into the garden. The 
combination of movement along with the sound of water 
makes it a captivating, zen-like water feature.

180828
+}�µ}�� Y�µ}�
Outer Qty. 1

��

Bamboo Waterfall

Small bamboo stream used 
for creating water movement in 
small ponds.

180101
	8�F���38½b²n8��
Outer Qty. 1

Ï¢���Ê�Ï¢s�

The Nortene aquatic 
range is wide and we 

have a small selection of 
popular products here. 

The decorative bamboo water features look attractive 
in small or large gardens, creating a calming and 

relaxing feel. Our attractive stone liner is used to cover 
up unsightly black pond membranes and our Aqua 

Sac is perfect for growing pond plants. 

NEW
FOR

2016

Aqua Sac Shelving Canvas

Canvas sheet with planting 
pocket. Jute canvas reinforced 
with polypropylene. Supplied 
with 4 attachment pegs. Used 
for planting out shelving edges 
without the need for baskets.

180959
Ð§Â8�+8O
Outer Qty. 10

��Ê�Ï¢¹�

See our

Crop & Pond

Netting

Page
44
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Frog

Metal Frog

This decorative metal frog is ideal 
for placing at the edge of a pond, 
creating added interest.   Simply 
connect a hose to the frog and 
use as a fountain to oxygenate 
pond water.

180726
�b½8���²�u
Outer Qty. 4

¾ÏO�

AQUATICS

Stone Frog

Imitation Bronze frog which fits perfectly into a “green” environment such as 
by a lake or pond.  They inject a bit of fun into a garden and look great when 
accompanied by one of the Nortene Stone Fish.

2007020
+½��b��²�u
Outer Qty. 8

Á�¢p�Ê����Ê�ÁsO�

2007021
+½��b��²�u
Outer Qty. 4

Áp�Ê�Á¾¢p�Ê�Á¸¢pO�

Stone Fish

This decorative stone look fish is made from resin. Its aged 
appearance gives an authentic look to any garden.

2007018
+½��b���µ}
Outer Qty. 6

¾¾¢Á�Ê��g�Ê��¹¢pO�

2007019
+½��b���µ}
Outer Qty. 4

sÏ¢g�Ê�ÁÁ¢p�Ê�Á�¢gO�

Our new Nortene 
aquatic frogs and 

fishes look perfect 
in any garden, 

whether placed on 
gravel or at the edge 

of a pond.  The metal 
and resin frogs can be 

connected to a hose 
to aerate a pond.

Attractive resin frog with a green patina, 
ideal for decorating your garden and for 
oxygenating pond water.  The frog has a 
pipe through which water will pass and 
eject into the pond from its mouth.

180825
�²�u
Outer Qty. 1

ÁpO�
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Picpic - Hedgehog

Adorable metal hedgehog figure 
with a rust finish.

They include the cute hedgehog and 
chicks, an elegant flamingo and heron 
through to an intriguing Iguana.  The hen, 
rooster and cockerel are popular garden 
additions – whether placed on a path, 
grass, or perched on top of random stones 
or tree stumps.New for 2016 is our range 
of Minimals - fun, small figurines.

Nortene outside figures 
are made from metal with 

an attractive rust finish.  

Iguana

Iguana figure made from welded 
metal with a rust finish.  Ideal for 
placing on a plant pot or beside 
a pond.

2007077
�uÂ8�8
welded metal with rust 
finish
Outer Qty. 2

Ï¢g�

(���q�ËY

2010166
(���q�ËY
Metal flamingo with
rust finish
Outer Qty. 2

Ï¢pp�Ê�Ï¢Á��Ê�Ï¢��

Metal flamingo with a rust finish 
ideal for standing in or near water.

2010167
�bYub}�u
metal with rust finish
Outer Qty. 2

Ï¢¾s�Ê�Ï¢ÁÁ�Ê�Ï¢ÁÁ�

Heron

2010277
�b²��
Outer Qty. 2

Ï¢sp�Ê�Ï¢ÁÁ�Ê�Ï¢��

Beautiful metal heron with blue 
colouring and a rust finish. 
Perfect for standing near a pond.

FIGURES 
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Pitchoon – 3 Chicks

Set of 3 figurative chicks to go 
with their mother Picota. 
Metal with a rust finish.

2012067

}�O�µ�½��u��É�½}�
½}b�}b����µb½��n�¾
metal with rust finish
Outer Qty. 2 Sets

��Ê�¸�Ê���O�

Kenty - Cockerel

Proud cockerel figure. Metal with 
a rust finish.

2010168
�b�½Ë���
�O�b²b�
metal with rust finish
Outer Qty. 2

Ï¢s¾�Ê�Ï¢�¹�Ê�Ï¢pp�

Picota - Hen

Figurative hen to place in a yard 
or on a lawn – metal with a
rust finish.

2012065
�b�
metal with rust finish
Outer Qty. 2

Ág�Ê��¸�Ê�s�O�
Picoti- Rooster

Figurative rooster – perfect 
for placing on a lawn or for 
decorating a low wall. 
Metal with a rust finish.

2012066
*��µ½b²
metal with rust finish
Outer Qty. 2

¾s�Ê����Ê�s¸O�

FIGURES

Minimals

Ideal for creating a fun area in a small section of garden, these small figurines will 
appeal to young and old and consist of hedgehogs, rabbits, snails and squirrels. 2010170

�����8�µ
Mixed Box
Outer Qty. 24

�Ï�Ê�¹O�

NEW
FOR

2016
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JAPANESE LANTERNS

These solid granite lanterns 
make an attractive & useful 

garden feature which 
can last a lifetime with no 

painting or pre-treatment. 

Lanterne Oribe

The Oribe lantern is one of the 
oldest Japanese lanterns and  
is a square lantern was created 
by warlord Furata Oribe in the 
Momoyana period 1568 -1599. 

180547
�8�½b²�b� ²�Fb
55kg
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�¸pO�

Lanterne Rokaku Yukimi

This snow viewing lantern features 
a roof with upturned corners to 
catch snow and is a very well known 
Japanese lantern.  It is named after 
its resemblance to a broad reed or 
bamboo hat covered with snow. 

Lanterne Rankei

A very pretty lantern which is often set to overhang water to create 
a lovely reflection of its image.  It has an offset base with a curved 
lantern support.  

180501
�8�½b²�b
*8��b�
80kg
Outer Qty. 1

40 dia�Ê��ÏO�

180562
�8�½b²�b
*8��b�
190kg
Outer Qty. 1

¸p�dia�Ê��¾¸O�

180563
�8�½b²�b
*8��b�
370kg
Outer Qty. 1

90 dia�Ê��¹pO�

Lanterne Maru Yukimi

A unusual, lovely snow viewing 
lantern with inward turning legs 
which would, traditionally have been 
placed by a pond or a stream.

180502
�8�½b²�b��8²Â
5Â����
40kg
Outer Qty. 1

s¸�Y�8�Ê�s�O�

Lanterne Tankachaya

A lovely simple Japanese square 
lantern which is perfect on a deck or 
on stone.  It is an Oki-gata lantern 
which means it does not have legs 
or a pedestal and sits directly on the 
ground or placed on a flat stone to 
raise it if needed.

180548
�8�½b²�b
,8��8O}8Ë8
40kg
Outer Qty. 1

Áp�Ê�¾ÏO�

180546
�8�½b²�b�*��8�Â�
5Â����
40kg
Outer Qty. 1

sp�Y�8�Ê�p¹O�

180560
�8�½b²�b�*��8�Â�
5Â����
180kg
Outer Qty. 1

¸p�Y�8�Ê��ÁO�

180561
�8�½b²�b�*��8�Â�
5Â����
550kg
Outer Qty. 1

�Ïp�Y�8�Ê��ÁgO�

NEW
FOR

2016

Usually these lanterns are placed at a gardens edge, under bushes 
and trees or, often on a pond edge.  The different parts of the lantern 
represent the 5 elements of Buddhist cosmology – chi (the earth), 
sui(water), ka (fire) fǌ(air) and kǌ(spirit).  

These beautiful Japanese lanterns are all carved from SOLID 
GRANITE, which will not fade, erode or crack with time.  As well as 
creating a stunning appearance in an aquatic area, these can be 
placed anywhere in the garden to create a beautiful feature which will 
withstand all weather exposures.   Each lantern is made from 6 pieces 
and the roof can be lifted for a tea light, to create a lovely glow at night.

Lanterne Kodai

This is a very simple 
Japanese lantern made 
from solid granite which 
looks good by a pond, 
stream or on decking or 
gravel.  

180500
�8�½b²�b���Y8�
40kg
Outer Qty. 1

46 dia�Ê�p¾O�
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JAPANESE LANTERNS
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Artificial grass has really taken off in the UK 
and there are many brands to choose from, 
with varying quality.  After analysis of the 
market, we have zoned in on a range of five 
grasses. Our four main grasses 
are super soft and lush to
give a luxurious feel, whilst 
the Blithbury is often
used in displays or to
decorate pallets.  

The Fleximas range 
of artificial grass has 

been carefully updated to 
provide a good quality, 

guaranteed grass.

Rangemore - 37mm

5015225
*8�ub��²b
¾¸���
8yr guarantee*

Á��Ê�Áp�

5015425
*8�ub��²b
¾¸���
8yr guarantee*

s��Ê�Áp�

Blithbury

170891
	��½}FÂ²Ë
�Á���
3yr guarantee*

Á��Ê�Áp�

170892
	��½}FÂ²Ë
�Á���
3yr guarantee*

s��Ê�Áp�

Walton - 32mm

5014225
38�½��
¾Á���
10yr guarantee*

Á��Ê�Áp�

5014425
38�½��
¾Á���
10yr guarantee*

s��Ê�Áp�

• Child Safe
• Quick Drainage
• UV Stabilised

• Pet Safe
• Durable
• No Mowing

• No Mud
• No Watering

5013225
 8�É��Y
Á¸���
8yr guarantee*

Á��Ê�Áp�

Oakwood 27mm

5013425
 8�É��Y�
Á¸���
8yr guarantee*

s��Ê�Áp�

5012225
�b�µ½��b
ÁÁ���
8yr guarantee*

Á��Ê�Áp�

5012425
�b�µ½��b
ÁÁ����
8yr guarantee*

s��Ê�Áp�

We offer acut to length service & drop shipmentsCALL US FOR DETAILS

ARTIFICIAL GRASS

DISPLAY STANDS AVAILABLE See Page95

*Ask us about our guarantees
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+bb��8ub��sEvo-Sport 2000 Glue - 5.5kg
This is the glue recommended for use with our artificial grass 
tape and is supplied in a cartridge gun for easy and quick use. 

EVO2012
È��+��²½�ÁÏÏÏ�
��Âb
12/box

EVO2001
È��+��²½�ÁÏÏÏ�
��Âb
Outer Qty. 1

Ð²½�oO�8���²8µµ�,8�b
Adjacent rolls need to be butted up along straight edges 
and the tape is glued to the grass seams.

TAPE300
Ð²½�oO�8���²8µµ�
,8�b�*��� 

¾ÏO��Ê�¾ÏÏ�

TAPELM
Ð²½�oO�8���²8µµ�
,8�b�
Â½���

¾ÏO��Ê�OÂ½��b�u½}

1

Ð²½�oO�8��(Â½½��u��²bb���²8µµ
Our 12mm ProPutt green is professional standard and 100% nylon, stimping at 10, to 
create a surface that plays true and smooth all year round. As artificial grass experts we 
can also advise on how best to integrate a putting green into your overall garden design 
and provide artificial lawn to compliment your putting green if required. Our Putting 
Green Grass has an 8 year guarantee*. 
8���Âµ�n�²���²b�Yb½8��µ¢

2

��µ½8��8½����+b²È�Ob�ÐÈ8��8F�b
To achieve the highest standard of appearance and ensure your artificial grass maximises its life span, a quality installation is 
essential. Removal of the existing sod and waste is absolutely crucial, as well as proper base preparation. We recommend a 
base layer of aggregate in addition to sharp sand and our installers always apply this. 

3

ARTIFICIAL GRASS

Ð²½�oO�8���²8µµ�
�b8�b²�?��²8u²8�Ob

•  Suitable for all types of artificial grass,   
 polyester carpeting mats and rugs. 
•  Incorporates a freshly cut grass fragrance   
 leaving a pleasant residual odour.
•  Water based concentrated cleaner with good   
 dilution properties making it economical in use. 

•  Compatible with a wide range of soil types. 
•  Effective against a wide range of algae, fungus  
 and bacteria – treatment assists with   
 suppressing further algae & fungal growth 

For optimum artificial grass life span, we recommend...
3bbYF8��¸Ï for use under artificial grass where weed 
control properties only are required. See page 67

(8Èb�8µ��p for additional drainage and
stabilisation. See page 69

�bµ�u�b²��²8µµ
Our brightly coloured range of 27mm grasses also makes fantastic outdoor rugs – which look 
great on decking. The coloured artificial grasses are also great for exhibitions and events, 
where a specific colour is required. Our designer grass has an 10 year guarantee*.

8���Âµ�n�²���²b�Yb½8��µ¢

HC14381
Ð²½�oO�8���²8µµ�

�b8�b²�+�²8Ë��b8Y
Outer Qty.6

��½²

HC14382
Ð²½�oO�8���²8µµ�

�b8�b²��b²²ËO8�
Outer Qty.4

Á�½²

HC14385
Ð²½�oO�8���²8µµ�

�b8�b²��b²²ËO8�
Outer Qty.4

p�½²

Get the smell of summer on your shelf with our “freshly cut lawn” scented artificial grass cleaner!  
This is an innovative new way to clean and protect against bacterial and fungal growth, keeping artificial lawns fresh, 
safe and smelling like the real thing.  Astronomical is a great add-on sale for retailers and contractors across the UK.
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Metal wires give the hedge strength and 
make installation simple and quick. 
No maintenance is needed and they 
last for years.  Campovert has been 
renamed Greenset  36 for 2016

Nortene artificial hedges 
are great for gardeners

who need an instant
evergreen screen 

Greenwitch artificial hedge has leaves in two shades of green and brown to 
replicate a natural look.  This is new for 2015 and gives 90% screening.

Greenwitch - 90%

2011884
�²bb�É�½O}
Outer Qty. 4

���Ê�¾�

2011885
�²bb�É�½O}
Outer Qty. 4

�¢p��Ê�¾�

2011886
�²bb�É�½O}
Outer Qty. 4

Á��Ê�¾�

Greenset 30 artificial hedge has leaves in two shades of green and
provides 85% screening

Greenset 30 - 85%

5031601
�²bb�µb½�¾Ï
Outer Qty. 4

���Ê�¾�

5031603
�²bb�µb½�¾Ï
Outer Qty. 4

�¢p��Ê�¾�

5095189
�²bb�µb½�¾Ï
Outer Qty. 4

Á��Ê�¾�

• Shade Factor 100%
• Maintenance free
• Fire resistant
• Retains its colour
• Does not release dirt

Easy and quick to install – this PVC hedge provides optimum privacy in gardens, 
swimming pools and terraces.

Greenset 36 - 100%

174165
�²bb�µb½�¾¹
*b½8���(8O�
Outer Qty. 4

���Ê�¾�

174166
�²bb�µb½�¾¹
*b½8���(8O�
Outer Qty. 4

�¢p��Ê�¾�

000365
�²bb�µb½�¾¹
Loose on pallet

���Ê�¾�

000366
�²bb�µb½�¾¹
Loose on pallet

�¢p��Ê�¾�

000367
�²bb�µb½�¾¹
Loose on pallet

Á��Ê�¾�

ARTIFICIAL SCREEN
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Natural screening is a popular and attractive choice 
for gardeners wishing to update or decorate fences, 
to cover an unsightly area, or to create sections in a 
garden, terrace, balcony or even home interior. 
These screens can also be used overhead to create shading. Choose from single thickness reedcane, 
willow and half bamboo or from woven thatch / heather.

Reed CaneReed Cane

830521
*bbYO8�b
(5/Pack)

���Ê�s�

76523
*bbYO8�b
(5/Pack)

�¢p��Ê�s�

843586
*bbYO8�b
(5/Pack)

Á��Ê�s�

Heather

810493
,}8½O}º�b8½}b²
(5/Pack)

���Ê�s�

76800
,}8½O}º�b8½}b²
(5/Pack)

�¢p��Ê�s�

824263
,}8½O}º�b8½}b²
(5/Pack)

Á��Ê�s�

Willow

275958
3����É
(5/Pack)

���Ê�s�

76663
3����É
(5/Pack)

�¢p��Ê�s�

805955
3����É
(5/Pack)

Á��Ê�s�

Half Bamboo

850467
�8�n�	8�F��
(5/Pack)

���Ê�s�

76801
�8�n�	8�F��
(5/Pack)

�¢p��Ê�s�

888312
�8�n�	8�F��
(5/Pack)

Á��Ê�s�

Expanding Willow Trellis

170981
Ê�8�Y��u�
3����É�,²b���µ
(3/Pack)

Ï¢¹��Ê��¢g�

170982
Ê�8�Y��u�
3����É�,²b���µ
(3/Pack)

Ï¢���Ê��¢g�

170983
Ê�8�Y��u�
3����É�,²b���µ
(3/Pack)

�¢Á��Ê��¢g�

170984
Ê�8�Y��u�
3����É�,²b���µ
(3/Pack)

�¢p��Ê��¢g�

170985
Ê�8�Y��u�
3����É�,²b���µ
(3/Pack)

�¢g��Ê��¢g�

DISPLAY STAND AVAILABLE See Page94

NATURAL SCREENING
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Decorative Metal Screen

2012056
�bO�²8½�Èb��b½8��
+O²bb���\��
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢¹�Ê��¢p�

Metal panels with decorative motifs.  Easily installed by pushing into the ground or mounted on a wall with the mounting 
kit included.  Ideal for use as a climbing plant support and for delimiting a garden space.  Perfect for modern gardeners 
looking for something new and different.

2012057
�bO�²8½�Èb��b½8��
+O²bb���\Á�
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢¹�Ê��¢p�

2012058
�bO�²8½�Èb��b½8��
+O²bb���\¾�
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢¹�Ê��¢p�

2012059
�bO�²8½�Èb��b½8��
+O²bb���\s�
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢¹�Ê��¢p�

These unique screens 
can be set into gardens or 
placed on walls. Climbing 
plants can trail up the 
screen or they can be 
used as decoration in 
their own right.

The Nortene decorative metal 
screening is available for sale 

with a great display stand to 
attract customers.  

DISPLAY STAND AVAILABLE See Page95

METAL SCREENING
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PLASTIC SCREENING

Contemporary panel available in two fantastic 
metallic colours: grey and brown. 
 
Perfect for partitioning a terrace and for creating 
height with a low wall
 
Great for a decorative climbing plant support

• Very durable with a long Life – minimum 6 years
• No maintenance
• Creates a beautiful lighting effect
• Resin inject PP with UV
 
For installation – please ask us to send you our 
video link.

Mosaic

2010478
��µ8�O�	²�É�
Outer Qty. 5

��Ê�Á�

2010479
��µ8�O��²bË
Outer Qty. 5

��Ê�Á�

Mosaic can be fixed into place with a complete range of accessories.

New for 2016 is the Nortene Mosaic Plastic Panel. 
Designed with a contemporary feel to partition a 
terrace or patio or for decorating a wall or balcony.   

To install these lovely Mosaic screens, we have the perfect 
range of fixings below.

2010490
(²�o����Brown
Outer Qty. 10

Á�

Horizontal post to support the top and bottom of 
the Mosaic panels. Simply slide the Mosaic panels 
into Profile H for a solid structure

(²�o���

2012203
(b²oÊ�Brown
Outer Qty. 10

This is the corner piece which slots into the top 
and bottom of the Alupost to fix the Mosaic 
panel in securely.

(b²oÊ��µb½��n�Á 

This is an aluminium post designed specifically for the 
Mosaic panels.  They allow multiple panels to be fixed 
together on four sides of the post. Alupost also slots easily 
over the Basfix floor and Basfix Terra.

ALUPOST

2010496
	8µoÊ�����²
Outer Qty. 10

Basfix Floor and Basfix Terra are anchor plates, used to 
securely fix the Mosaic panels onto hard soil (Basfix Floor) 
and soft soil Basfix Terra.  The Mosaic Alupost slots directly 
into these fixings.

	8µoÊ�����²�?�,b²²8

NEW
FOR

2016

2010497
	8µoÊ�,b²²8
Outer Qty. 10

2010491
(²�o����Grey
Outer Qty. 10

Á�

2012204
(b²oÊ�Grey
Outer Qty. 10

2010482
Ð�-( +,
Brown
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢��p�

2010483
Ð�-( +,
Grey
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢��p�

2010486
Ð�-( +,
Brown
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢Á�p�

2010487
Ð�-( +,
Grey
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢Á�p�
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Knitted Net with Flame Retardent

Fleximas stage netting is a knitted HDPE tape mesh with Flame Retardant and UV 
additive, which is strong and durable. Stage net can be used as a backdrop, to 
provide privacy or as a windbreak or shade mesh.

•  Easy to fit with cable ties
•  Unfolded
•  150gsm 
•  90% Shade
•  Quick and simple to install using cable ties or
 flexible straps.

Available in black as standard.
Other colours and sizes can be manufactured
on request.

Also see our range of SaFR, flame retardant shade
cloths available in 8 colours on page 24.

Knitted meshes are used in many screening & shading 
applications & we have a wide range to suit every need, 
from a horticultural or agricultural requirement for crop 
shading, screening unsightly areas, right through to a 
custom made designer shade sail.   
From our wider range, we can also supply widths sewn together and go down to 20% shading –
whatever your screening or shading requirement, please call us to discuss.

• HDPE knitted monofilament windbreak / shade mesh
• Knitted eyelets for easy installation
• UV stabilised for longer life
• Chemical and rot resistant
• Wear and tear resistant
• Permeable to allow air and water to circulate
•  100gsm

Medium Duty Knitted Screening

Bulk Roll

402080
�bY�Â�����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 50%

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402081
�bY�Â�����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 50%

�¢p��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402082
�bY�Â�����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 50%

Á�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402083
�bY�Â�����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 50%

¾�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Heavy Duty Knitted Screening

Bulk Roll

402133
�b8ÈË����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 55%

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402134
�b8ÈË����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 55%

�¢p��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402135
�b8ÈË����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 55%

Á�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402136
�b8ÈË����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 55%

¾�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

• HDPE knitted monofilament windbreak / shade mesh
• Knitted eyelets for easy installation
• UV stabilised for longer life
• Chemical and rot resistant
• Wear and tear resistant
• Permeable to allow air and water to circulate
•  140gsm

Bulk Roll

150/FR/200
+½8ub��b½
Shading 90%
Mesh size 4mm

Á��Ê�pÏ�

KNITTED SCREENING, SHADING & SAILS
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• Heavy weight HDPE knitted mesh with UV additive
• Shade Factor 80-85%
• PVC banding, stitching to wider widths, hems and eyeleting available on request
• Reinforced edges on both sides
• Will not tear or fray
• Also available in brown, black and grey
•  165gsm

Totaltex 80-85%

Cobra 95%

Due to its close ties with 
good quality manufacturers, 
Fleximas offers a wide range

of screening & shading 
meshes for agricultural,

commercial & domestic use.  

Other types of shade meshes are available in 
various weights, sizes and colours and we can 
provide made to measure screens too. 
Extranet at 80% offers a good level of shading, 
whilst Totaltex is great for screening and providing 
privacy around gardens, tennis courts and to hide 
rubbish bins. Fleximas Cobra Screening mesh 
was an instant hit when introduced in 2014 and we 
are delighted to launch our 3 x 25m size in 2016.  
With a heavyweight 230gsm mesh, attractive raffia 
eyelets, it provides 95% screening.

• Medium weight HDPE knitted net
 with UV additives
• Shade Factor 75-80%
• Available in brown on request
• PVC banding, stitching to wider widths, hems and 

eyeleting available on request

• Available in bulk and mini rolls
• Reinforced edges on both sides
• Will not tear or fray
• Up to 5m widths on request
• Also available in grey
•  110gsm

Extranet 75-80%

With a heavy weight of 230 gsm, Fleximas Cobra screening is a good looking,
strong and durable mesh, ideal for customers looking for a quality screening solution.

Bulk Roll

170720
Ê½²8�b½
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

170725
Ê½²8�b½
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

170728
Ê½²8�b½
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�pÏ��(unfolded)

Bulk Roll

170730
,�½8�½bÊ
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

170735
,�½8�½bÊ
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

170740
,�½8�½bÊ
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

170820

�F²8
(230gsm 95%)
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

170822

�F²8
(230gsm 95%)
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

170824

�F²8
(230gsm 95%)
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�pÏ��(unfolded)

Bulk Roll

170745
,�½8�½bÊ
Outer Qty. 1

¾� Ê�pÏ��(unfolded)

KNITTED SCREENING, SHADING & SAILS

Bulk Roll

170825

�F²8
(230gsm 95%)
Outer Qty. 1

¾��Ê�Áp��(unfolded)

• Heavy weight HDPE Knitted net with UV additives
• Shade factor 95%
• Raffia eyelets every 10mm
• Reinforced edges on both sides
• Will not tear or fray
• Also available in brown and grey
•  230gsm
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,8���²��8Yb�+}8Yb�+8�����
�bµ�u��8�Y���µ½8��8½���

Fleximas can arrange for its sail makers to design, produce, install and maintain 
a shade sail upon request for domestic or commercial applications.  We can 
manufacture shade sails or blinds (internal and external) to your own designs. 
Waterproof shade sails are now also available - please call for details.

SaFR Shade Cloth (Fire-Retardant)

Commercial 95 is a high quality knitted shade fabric, supplied 
in bulk rolls, designed for tension structures, awnings and 
shade covers, specifically for commercial architectural 
applications and dramatic domestic shade solutions.

• High quality heavy duty shade cloth 
• Very strong and stable outdoor fabric for use in tension structures and 

shade sails 
• Provides extremely high levels of UV protection – up to 97% 
• Shade up to 96%
• Suitable for swimming pools, playgrounds, shopping centre car parks and 

entertaining areas 
• Strong HDPE fabric will not rot or absorb moisture 
• Stentered (heat-set) to reduce shrinkage and for ease of fabrication 
• 10 year manufactuers warranty  against UV degradation on fabric 
• Engineered in Australia to meet harsh climates

Commercial 95 Shade Cloth

 

Aqua Blue Navy Blue Steel Grey Rivergum Green

Desert Sand Brunswick Green Deep Ochre Natural

Cayenne Sky Blue Black Yellow

Gun Metal Turquoise Cherry Charcoal

BeigeCobalt Blue

Ivory

Emerald Green

Nutmeg

Terracotta

Olive Slate Grey

SaFR shade cloth is a fire retardant shade cloth, which complies to BS7837:1996.

• Designed to be the safest choice in architectural shade fabric
• Made from UV stabilised, HDPE monofilament and tape
• 100% lead and phthalate free
• Specialised lock stitch knit for more air movement and better
 channelling of cool breezes.
• Blocks up to 95% of harmful UV rays
• Recyclable, tear resistant and will not crack, rot or fade
• 10 year manufacturer’s warranty against UV degradation 

Bulk Roll


���b²O�8���p
16 colours
318-350 g/m²

¾�(folded)�Ê�sÏ�

Bulk Roll

+8�*�+}8Yb�
��½}
8 colours
298 g/m²

¾�(folded)�Ê�¾Á�

KNITTED SCREENING, SHADING & SAILS

Light &Waterproof GradesAvailableCALL US FOR DETAILS
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KNITTED SCREENING, SHADING & SAILS

• Premium 10 year warranty against UV degradation
• Made by world leader in shade fabric and pioneer of domestic
 shade sails
• Coolaroo fabric is designed for the harsh Australian environment
• 200gsm

• UV stabilised, commercial grade knitted fabric for greater strength and durability
• Quality marine grade 316 stainless steel D rings on each corner
• Resists mould and mildew
• Informative point-of-sale materials available

Up to 
90% UV Block

Fabric 
won’t shrink

Breathes to 
keep you cooler

Simply 
hose clean

10 year fabric warranty
against UV degradation

C ommercial
grade fabric

Easy
Installation

Shade Sails - Retail Packs Premium

Coolaroo shade sails 
are one of the best

selling Fleximas products.

5 m x 5 m x 5 m 

3.6 m x 3.6 m

5.4 m x 5.4 m

3.6 m x 3.6 m x 3.6 m 

5.0 m x 3.0 m 

Triangle 3.6m

5 m x 5 m x 5 m 

3.6 m x 3.6 m

5.4 m x 5.4 m

3.6 m x 3.6 m x 3.6 m 

5.0 m x 3.0 m 

Triangle 5m

5 m x 5 m x 5 m 

3.6 m x 3.6 m

5.4 m x 5.4 m

3.6 m x 3.6 m x 3.6 m 

5.0 m x 3.0 m 

Square 3.6m5 m x 5 m x 5 m 

3.6 m x 3.6 m

5.4 m x 5.4 m

3.6 m x 3.6 m x 3.6 m 

5.0 m x 3.0 m 

Square 5.4m

5 m x 5 m x 5 m 

3.6 m x 3.6 m

5.4 m x 5.4 m

3.6 m x 3.6 m x 3.6 m 

5.0 m x 3.0 m 

Rectangle
5 x 3m

Right Angled
Triangle

 3.6 x 3.6 x 5m

3238994

3239366

3239748

3240188

1001339

1001354

1001360

1002213

1003146 1002220

1002237

1002244

447243

447533

447250

447564

447540

3238826

3239298

3239670

3240010

447557

453763 453770

Teracotta Polar White Desert Sand Charcoal Brunswick Green MistSizes

Colours

Manufactured by an Australian world leader in 
shade fabric technology, these sails have been 
successfully installed in gardens, garden centres, 
pubs, schools and playgrounds throughout the 
world.  With bright, eye-catching and informative 
packaging, Coolaroo shade sails are great sellers.
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A wide range of Coolaroo Shade Sail accessories ideal for domestic applications are available. 
We also have a range of fittings which are more suitable for commercial settings such as offices, schools, 
parks and playgroups – please contact us for information. 

3108136
,Â²�FÂO��b
Qty. 6

3108518
Ëb�	��½
Qty. 6

3108372
(8Y�Ëb
Qty. 6

3108440
+�����
Qty. 6

3108686
+�8������
Qty. 6

Shade Sail Fixing Accessories
Galvanised steel, 
powder coated & 
wooden posts
supplied and

fitted to orderCALL US FOR DETAILS

Shade Sail Accessories produced from 3/6 Marine Grade Stainless Steel 

Coolaroo® Party Sails are ideal for creating 
style and adding a bright, vibrant colour to 
your garden or outdoor event, picnic, BBQ or 
party. Each sail comes with a grommet in each 
corner and a rope which is easily attached to 
the grommets and trees, non-electrical poles 
or other structures. 

Coolaroo Party Sails are 
great for decorating your 

outside area.

• Advanced lockstitch polymer
• Allows cool breezes to flow through and hot air to escape
• Blocks up to 90% of harmful UV rays
• Resistant to mould and mildew
• Suitable for temporary rather than permanent use
• Colourfast
• Will not rot shrink, fray or tear
• Easily fixed using existing structures or attached to timber or steel poles
• Can be cleaned with mild detergent and water
• Fabric 'breathes' to allow cooling air circulation
• Light shower resistant (not waterproof)
• 1 year guarantee and 3 year warranty against UV degradation
• Colour availability varies

Coolaroo Party Sails

434519

���8²���(8²½Ë�+8��µ
Available in Red, Orange,
Yellow, Green & Blue
Qty. 1

¾�Ê�¾�Ê�¾�

NEW
FOR

2016

KNITTED SCREENING, SHADING & SAILS
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“We have been buying Outdoor Shading and 
Coolaroo shade sails from Fleximas for many 

years and have always been impressed with
the quality of these ranges and also the

lovely, helpful service we receive.  

We would recommend Fleximas as a
reliable and consistent supplier.”

Marcus, Shade Sail
Manufacturer & installer

KNITTED SCREENING, SHADING & SAILS
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PETS & OWNERS

This replacement cover is 
supplied in a clear, labelled 
pack and can be placed 
alongside the pet beds, in store 
to create added value and 
repeat sales.

Coolaroo Spare Pet Covers

Coolaroo Pet Beds

317263

���8²���(b½�
	bY�+�8��
Qty. 6

�Ï�Ê�ppO�

317270

���8²���(b½�
	bY��bY�Â�
Qty. 6

��Ï�Ê�¹pO�

317287

���8²���(b½�Bed 

�8²ub
Qty. 3

�¾Ï�Ê�gÏO�

317263C

���8²���(b½�Bed 


�Èb²�+�8��
Qty. 6

¸Ï�Ê�ppO�

317270C

���8²���(b½�Bed 


�Èb²��bY�Â�
Qty. 6

�Ï�Ê�¹pO�

317287C

���8²���(b½�Bed 


�Èb²��8²ub
Qty. 6

��Ï�Ê�gÏO�

Coolaroo pet beds can be used indoors or outdoors.
The design raises dogs off the ground and the knitted 
fabric allows air to flow through keeping pets cool. 

Features
• Knitted HDPE UV stabilised fabric
• 5 year fabric warranty against UV degradation
• Black powder coated steel frame
• Lead free material
• Breathable fabric cover to resist odours
• Flea and mite resistant
• Easy assemble and hose clean
• Resists mould and mildew
• Four sizes to suit most dog breeds
• Spare covers available as accessories

 

455842

���8²���(b½�Bed 

4��8²ub
Qty. 3

�pÏ�Ê��ÏO�

455859

���8²���(b½�Bed 

4��8²ub
Qty. 6

�¾Ï�Ê��ÏO�

Only Coolaroo pet beds feature unique Coolaroo fabric 
that “breathes” to keep pets cool.  Air flows through, 
keeping odours to a minimum and your pet more 
comfortable in any weather.  The unique Coolaroo fabric 
is unaffected by moisture, natural temperature extremes 
and its knitted construction resists tearing and fraying, so 
Coolaroo pet beds can be used safely indoors or outside.

COOLAROO PET BEDS

Pets give us so much pleasure and we love to 
make them as happy and comfortable as possible.
Here we have a few products which appeal to pet 
owners, particularly those who have dogs.
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PETS & OWNERS DOG ROCKS

AFTER USE

This product has had phenomenal success in the UK, spanning many 
markets;  vets, pets, garden centres, online and gift wares.

Dog Rocks is a great, innovative, 
convenient and �ÏÏ¡��8½Â²8� 
product used to stop urine burn 
patches appearing on the lawn.
Dog Rocks are the only prevention 
& cure to urine burn patches
on the market.

Dog Rocks

DR0001
��u�*�O�µ
Qty. 6
12/Box

ÁÏÏu

BENEFITS
• 100% natural 
• Convenient & hassle free solution
• Proven & endorsed by Vets & Pet
   owners worldwide 
• Money back guarantee
• No side effects

BEFORE USE
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PETS & OWNERS

Just as we choose not to use chemicals on our own 
skin, we don’t want to use them on our animals either – 
so for special bath time occasions, The Little Soap 

Company has developed a
pet-friendly shampoo bar, 
250ml liquid shampoo and also 
a 250ml spritz for in-between 
washes…..they are also great
on guinea pigs, rabbits and 
other small animals too.

LITTLE BEAST PET SHAMPOO RANGE 

Using a pure bar of natural soap to wash and massage 
your dog/small pet is much more economical than 
using a traditional liquid soap (this bar will last and 
last) and doesn’t spill amid the tussle of bath time! 
It’s also 100% pure and natural – no synthetics, 
preservatives or anything nasty whatsoever, its just 
pure oil, just as soap should be.

(Age Guidelines:  None, but we suggest 4 months upwards and post jabs)

Pet Spritz

4390795
(b½�+�²�½Î
Qty. 6

ÁpÏ��

Pet Shampoo

4390771
(b½�+}8����
Qty. 6

ÁpÏ��

Pet Shampoo Bar

4390283
(b½�+}8�����	8²
Qty. 12

��Ïu
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PETS & OWNERS

The Little Soap Company has a well established range 
of hand made soap bars plus liquid soaps. This British 
company is proud to be the first to sell an organic soap 
bar in UK supermarkets. Fleximas is pleased to be 
launching this recognised, pretty range into UK Independent 
retailers.  Please ask us about the lovely displays available.

Guest Bar

4390856
�8Èb�Yb²�?�

�½²Âµ��Âbµ½�	8²
Qty. 6

�¸u

There is also make a very handy little 17g
Lavender and Citrus Guest Bar too!

Totally organic and using only pure English Essential Oils (there is also an unperfumed bar too for those of who prefer without!). 
These 110g bars are great to use on face and bodies and great for getting a good lather, so perfect to use as a foam to shave.

Organic Soap Bar Range

4390320
�u��µ}�(b��b²���½�?�
(���ËµbbY�+�8��	8²
Qty. 12

��Ïu

4390351
�u��µ}�*�µb�8²Ë�?�
,}Ë�b�+�8��	8²
Qty. 12

��Ïu

4390337
�u��µ}��8Èb�Yb²
?�
�½²Âµ�+�8��	8²
Qty. 12

��Ïu

4390344
-��b²nÂ�bY�+�8��
n�²�+b�µ�½�Èb�+����n�²�
+b�µ�½�Èb�+���
Qty. 12

��Ïu

Organic Liquid Handsoap Range

4390108
�u��µ}�(b��b²���½�
�8�Yµ�8�
Qty. 6

ÁpÏ��

4390207
�u��µ}��8Èb�Yb²
?�
�½²Âµ��8�Yµ�8�
Qty. 6

ÁpÏ��

ORGANIC SOAP BAR & LIQUID SOAP RANGE

Exactly like our range of traditional bars these liquid handsoaps are totally organic and use only pure English Essential
Oils. In easy to use and convenient 250ml pump bottles they’ll sit beside any sink in the house.
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The Nortene range of tunnels, cloches
and greenhouses is huge and here
is a selection of the most popular.  

NEW
FOR

2016
Birdnet Tunnel

Tunnel mesh with fiberglass poles. The Birdnet 
Tunnel is an effective solution to protect fruit and 
vegetables from birds and other harmful animals. 
The kit consists of a black PE net and easy to 
assemble fiberglass hoops, which are simply 
placed over the crops, to give instant protection.

2006995
	�²Y�b½�,Â��b�
Outer Qty.10 

¾�Ê�Ï¢¸p�Ê�Ï¢p�

Accordian Tunnel 
É�½}�(b²n�²8½bY�o��

This accordion tunnel is a long 
3m in length with a UV treated, 
perforated 180µ PE film, which 
allows plants to breathe.  The 
arches are integrated into the 
film, making assembly and 
disassembly simple and fast.

130201
ÐOO�²Y�8�
,Â��b�
Outer Qty.6 

Ï¢¹�Ê�Ï¢sp�Ê�¾�

��½�
���8o��

This practical tunnel kit 
consists of all the parts 
necessary to build your 
own tunnel to help protect 
and grow your vegetables.   
Comes with UV treated, clear 
PE, perforated film, 7 PVC 
arches and 2 end pegs.

130006
��½�
���8o��
Outer Qty.10 

�¢Á�Ê�¾¢p�

Tomato Greenhouse

This greenhouse has been specially 
designed for growing tomatoes.  
Comes with 3 galvanised steel tubes, 
140gsm green, reinforced PE film 
and with UV additive this is a strong 
greenhouse.  The sides lift up half 
way allowing air to circulate and for 
easy weeding and harvesting.  

2012073
,��8½���²bb�}�Âµb
Outer Qty.1 

¾�Ê���Ê�Á�

2012074
,��8½���²bb�}�Âµb
+�8²b�
�Èb²
Outer Qty.1 

¾�Ê���Ê�Á�

Bell Cloche

This set of 3 pre-formed PVC 
forcing bells helps plants and 
vegetables grow by creating a 
microclimate. The bells protect 
from cold and adverse weather, 
as well as preventing diseases 
and reducing the need for 
chemical treatments.  Adjustable 
top ventilation and delivered with 
anchor rods

5011935
	b���
��O}b
Set of 3
Outer Qty. 20

ÁpO��dia

GREENHOUSE CLOCHES
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Vertical & Horizontal Staking Nets /
Trellis System / Pea & Bean Netting
These horizontal and vertical staking nets are used 
for supporting climbing fruit and vegetables such as 
tomatoes, peas and beans. It is strong enough to support 
the heaviest of crops such as cucumber. This product 
can also be used for supporting cut flowers such as 
chrysanthemums, increasing the length and straightness of 
their stems and therefore raising their market value. Plastic 
staking nets are a more environmentally friendly, lower cost 
alternative to the traditional metal wire option.

• Better ventilation in crop areas
• Easy and fast installation
• Easier and speedier access for harvesting and pesticide treatment
• Facilitates higher crop yield
• UV stabilised, rot proof - hard and durable (3 year guarantee)
• Much more efficient / m2 compared to metal grid equivalent
• Many other mesh sizes and roll sizes available
• Available in green and white

120230
(b8�?�	b8���b½
8.5g/m²
Mesh Size 20cm x 20cm
Outer Qty. 9

Á��Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

120232
(b8�?�	b8���b½
8.5g/m²
Mesh Size 20cm x 20cm
Outer Qty. 20

Á��Ê�Áp�

Mini Roll

BOP32/100500

}8������(�8�½�
+Â���²½��b½�Green 

8.5 g/m²
Mesh Size 13.5cm x 13cm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP32/200

}8������(�8�½�
+Â���²½��b½�Green 

8.5g/m²
Mesh Size 13.5 cm x 13cm
Outer Qty. 1

Á¢Ïs��Ê�pÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP716C

}8������(�8�½�
+Â���²½��b½�White 

8.5 g/m²
Mesh Size 16cm x 15cm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢ÏÁ��Ê��ÏÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP719C

}8������(�8�½
+Â���²½��b½�Green 

8.5 g/m²
Mesh Size 16cm x 15cm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢pÁ��Ê�pÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP35G/200

}8������(�8�½�
+Â���²½��b½�Green 

8.5 g/m²
Mesh Size 20 cm x 20cm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�pÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

OTHER SIZES& COLOURSAVAILABLE 
CALL US FOR DETAILS

DISPLAY STAND AVAILABLE See Pages94

TRELLIS NETTING
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Quality bamboo canes for supporting potted plants.  For use in flower borders or to create a 
growing frame in the garden.

Bamboo Canes Retail Pack

Fleximas bamboo canes are 
sold in handy retail packs of 

10 and sell quickly through 
garden centres when displayed 

in our bamboo cane stand.  

76198
	8�F���
8�bµ
(10/Pack)
Bale Qty. 40

Ï¢��

76225
	8�F���
8�bµ
(10/Pack)
Bale Qty. 25

�¢Á�

76226
	8�F���
8�bµ
(10/Pack)
Bale Qty. 25

�¢p�

76199
	8�F���
8�bµ
(10/Pack)
Bale Qty. 20

�¢g�

76200
	8�F���
8�bµ
(10/Pack)
Bale Qty. 20

Á¢��

76201
	8�F���
8�bµ
(10/Pack)
Bale Qty. 20

Á¢s�

76300
	8�F���
8�bµ
Bundle of 500

Ï¢���(10-12mm)

76310
	8�F���
8�bµ
Bundle of 250

�¢Á��(12-14mm)

76330
	8�F���
8�bµ
Bundle of 250

�¢g��(12-14mm)

76340
	8�F���
8�bµ
Bundle of 250

Á¢���(12-14mm)

76320
	8�F���
8�bµ
Bundle of 250

�¢p��(12-14mm)

76350
	8�F���
8�bµ
Bundle of 200

Á¢s��(14-16mm)

Bulk Bundles

Our great quality Tonkin 
bamboo canes (in bulk) are 
very strong and durable. They 
are ideal for creating frames, 
fences and screens, as well as 
supporting growing plants. 
Here we have our most popular 
sizes but please contact us for 
other diameters and weights.

Tonkin Bamboo Canes in Bulk

OTHERDIAMETRES& WEIGHTSAVAILABLE CALL US FOR DETAILS

DISPLAY STAND AVAILABLE See Page94

CANES & STAKES
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Plastic Coated Steel Plant Pole

2012028
(�8µ½�O�(�8�½�(��b
Fuschia
Outer Qty. 25

g���dia.�Ê�Ï¢¹�

2012032
(�8µ½�O�(�8�½�(��b
Fuschia
Outer Qty. 25

g���dia.�Ê�Ï¢��

2012029
(�8µ½�O�(�8�½�(��b
Green 
Outer Qty. 25

g���dia.�Ê�Ï¢¹�

2012033
(�8µ½�O�(�8�½�(��b
Green
Outer Qty. 25

g���dia.�Ê�Ï¢��

2012030
(�8µ½�O�(�8�½�(��b
Taupe
Outer Qty. 25

g���dia.�Ê�Ï¢¹�

2012034
(�8µ½�O�(�8�½�(��b
Taupe
Outer Qty. 25

g���dia.�Ê�Ï¢��

2012031
(�8µ½�O�(�8�½�(��b
Violet
Outer Qty. 25

g���dia.�Ê�Ï¢¹�

2012035
(�8µ½�O�(�8�½�(��b
Violet
Outer Qty. 25

g���dia.�Ê�Ï¢��

Our beautiful Nortene coloured plastic coated steel stakes are ideal for retailers looking to sell new and 
cheerful garden products.

Green Split Bamboo
Flower Sticks

Green bamboo plant support sticks 
for indoor and outdoor use

140816
�²bb��+���½�
	8�F���+½�O�µ
(25/Pack)

¹ÏO�

140815
�²bb��+���½�
	8�F���+½�O�µ
(25/Pack)

sÏO�

DISPLAY STAND AVAILABLE See Page95

CANES & STAKES
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Aromapic painted metal stake markers for herbs

These painted metal markers for herbs (French language) 
brighten up and add interest to any garden.

2012048
Ð²��8��O�
�8��½bY��b½8��
µ½8�b��8²�b²µ�
(200 / box)

ÁgO�

For gardeners who like to add a decorative touch to their 
plant pots, planters or herb gardens, our AromaPic and 
MiniPic markers are a beautiful addition.  The Nortene 
Seeder and Rain Guages are great value and good 
additions for any garden centre range of essentials. 

MiniPic

2012047
����(�O
(84 / box) 

¹�Ê�¾gO�

PLANT MARKERS

Seeder Drill

This handheld dial seeder is 
an ideal dispenser for plant 
and flower seeds.  It helps 
prevent the seeds from 
clumping together and easily 
separates different sized 
seeds to optimise sowing and 
spacing. 

147061
+bbY��²���
Outer Qty.12

Rain Guage

These decorative, brightly 
coloured rain gauges help the 
gardener to determine how much 
water has fallen in the garden.  
Available in an attractive display 
box, these pink, orange, yellow 
and green gauges create an
eye-catching shop display.

2007609
*8����Â8ub
Outer Qty.40

These painted metal decorative markers beautifully accessorise pots 
and borders on balconies and in gardens.
Colours include yellow, purple and pink.
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Our new great value metal plant pots in 3 lovely colours and 3 sizes are great for retailing and also for 
selling pre-planted. 

Galvanised, Coloured Plant Pots - Set of 3

7622c
�8�È¢�(�8�½�(�½µ
Red

Outer Qty. 6

+bb�µ�Îbµ�8F�Èb

Diameter Length Width (bottom & top) Height
11cm(Dia) 11.2cm 7.5cm*11.2cm 10.5cm

14cm(Dia) 14.0cm 9.2cm*14cm 12.5cm

19cm(Dia) 19.2cm 12.5cm*19.2 17.3cm

577c
�8�È¢�(�8�½�(�½µ
�²bb�
Outer Qty. 6

+bb�µ�Îbµ�8F�Èb

2043c
�8�È¢�(�8�½�(�½µ
(���
Outer Qty. 6

+bb�µ�Îbµ�8F�Èb

Attractive, quality durable polypropylene planting bags. Ideal for growing fruits and vegetables 
in your garden, patio or balcony.  Includes reinforced handles and drainage holes. Decorative 
willow surround to conceal the planting bag.

Planting Bag & Willow Surround

• Ideal for growing potatoes in the garden, patio or balcony
•  Made from tough, durable polypropylene. Includes carry   
 handles and drainage holes with 2 velcro access points
•  Eliminates the need for digging

Potato Planting Bags

75880
(�½8½�
(�8�½��u�	8u
Outer Qty. 10

¾p���dia.�Ê�pÏO�

75881
(�½8½�
(�8�½��u�	8u
Outer Qty. 10

¾p���dia.�Ê�gÏO�

75882
3����É�(�8�½��u�
	8u�+�8���
(5/Pack)

sÏ�Ê�¾Ï�Ê�ÁÏO�

75883
3����É�(�8�½��u�
	8u��bY�Â��
(5/Pack)

sÏ�Ê�sÏ�Ê�pÏO�

75884
3����É�(�8�½��u�
	8u��8²ub�
(5/Pack)

¸Ï�Ê�¾Ï�Ê�¾pO�

PLANTING POTS & BAGS

Our new great value metal plant pots in 3 lovely colours 
and sizes are great for retailing and also for displaying ready 
planted. Potato planting bags and willow planting bags are 
great for gardeners who love to grow their own.
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• Durable galvanised steel design
•  Strong handles for easy lifting
•  Compatible with a wide range of garden waste
•   Aeration holes allow quicker and easier burning

Metal Incinerator

76451
�b½8����O��b²8½�²
90L

METAL PRODUCTS

•  Durable galvanised steel design with
 removable watering rose
• Traditional design
• Two strong handles for long lasting use

Reed CaneWatering Can

76472
38½b²��u�
8�
9L   
 

• Durable galvanised steel bin with lid
• Strong handles for easy lifting
• Compatible with a wide range of garden waste
• Can also be used to house animal food

Metal Bin with Galvanised Lid

76455
�b½8��	���with Galv. Lid   
90L

Reed CaneMetal Riddle

76463
�b½8��*�YY�b
Outer Qty. 5   

�ºs��¹��   

76464
�b½8��*�YY�b
Outer Qty. 5  

¾ºg��¸��     

76465
�b½8��*�YY�b
Outer Qty. 5  

�ºÁ���Á��     

Manufactured from durable powder coated steel, these garden sieves are used to sift out 
stones from soil before planting.  These riddles are available in 3 sizes.  Each size is ideal 
for removing stones and debris from soil plus can be used to sow seeds.  The 6mm riddle 
is also ideal for grading soil and compost and for dusting soil over seeds in trays

Autumn and spring are the times when gardeners clear 
up debris and prepare the outside for the coming 
months.  We have a great new range of essential 
products, which are well priced and will sell well in any 
garden centre or builders merchant.
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Compost Bin

This open board design compost bin
is ideal for garden waste and is made
from 20 separate planks.  Moulded
notches make it easy to slot each plank
into the next as you build up the bin,
starting from the base. Made from solid
planks of 100% recycled plastic, in
brown, 'Hanit' is a very durable material,
which is totally rot free, safe and
inert, thus will not react with any
composting processes and safe to use
in a garden setting.

650

����µ½�	���650L

�ÏÏÏ�Ê��ÏÏÏ�Ê��ÏÏ��

• Zinc plated head with 15 tines
• Approx. 118cm in length.
• Adjustable/locking lever  
• Comfortable soft grip handle
• Ideal for loosening and removing thatch
 and moss from lawns

Adjustable Lawn Rake

76080
ÐY�Âµ½8F�b��8É��*8�b
Outer Qty. 10

��gO� 

•  Fully assembled patio cleaning brush 
•  Wooden head and shaft
• Approx. 126cm in length
•  Durable wire bristles
•  Ideal for removing moss and weeds from
 patios and decking

Reed CanePatio Cleaning Brush

76126
(8½���
�b8���u�	²Âµ}
Outer Qty. 10  

�Á¹O� 

• Natural wooden handle and broom head
• Hard wearing soft coco bristles
• Approx. 125cm in length.

Reed CaneWooden Broom

76707
3��Yb��	²���
Outer Qty. 10  

�ÁpO� 

• Lightweight plastic leaf rake
• Rigid plastic head with 27 tines
• Natural wooden handle
• Approx. 152cm in length
• Ideal for clearing leaves and
 grass trimmings

Reed CanePlastic Leaf Rake

76079a
(�8µ½�O��b8n�*8�b
Outer Qty. 10  

�pÁO� 

• Plastic leaf grabber with large scoop capacity  
• Approx. 40cm
• Ideal for collecting leaves, grass trimmings,   
 foliage etc.

Reed CaneHand Leaf Grabber

76712
�b8n��²8FFb²�
Outer Qty. 10    

sÏO� 

• Large capacity dust pan with wooden  
 handled brush
• Approx. 36cm
• Rubber lip helps to collect smaller particles
• Ideal for tidying up outside

Reed CaneDust Pan & Brush Set

76711
�Âµ½�(8��?�	²Âµ}�+b½�
Outer Qty. 10   

¾¹O� 

Help your gardening customers rake up and clear 
those leaves and free their patio from moss 
and weeds with this great range of maintenance 
products.  These rakes, brushes and grabber are 
essential for all gardeners and are volume sellers.

RAKES & BRUSHES
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Jutebag

A set of 3 jute bags which are 
ideal for collecting gardening 
waste.  These strong bags 
are made from 100% 
biodegradable, 300gsm jute.

110064
�Â½bF8u
Outer Qty.12 

Ï¢¹�Ê���

•  Strong handles for easy lifting
•  Includes plastic loop to keep the  
 bag open

Garden Pop Up Bag

75776
�8²Yb��(���-��	8u
¸Ï�
Outer Qty. 24/bin

pÁ�(dia)�Ê�¸�O�

Leafprotec has been designed to 
keep gutters clear from plants and 
leaves.  Made from UV stabilised PE 
and comes with 5 fastening clips.

Leafprotec

140084
�b8n�²�½bO
Outer Qty. 12

Ï¢�¸�Ê�¹�

• Can hold up to 50kg (but no more than
 25kg by law).
• Manufactured from 100% recycled PE, to ensure  
 competitive prices and reduce the environmental  
 impact of a client’s polythene packaging.

Rubble Bags (British Made)

140005
*ÂFF�b�	8uµ
480 Gauge
Outer Qty. 100

pÁ�Ê�¸p�O�

The bags have many uses and 
hold typically between 25kg and 
50kg and can be used a number 
of times.

Available in plain or printed with up 
to 4 colors. 

Woven Polypropylene 
Sacks (British Made)

140007
3�Èb��	8uµ
70gsm
Outer Qty. 100

�Á¸�Ê���Ï¢pO�

For those gardeners looking to carry heavy 
waste without the handles breaking, the 
Gardenbag is the solution.  Made from woven 
170gsm PE with a reinforced base, double 
stitching and 4 ultra-reinforced handles.  

Garden Bag

2007010
�8²Yb��	8uµ
148L
Outer Qty. 20

Ï¢p¾�Ê�Ï¢p¾�Ê�Ï¢p¾�

2007011
�8²Yb��	8uµ
252L
Outer Qty. 20

Ï¢¹�Ê�Ï¢¹�Ê�Ï¢¸�

• Manufactured from TriStarTM, an advanced blend  
 of 3 polymers, to make a lighter weight film with  
 unrivalled strength (equivalent to a 550 gauge  
 film), dart impact and tear resistance.
• Lightweight yet strong,  offering substantial cost  
 savings of typically up to 20% against
 standard polythene
• Thinner film - can reduce your polythene   
 consumption, packaging waste and carbon   
 footprint by up to 30%.

Clear Rubble Bags (British Made)

140006
*ÂFF�b�	8uµ
380G (strength of 550 G)
Outer Qty. 100

pÁ�Ê�¸¹�O�

Bags are essential for 
gardeners, landscapers & 

builders to collect & transport 
garden waste or rubble.  

BAGS

We have a wide range to choose from - ultra 
strong heavy duty rubble sacks through to pop 
up bags & natural, biodegradable Nortene 
Jutebags.  Also new for 2016 is the Nortene 
Leafprotec gutter guard.
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•  Comfortable and easy to handle lightweight, walking stick shaped wand
•  Push button automatic ignition
•  Weeds wither within 1-2 days
•  Completely safe for children and animals immediately after use.
•  Ideal for clearing patios, paths, gravel driveways, rockeries and walls.
 Great for de-icing frozen drives, and pavements, melting pond ice, thawing water pipes etc.

Auto Weed Wand

558
ÐÂ½��3bbY�
38�Y�3�½}��8µ�
Outer Qty. 10

550
ÐÂ½��3bbY�38�Y
3�½}�Â½��8µ
Outer Qty. 10

The respected Parasene brand includes the plastic Boxer 
wheelbarrows which can be delivered assembled or 
unassembled.  Garden centres, builders merchants and 
online retailers are all fans of these wheelbarrows.

•  Assorted colours
•  Available flat-packed or assembled
•  Durable plastic body
•  Easy grip handles
•  Rust resistant, galvanised steel frame
•  Pneumatic tyre

903B
3}bb�F8²²�É�
Ðµµb�F�bY
Mixed colours
Outer Qty. 14    

�Ï�Ê�¹¾�Ê�Á¸O�

WHEELBARROWS & WEED WAND

The Parasene plastic Boxer Wheelbarrow is a great seller
& ideal for transporting garden refuse.  Lightweight yet strong, 
your customers can select from a range of attractive colours.  
The Parasene Autoweed Wand is sold with or without gas.

Boxer Plastic Wheelbarrow
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PROTECTION

Standard Game Netting - 15mm x 22mm

This larger extruded and stretched mesh is very strong yet lightweight.  It has a high tensile strength which 
makes it an ideal mesh to contain or exclude deer in small or large areas.  
• Strong, lightweight square mesh which is a great alternative to metal wire
• Will not rust or rot
• Black so blends into background
• A tension wire is recommended for installation.

Jumbo Game Netting & Deer Fence - 50mm x 50mm

Fleximesh Small is extensively used as pheasant netting due to being very lightweight and strong.  
It is also used for many other fencing applications both domestic and commercial.
• Strong, lightweight square mesh which is a great alternative to metal wire
• Will not rust or rot

Bulk Roll

503001
��bÊ��bµ}�+�8����
60gsm   
15mm x 22mm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Á��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

503003
��bÊ��bµ}�+�8����
60gsm
15mm x 22mm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

503002
��bÊ��bµ}�+�8����
60gsm
15mm x 22mm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

502001
��bÊ��bµ}��8²ub
80gsm
50mm x 50mm 
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Á��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

502002
��bÊ��bµ}��8²ub
80gsm
50mm x 50mm 
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

502003
��bÊ��bµ}��8²ub
80gsm
50mm x 50mm 
Outer Qty. 1

�¢g��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

502004
��bÊ��bµ}��8²ub
80gsm
50mm x 50mm 
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê��ÏÏ�

Our protection meshes include our lightweight, high tensile 
strength BOP Nets which are ideal for game fencing and 
fruit cage netting.  Our anti-bird nets start with the small 
retail packs of diamond mesh, through to Special 17 tape 
net, monofilament PN1 and PN2 netting and the heavy duty, 
made to measure knotted netting.  Choose also from our anti-
butterfly, anti-hail, anti-litter and anti-insect meshes.  Fleximas 
windbreaks are supplied in heavier extruded meshes, plus 
varying weights of knitted meshes.  Nortene manufactures a 
huge range of tree guards – here are the most popular ones 
we sell, but please ask us for the full range.
 
Our protection range also includes grass cultivation netting 
which can now be manufactured with oxydegradable additive.

Plants & crops need 
protection from the 

elements, birds, pests 
& animals & Fleximas 

has a huge range to 
cover these needs.  

PHEASANT & DEER NETTING

We are

Netting
Specialists
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These square, strong plastic meshes are easy to install as a side netting on fruit cages or can be used over fruit 
trees and other growing areas.
• Also protects your plants and crops against pets
• Manufactured from high strength, lightweight netting
• Fleximesh 36 has a 25 mm mesh which is perfect for pond protection to keep herons and leaves off the pond as well as for side netting on fruit cages
• Fleximesh 90 has a 17mm mesh which is ideal for keeping butterflies off plants and crops and as a fruit cage side netting
• The heavier duty Fleximesh 133 with its heavier weight and 18mm mesh is a longer lasting stronger netting for fruit cages, fencing and other applications.

Fruit Cage Netting - 17mm Mesh  

Mini Roll

174641
��bÊ��bµ}��Ï 

60gsm 
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm
Outer Qty. 8

���Ê��Ï�

Bulk Roll

170611
��bÊ��bµ}��Ï  

60gsm   
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�ÁÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP90/140
��bÊ��bµ}��Ï  

60gsm   
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢s��Ê�pÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP90/200
��bÊ��bµ}��Ï  

60gsm   
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�ÁÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP90/400
��bÊ��bµ}��Ï  

60gsm   
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm
Outer Qty. 1

s�(folded)�Ê�ÁÏÏ�

Fruit Cage Netting -
18mm HEAVY DUTY

Bulk Roll

BOP133/200
��bÊ��bµ}��¾¾  

80gsm   
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�ÁÏÏ�

Fruit Cage Netting -
25mm

Mini Roll

174640
��bÊ��bµ}�¾¹ 

60gsm
Mesh size 25mm x 25mm
Outer Qty. 8

���Ê��Ï�

FRUIT CAGE NETTING / TURF CULTIVATION

Fruit Cage Netting - 16mm

Bulk Roll

BOP186/400
��bÊ��bµ}��g¹  

13gsm   
Mesh size 16mm x 16mm
Outer Qty. 1

s��Ê�pÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP186/800
��bÊ��bµ}��g¹  

13gsm   
Mesh size 16mm x 16mm
Outer Qty. 1

g��Ê�pÏÏ�

We have expanded our range of lightweight, high tensile strength
BOP nets for 2016 with the introduction of Fleximesh 186.  This is
a very lightweight mesh (13gsm) with a 16x16mm mesh with many
uses, such as a low cost fruit cage net or anti bird net

Turf Cultivation Net including Oxydegradable Mesh

Turf cultivation net is used by growers to produce turf which germinates uniformly, has increased 
strength and has higher yields.  Grass can be harvested at a much faster pace, increasing the 
quantity of grass which can be produced.  Turf cultivation mesh is placed, by machine, over 
the soil and as the grass germinates, the roots entwine with the mesh.  This locks the root and 
enables turf growers to transport their finished grass quickly and more effectively. 
 
In 2015 we introduced our oxy degradable turf cultivation net which has all the advantages of our 
standard turf mesh with the added benefit that the mesh degrades, leaving just the turf in place.
 
Increases density and root strength
Reduced growing time (more 
frequent harvesting)
Faster and easier transportation 
and handling of the turf
Other roll sizes available

BOP117/215
,Â²n���b�Y��b½
Outer Qty. 1

Á¢�p��Ê��ÏÏÏ� 

Bulk Roll

BOP117/215OXY
,Â²n���b�Y��b½
Outer Qty. 1

Á¢�p��Ê�¾ÏÏÏ� 

Bulk Roll

WIDER ROLLSNEW
FOR
2016
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²���8�Y�(��Y�Ð�½���8���º�Ð�½��	Â½½b²qË�(²�½bO½���

7mm x 6mm 

Bulk Roll

BOP164/200

²���?�(��Y��b½
42gsm 
7mm x 7mm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê��pÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP164/400/150

²���?�(��Y��b½
42gsm 
7mm x 6mm
Outer Qty. 1

s��Ê��pÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP164/400/300

²���?�(��Y��b½
42gsm 
7mm x 6mm
Outer Qty. 1

s��Ê�¾ÏÏ�

10mm x 10mm 

Mini Pack

180214

²���?�(��Y��b½
35gsm 
10mm x 10mm
Outer Qty. 12

Á��Ê�s�

Mini Pack

180218

²���?�(��Y��b½
35gsm 
10mm x 10mm
Outer Qty. 8

Á��Ê�g�

These lightweight, strong meshes cost effectively protect plants and crops against butterflies and are often 
used in conjunction with fruit cages.  The 7x6 mm mesh is perfect for keeping the butterflies off, whilst the 10 
x 10 mm mesh is more often used for pond protection, to keep herons and falling leaves off the pond.

Crop and Pond Net


²��V�(��Y�?�Ð�½��	Â½½b²qË��b½���¸���Ê�¸���

Bulk Roll

BOP164/400/150

²���?�(��Y��b½
40gsm 
7mm x 7mm
Outer Qty. 1

s��Ê��pÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP164/400/300

²���?�(��Y��b½
40gsm 
7mm x 7mm
Outer Qty. 1

s��Ê�¾ÏÏ�

10mm x 10mm 

Mini Pack

180214

²���?�(��Y��b½
35gsm 
10mm x 10mm
Outer Qty. 12

Á��Ê�s�

Mini Pack

180218

²���?�(��Y��b½
35gsm 
10mm x 10mm
Outer Qty. 8

Á��Ê�g�

The damage caused by caterpillars left by the Large Cabbage White Butterfly (Pieris 
brassicae), Small Cabbage White Butterfly (Pieris rapae) and Cabbage Moth (Mamestra 
brassicae) can be significant.  These caterpillars can easily ruin all the hard work growing 
cabbages, other brassicas, turnip, swede, horseradish and nasturtiums.  Fleximas is 
pleased to introduce a soft, yet extremely strong and durable netting which keeps out these 
butterflies and can also be used as a pond protection netting. 

Simply drape over fruit cages or tunnel hoops, ensuring there are no gaps through which 
the butterflies can gain entry. Care must be taken to ensure the netting does not touch the 
plants otherwise the adults can lay eggs through it.

+�n½�Ð�½��	Â½½b²qË��b½½��u�- 7mm x 6mm 

Bulk Roll

404012
	Â½½b²qË��b½
60gsm 
7mm x 6mm
Outer Qty. 1

�Á�Ê�pÏ�

BENEFITS
•   Multifilament Polyethylene, UV Stabilised for a longer life
•   Easy to drape over fruit cages or can be placed directly  
 over crops
•   Soft and lightweight 
•   High tensile strength
•   Small mesh to reduce the risk to birds
•   Mesh should be removed during flowering for crops
 which need pollinating

A number of our meshes 
can be used for crop and 

pond netting and here 
we show are our most 
popular retail packs

plus our bulk rolls.  

For those customers wanting a very lightweight 
mesh in larger rolls, we recommend our new 
BOP186 on page 43.  Our soft anti butterfly net can 
also be used for this application.

Anti butterfly netting is essential to prevent Cabbage 
White caterpillars from eating valuable crops and 
we have two meshes to select from which prevent 
butterflies but allow the bees in.  BOP164 which is 
very strong and lightweight and a slightly heavier 
knitted monofilament net which is a little softer.  

Bulk Roll

404018
	Â½½b²qË��b½
60gsm 
7mm x 6mm
Outer Qty. 1

g�Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

404016
	Â½½b²qË��b½
60gsm 
7mm x 6mm
Outer Qty. 1

¹�Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

404014
	Â½½b²qË��b½
60gsm 
7mm x 6mm
Outer Qty. 1

s�Ê��ÏÏ�

CROP, POND & ANTI-BUTTERFLY NETTING
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The Fleximas anti-hail 
mesh, can also

be used as a low
cost anti-bird net. 

Woven Anti-Hailstone & Anti-Bird nets - 
Woven Mesh 50

Hail can seriously damage plants, crops and fruit, significantly reducing 
crop yield.  A simple, cost effective, preventive solution is the installation 
of Fleximas anti-hail mesh.  This can be our Woven Mesh 50 or Fleximas 
BOP164 (which is an ultra strong oriented mesh - see page 24).

• Anti-bird net used over ponds, fruit cages and buildings
• Anti-hail mesh protecting fruit, plants and crops
• The mesh is laid on an incline so the hail falls onto the ground
• Lightweight and flexible so can be draped directly over
 orchard trees
• Strong and durable so can simply be rolled up and left in place  
 after use until the next season.
• Resistant to UV rays, mildew & rot
• Easy to cut and does not fray
• Other sizes and colours available on request

Bulk Roll

402011
3�Èb���bµ}�pÏ
Clear
Mesh size: 6x3mm
Outer Qty. 1

s¢Á��Ê��ÏÏ�

Fleximesh 90 is available in many sizes with 
the 2m and the 4m here below being the most 
popular as a litter net.  Manufactured from high 
strength yet lightweight mesh, Fleximesh 90 is 
the ultimate cost effective litter mesh.

Extruded Anti-Litter Nets 

Bulk Roll

170612
��½½b²��b�Ob  
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm

Á��Ê�ÁÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

BOP90/400
��½½b²��b�Ob
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm

s�(folded)�Ê�ÁÏÏ�

Knotless Nets Anti-Litter Nets 

Fleximas knotless anti-litter meshes are available in a standard 
roll size of 4m x 25m and also 50m long.  They can be made to 
measure and supplied in other colours if required. 
• Reinforced edges (approx. 9 mm dia.) plus 4 cable   
 eyes in the corners to tension the net.

Bulk Roll

2422045
Ð�½����½½b²
2.3mm dia
45mm mesh

s��Ê�Áp�

Made toMeasure
CALL US FOR DETAILS

OTHERSIZESAVAILABLE CALL US FOR DETAILS

This woven product is available in black or clear, 
different mesh sizes, weights  and widths and we can 
manufacture using the Raschel or Sulzer process.

Anti-litter nets prevent  rubbish from polluting the 
surrounding areas and we can make to measure as 
a knotless net or provide our very strong Fleximesh 
90 which is a lightweight mesh with a high tensile 
strength.  Other mesh sizes, roll sizes and weights 
are available.

ANTI-HAIL & ANTI-LITTER
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Special 17 bulk rolls are lighter weight, 
great value tape nets.

• UV stabilised
• Rot proof

Special 17 Knitted Anti-Bird Netting Tape

Bulk Roll
404050
+�bO�8���¸
16g/m²
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm

Á��Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404052
+�bO�8���¸
16g/m²
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm

s��Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404054
+�bO�8���¸
16g/m²
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm

¹��Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404056
+�bO�8���¸
16g/m²
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm

g��Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404058
+�bO�8���¸
16g/m²
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm

�Ï��Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404057
+�bO�8���¸
16g/m²
Mesh size 17mm x 17mm

�¹��Ê��ÏÏ��  

These HDPE ant-bird nets provide an extremely cost effective protection
system for many kinds of plants and crops.  
• Attractive retail pack
• Lightweight and flexible
• Environmentally friendly as birds cannot get into the crop and
 therefore will not be caught within the net.
• Life expectancy is 1-2 full seasons (depending on conditions of use)
• UV stabilised

Extruded Diamond Anti-Bird / Garden Net

Fleximas is a leading 
supplier of anti-bird 

netting and provides 
one of the widest 
ranges available.

Mini Roll

120005
	�²Yº�8²Yb���b½
13g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm
Outer Qty. 20 

Á��Ê�p�

Mini Roll

120010
	�²Yº�8²Yb���b½
13g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm
Outer Qty. 12 

Á��Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

120006
	�²Yº�8²Yb���b½
13g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm
Outer Qty. 12 

s��Ê�¹�

Mini Roll

120012
	�²Yº�8²Yb���b½
13g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm
Outer Qty. 12 

s��Ê��Á�

Mini Roll

120018
	�²Yº�8²Yb���b½
13g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm
Outer Qty. 6

g��Ê��Ï�

The extruded diamond net is a big seller in retail 
outlets, whilst the heavy duty knotted net is for 
customers requiring a very strong and long 
lasting solution. The knitted anti-bird netting in 
monofilament or tape are huge sellers offering 
great value for two superb products.
The monofilament PN2 netting is one of the 
softest available.

ANTI-BIRD
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(�Á����½½bY�Ð�½��	�²Y��b½½��u�������o�8�b�½

Double Knit HDPE anti-bird netting, suitable for protection of crops against many types of birds and used in poultry installations.   It is often 
used on fruit cage structures as the roof net and can be easily removed in the winter to stop snow gathering on the net and breaking the
cage system.

• UV stabilised for longer life
• Soft, strong and tangle free
• Rot proof
• Life span 5 years
• Ideal for tops of fruit cage
• Netting does not harm birds
•  Allows bees to pollinate fruit

(������½½bY�Ð�½��	�²Y��b½½��u�������o�8�b�½

PN1 is a popular, single stitched, monofilament, anti-bird net in green and offers great value crop protection.

• UV stabilised for longer life
• Soft, strong and tangle free
• Rot proof
• Life span 2-3 years
• Ideal for tops of fruit cage
• Netting does not harm birds
•  Allows bees to pollinate fruit

Bulk Roll
404090
(���	�²Y��b½
16g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

Á�(folded) Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404092
(���	�²Y��b½
16g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

s�(folded) Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404094
(���	�²Y��b½
16g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

¹�(folded) Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404096
(���	�²Y��b½
16g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

g�(folded) Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404097
(���	�²Y��b½
16g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

�Ï�(folded) Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404098
(���	�²Y��b½
16g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

�Á�(folded) Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404030
(�Á�	�²Y��b½
32g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

Á�              Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404034
(�Á�	�²Y��b½
32g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

s�              Ê��ÏÏ��  (folded
to 0.69)

(folded
to 0.69)

Bulk Roll
404037
(�Á�	�²Y��b½
32g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

¹�              Ê��ÏÏ��  (folded
to 1.2)

Bulk Roll
404039
(�Á�	�²Y��b½
32g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

g�              Ê��ÏÏ��  

Bulk Roll
404042
(�Á�	�²Y��b½
32g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

�Ï�              Ê��ÏÏ��  (folded
to 1.5)

(folded
to 1.5)

Bulk Roll
404040
(�Á�	�²Y��b½
32g/m²
Mesh size 18mm x 18mm

�Á�              Ê�pÏ��  (folded
to 1.5)

ANTI-BIRD

HDPE knotted nets are ideal for strong, long lasting protection against specific 
birds, including sparrows, starlings and pigeons. 

• UV stabilised, rot proof and chemical resistant
• All made to measure sizes
• Flexi12/6/19 – is also used as a roof net for fruit cages
• Life expectancy 5-7 years
•   Colours available: Black, Translucent & Stone

Heavy Duty Knotted Anti-Bird Net - MADE TO MEASURE - CALL FOR DETAILS

Flexi 12/6/19
+�8²²�Éµ
Thickness 1mm  70g/m²

Mesh Size
�����Ê�����

Flexi 12/6/28
+½8²���uµ
Thickness 1mm  45g/m²

Mesh Size
Ág���Ê�Ág��

Flexi 12/6/50
(�ub��µ
Thickness 1mm  20g/m²

Mesh Size
pÏ���Ê�pÏ��

Made toMeasure
CALL US FOR DETAILS
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The trend for growing crops 
organically has increased the 
need for anti-insect meshes
to prevent the spread of
micro-organisms without the
use of chemicals.

Fleximas has a wide range of 
anti-insect nets made in either 
extruded polypropylene, soft 
PVC coated fibreglass or woven 
HDPE. Used commercially, 
domestically or in the workplace.

• High quality, soft, drapable, PVC coated fibreglass 
• Installed on windows and door openings to allow 

ventilation and prevent the ingress of insects
• Can be cut with scissors and will not unravel
• May be washed and reused
• Available in green and white and in many other roll sizes

Protects against: wasps and flies

Fibernet

Fine Shading/Fly Screen

• Sturdy extruded mesh made from PP and treated with UV additives for longer life
• Popular domestic use fly screen mesh and greenhouse shading mesh

Protects against: wasps and flies

Bulk Roll

170542
��Fb²�b½�Silver
110g/m²
Mesh Size 1mm x 1.5mm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p��Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

171512
���b�+}8Y��u�Green
1m x 50m  210g/m²
Mesh Size 1.9mm x 1.9mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏ�

Mini Roll

174522
���b�+}8Y��u�Green
210g/m²
Mesh Size 1.9mm x 1.9mm
Outer Qty. 9

���Ê�¾�

Bulk Roll

171532
���b�+}8Y��u�Green
210g/m²
Mesh Size 1.9mm x 1.9mm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Á��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

171522
���b�+}8Y��u�White
210g/m²
Mesh Size 1.9mm x 1.9mm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Á��Ê�pÏ�

Woven Anti-Insect Nets

-�,*Ð������(²�½bO½µ�8u8��µ½U�É}�½b�qËV�½}²��µV�O8²²�½�²��½�qËV�O8FF8ub�FÂ½½b²qËV�O8FF8ub�²��½�qË
24% light transmission

������(²�½bO½µ�8u8��µ½U�O8²²�½�²��½�qËV�O8FF8ub�FÂ½½b²qËV�O8FF8ub�²��½�qË
15% light transmission

• HDPE woven, flexible insect nets used professionally 
in greenhouses and polytunnels

• Water and air can still circulate

• Will not rot or decay
• Clear colour standard
• Soft and lightweight enough to place on crops

• Strong and tear resistant, secure edges and UV 
stabilised, so will last many seasons

Bulk Roll

404100
���b
71g/m²
Mesh Size 0.72mm x 0.72mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

404102
���b
71g/m²
Mesh Size 0.72mm x 0.72mm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

404103
���b
71g/m²
Mesh Size 0.72mm x 0.72mm
Outer Qty. 1

¾��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

404120
-�½²8o�b
140g/m²
Mesh Size 0.28mm x 0.79mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

404122
-�½²8o�b
140g/m²
Mesh Size 0.28mm x 0.79mm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

404123
-�½²8o�b
140g/m²
Mesh Size 0.28mm x 0.79mm
Outer Qty. 1

¾��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

404125
-�½²8o�b
140g/m²
Mesh Size 0.28mm x 0.79mm
Outer Qty. 1

p��Ê��ÏÏ�

ANTI-INSECT
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PROTECTION

Set of two green slug traps.

Slug Trap

2009757
+�Âu�,²8���²bb�
Set of 2 per pack
24 packs / outer

2010317
��Ë�+É8½
Red, pink, purple, green 
Outer Qty. 50

Ï¢sp�Ê�pÏO�

Attractive fly swat in 4 bright colours 
– red, pink, purple and green

Fly Swat

Hanging wasp trap to keep these 
pests away from unwanted areas in 
the garden.

Wasp Trap

2010318
38µ��,²8�
Outer Qty. 25

�¹�Ê�ÁÁO�

Nortene have a complete
pest control range and
here are 3 of the top retail
sellers, packaged for impact. 
 
Contact us for details of the 
complete retail range.

PEST CONTROL TRAPS

“Fleximas have supplied 
us with their plastic 

netting and fencing 
range for many years.  

We buy for stock and 
also utilise their drop 
shipment service for 
items we do not hold. 

They are a happy team 
and give an attentive, 

versatile service. 
I recommend them.”

Michael, MD,
Online Retailer & Outlet
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PROTECTION

Protect trees & saplings from
animals, rain, frost, snow & wind

Planet Treeguard

• Mesh at top to allow  
 light and moisture  
 through

• Solid guard at base  
 to protect saplings.

Treeguard

Retail pack of popular
anti-rabbit sleeves made from 
monofilament polythene mesh.

Expanding Treeguard - Treex

• Retail pack of 5 expanding anti-rabbit treeguards made from  
 polypropylene or bulk packs with 120 guards
• Treex expands around the tree with no need for support canes

Tree protection forms an important sector for Fleximas and we offer a 
wide range of Nortene Pro treeguards. Here you will find four types of 
treeguards but please contact us for details of our much wider range. 

Extruded Treeguard Mesh in Rolls

Reed Cane0.6m x 50m 

Reed Cane1.2m x 50m 
Fleximas mesh treeguard is a 12mm plastic
mesh supplied in rolls of 0.6 or 1.2m high x 50m long. 
These rolls are cut to size providing a very economical way to make 
guards which are the perfect diameter.  These plastic mesh guards
protect trees and shrubs from damage from deer, rabbits, hares etc. 
and are perfect for trees such as evergreens which do not fare well in 
enclosed shelters. 

• Open structure permits air, light and water to reach the tree, providing a  
 more natural, yet protected environment
• Good protection from deer, rabbits and hares 
• Moulded, smooth edge prevents damage to the tree

84813020G
(�8�b½�,²bb��Â8²Y�
Green
Outer Qty. 100

Ï¢p��Ê��¾O��dia 146024
,²bbuÂ8²Y
(10/pack)

ÁÏO��dia Ê�pÏO�

Mini Pack

146025
,²bbÊ
5/pack

��O��dia Ê�ppO�

Mini Pack

146026
,²bbÊ
5/pack

��O��dia Ê���ÏO�

Mini Pack

Bulk Roll
8552060GR
Ê½²ÂYbY�,²bbuÂ8²Y�
Mesh Green
12mm x 12mm
Outer Qty. 1

Ï¢¹� Ê�pÏ� 

Bulk Roll
8552060BL
Ê½²ÂYbY�,²bbuÂ8²Y�
Mesh Black
12mm x 12mm
Outer Qty. 1

Ï¢¹� Ê�pÏ� 

Bulk Roll
8552060BR
Ê½²ÂYbY�,²bbuÂ8²Y�
Mesh Brown
12mm x 12mm
Outer Qty. 1

Ï¢¹� Ê�pÏ� 

Bulk Roll
8552120GR 
Ê½²ÂYbY�,²bbuÂ8²Y�
Mesh Green
12mm x 12mm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Á� Ê�pÏ� 

Bulk Roll
8552120BL 
Ê½²ÂYbY�,²bbuÂ8²Y�
Mesh Black
12mm x 12mm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Á� Ê�pÏ� 

Bulk Roll
8552120BR
Ê½²ÂYbY�,²bbuÂ8²Y�
Mesh Brown
12mm x 12mm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Á� Ê�pÏ� 

FORTHE FULL RANGE OFNORTENETREE GUARDSCALL US

TREEGUARDS

482110
,²bbÊ
120/pack

��O��dia Ê�ppO�

486225
,²bbÊ
120/pack

��O��dia Ê���ÏO�

Bulk Pack Bulk Pack
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PROTECTION

Square Windbreak - Super Strength

High strength extruded windbreaks protect crops, plants and landscaped 
areas from wind, rain and snow.   They work by reducing wind speed, whilst 
permitting sufficient air through to enable plants to breathe.  These windbreak 
fences are also a good alternative to metal on hutches and cages.
The 3352 cladding windbreak is stretched during manufacture to increase tensile strength and is a very cost-effective 
windbreak solution, whilst 6111 is one of the most popular overall meshes we sell. For customers wanting a very rigid 
windbreak / fence, the super strength windbreak range provides the solution.

Straining wires are recommended for installing windbreak meshes to help keep fences taut and stop the mesh sagging.

• Extruded HDPE
• Additional reinforced strand and UV additive for extra life
• Functional windbreak used in gardens, nurseries and for agricultural fields 
• Protection for animals, gardens and crops from wind, rain and snow
• Use straining wires to install windbreaks to keep fences taut

• Rot resistant
• Wind reduction of 60%
• 300gsm

Cladding Windbreak - High Strength

• Very heavy duty windbreaks

• 3 weights & mesh sizes

• Available as standard in black - 
green & white also available

• Most popular extruded  
 windbreak
• Extruded HDPE with UV  
 additive for extra life
• Rot resistant
• Wind reduction of 50%
• 425gsm

Hexagonal Windbreak - Medium Duty

• Heavy duty windbreak
• General purpose mesh
• 538gsm

Hexagonal Windbreak - Heavy Duty

Bulk Roll

Bulk Roll

3352G/100/30
��u}�+½²b�u½}
Green
Mesh size 15mm x 5mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

3352G/200/30
��u}�+½²b�u½}
Green
Mesh size 15mm x 5mm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

3352B/200/50
��u}�+½²b�u½}
Black
Mesh size 15mm x 5mm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

6111G/100
�bY�Â���Â½Ë
Green
Mesh size 5mm x 5mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

6111B/100
�bY�Â���Â½Ë
Black
Mesh size 5mm x 5mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

6111G/200
�bY�Â���Â½Ë
Green  
Mesh size 5mm x 5mm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

6111B/200
�bY�Â���Â½Ë
Black
Mesh size 5mm x 5mm
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

5186/100
�b8ÈË��Â½Ë�Ï�
Black  
Mesh size 9mm x 9mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�Áp�

Bulk RollBulk Roll

5186/120
�b8ÈË��Â½Ë�Ï�
Black
Mesh size 9mm x 9mm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Á��Ê�Áp�

Bulk Roll

3348B/100
+Â�b²�+½²b�u½}�Ï¹
Black
715gsm
Mesh size 6mm x 6mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�Áp�

Bulk Roll

3347B/100
+Â�b²�+½²b�u½}��Ï
Black
670gsm  
Mesh size 10mm x 10mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�Áp�

Bulk Roll

3346B/100
+Â�b²�+½²b�u½}��s
Black
710gsm
Mesh size 13mm x 13mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�Áp�

WINDBREAKS
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PROTECTION

Fleximas Medium duty HDPE knitted 
windbreak provides protection from 
extreme weather conditions, protecting 
plants and seed beds from wind and frost.  
This mesh also provides 50% shading from strong sunlight and is ideal for 
polytunnel side ventilation and ventilation panels as well as in conservatories 
and as an outside cover for crops.  By reducing greenhouse heat loss, savings 
in fuel costs can be made. 

Standard duty is ideal for a low cost, short term windbreak solutions.

Standard Duty Knitted / Debris Net

• Low levels of UV so shorter life span but very cost effective
• Knitted eyelets for easy installation
• HDPE knitted monofilament windbreak / shade mesh
• Chemical and rot resistant
• Wear and tear resistant
• Permeable to allow air and water to circulate

Bulk Roll

402140
+½8�Y8²Y����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 45%

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402143
+½8�Y8²Y����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 45%

Á�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

• HDPE knitted monofilament windbreak / shade mesh
• Knitted eyelets for easy installation
• UV stabilised for longer life
• Chemical and rot resistant
• Wear and tear resistant
• Permeable to allow air and water to circulate

Medium Duty Knitted 100

Bulk Roll

402080
�bY�Â�����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 50%

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402081
�bY�Â�����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 50%

�¢p��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402082
�bY�Â�����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 50%

Á�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402083
�bY�Â�����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 50%

¾�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Heavy Duty Knitted 140

Bulk Roll

402133
�b8ÈË����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 55%

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402134
�b8ÈË����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 55%

�¢p��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402135
�b8ÈË����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 55%

Á�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402136
�b8ÈË����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 55%

¾�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

• HDPE knitted monofilament windbreak / shade mesh
• Knitted eyelets for easy installation
• UV stabilised for longer life
• Chemical and rot resistant
• Wear and tear resistant
• Permeable to allow air and water to circulate

OTHERCOLOURSAVAILABLE SEE PAGE 79
Bulk Roll

402145
+½8�Y8²Y����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 45%

¾�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

WINDBREAKS
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PROTECTION

  Our Ultra Heavy Duty 
Knitted Windbreaks 

can be sized, pvc banded, 
hemmed & eyeleted

to order. Call us for details.

Add banding
and eyelets
at 1m intervals 

Ultra Heavy Knitted Windbreak 270 gsm

Air Permeable Sheet 200 gsm with reinforced edging and lashing eyelets every 0.5m.

Can be supplied in roll form as here or we can cut to length as required so you only order
what is required.

These coloured sheets are ideal as a windbreak / screening mesh such as around tennis courts, 
with the eyelets ensuring easy and quick installation and a longer lifespan for the mesh.

Air Permeable Sheet

Fleximas 270 gsm windbreak is now available in blue and green as an addition to the popular 
black.  Used as a long lasting windbreak, screening product or cover this is an extremely versatile 
mesh.  We can make to measure and band and eyelet to your specific requirements.

Bulk Roll

HD270/09050
�b8ÈË����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 96%

Ï¢�Ï��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

HD270/36050
�b8ÈË����½½bY�
Ëb�b½bY
Shading 96%

¾¢¹��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

HD27009050SP
�b8ÈË����½½bY�Ëb�b½bY
(Polyester Banded with Metal 
Eyelets) Black or Green
Shading 96%

Ï¢���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll
AP200LIG
Ð�²�(b²�b8F�b�
+}bb½

Ï¢���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll
AP200RED
Ð�²�(b²�b8F�b�
+}bb½

Ï¢���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll
AP200BLU
Ð�²�(b²�b8F�b�
+}bb½

Ï¢���Ê�pÏ�

WINDBREAKS
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GARDEN MESHES

Climbing plant support nets have a wide mesh which supports plants and flowers. It 
is simply installed with metal staples or plant ties onto supports and posts.

• Very popular mesh often used to support climbing plants & flowers
• Available in green, brown and white
• Available in bulk rolls and mini rolls in dumpbins

The Fleximas range of plastic meshes is 
extremely large and is available in many 
different widths, weights and mesh sizes.  
The products focused on here represent a small section of the most popular products but please 
contact us if you have a specific requirement.  

Climbing Plant Support - 46mm x 44mm

Mini Roll

74626

���F8�b½�Green  
46mm x 44mm
Outer Qty. 22 

Ï¢p��Ê�p�

Mini Roll

74659

���F8�b½�Green  
46mm x 44mm
Outer Qty. 11

���Ê�p�

Bulk Roll

170661

���F8�b½�Green
46mm x 44mm
Outer Qty. 1 

Ï¢p��Ê�Áp�

Bulk Roll

170609

���F8�b½�Green
46mm x 44mm
Outer Qty. 1 

���Ê�Áp�

Mini Roll

74616

���F8�b½�Brown  
46mm x 44mm
Outer Qty. 22 

Ï¢p��Ê�p�

Mini Roll

74629

���F8�b½�Brown  
46mm x 44mm
Outer Qty. 11

���Ê�p�

Bulk Roll

170662

���F8�b½�Brown
46mm x 44mm
Outer Qty. 1 

Ï¢p��Ê�Áp�

Bulk Roll

170614

���F8�b½�Brown
46mm x 44mm
Outer Qty. 1 

���Ê�Áp�

Bulk Roll

170663

���F8�b½�White  
44mm x 44mm
Outer Qty. 1 

���Ê�Áp�

DISPLAY STAND AVAILABLE See Page94

PLASTIC GARDEN MESHES
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GARDEN MESHES

• Ideal for fences
• Smooth edges on top and bottom
• Metre strip on bulk rolls for quick and easy measuring
• The 18 x 20mm mesh is used for fencing and also to 

protect grass - eg, from wheel barrows.
• The 9 x 9mm mesh is used as a fence for gardens 

and vegetable patches and is also ideal for use as the 
sides to a compost bin.

•  Also available in 11mm x 9mm and 4.5mm meshes.

• Garden mesh often used for fencing flower beds

• Two decorative straight edges across the top

Hexamas - 25mm x 28mm

Cuadranet Handy Mesh

Small - 9mm

Bulk Roll
170606

Â8Y²8�b½ Green  
9mm x 9mm
Outer Qty. 1 

���Ê�Áp�

Mini Roll

174663

Â8Y²8�b½ Green  
9mm x 9mm
Outer Qty. 1 

���Ê�p�

Medium - 18mm x 20mm

Bulk Roll
170616

Â8Y²8�b½ Green
18mm x 20mm
Outer Qty. 1 

���Ê�Áp�

Mini Roll

174666

Â8Y²8�b½ Green
18mm x 20mm
Outer Qty. 5

���Ê�p�

Mini Roll

170638
�bÊ8�8µ Green
25mm x 28mm
Outer Qty. 8

Ï¢p��Ê�p�

Mini Roll

170639
�bÊ8�8µ�Green
25mm x 28mm
Outer Qty. 4

���Ê�p�

Bulk Roll
170637
�bÊ8�8µ�Green
25mm x 28mm
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�Áp�

ALSOAVAILABLE 4.5mm & 11 x 9mm& in whiteCALL US FOR DETAILS

DISPLAY STAND AVAILABLE See Page94

PLASTIC GARDEN MESHES
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GARDEN MESHES

The Fleximas range of good quality 
wire netting has a 5 year guarantee 

and is suitable for many domestic 
and commercial applications.

These including DIY, fencing, cages, 
plant support and protection.  

• Good quality triple twist post-galvanised wire mesh
• Hexagonal structure
• Flexible and strong
• Other sizes available

Galvanised Wire Netting

13mm

Mini Roll
173550
�8�È��b½½��u��¾
13mm
Outer Qty. 4 

Ï¢¹��Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll
173553
�8�È��b½½��u��¾
13mm
Outer Qty. 4 

Ï¢���Ê��Ï�

25mm

Mini Roll
173551
�8�È��b½½��u�Áp
25mm
Outer Qty. 4 

Ï¢¹��Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

173554
�8�È��b½½��u�Áp
25mm
Outer Qty. 4 

Ï¢���Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

173556
�8�È��b½½��u�Áp
25mm
Outer Qty. 4 

�¢Á��Ê��Ï�

50mm

Mini Roll

173552
�8�È��b½½��u�pÏ
50mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢¹��Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

173555
�8�È��b½½��u�pÏ
50mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢���Ê��Ï�

This netting is also used as 
a barrier around the bottom 
of fruit cages.  Our metal 
range is larger than shown 
here - Please phone with 
your specific enquiries 
such as for bulk rolls and 
stock fencing.

METAL MESHES

• Triple twist galvanised wire mesh
• Green plastic coated finish for longer life and 

strength

Plastic Coated Wire Netting

13mm 25mm 50mm

173570
(2
�
�8½bY��¾
13mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢p��Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

173573
(2
�
�8½bY��¾
13mm
Outer Qty. 4

���Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

173571
(2
�
�8½bY�Áp
25mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢p��Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

173574
(2
�
�8½bY�Áp
25mm
Outer Qty. 4

���Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

173572
(2
�
�8½bY�pÏ
50mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢p��Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

173575
(2
�
�8½bY�pÏ�
50mm
Outer Qty. 4

���Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

DISPLAY STAND AVAILABLE See Page94
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GARDEN MESHES

Heavy Duty Electro Weld Mesh

Welded Mesh Rolls
• Good quality square wire mesh
• Electrowelded with a galvanised finish
• Bulk rolls available on request

• Good quality square
 electrowelded mesh

• Green plastic coated finish
 for longer life

• Suitable for making compost bins

• Bulk rolls available on request

Plastic Coated Weld Mesh Rolls

PVC Coated Weld 
Mesh Panel
• Good quality square 

electrowelded mesh panels
• PVC coated for longer life

• Good quality square electrowelded mesh panels
• Galvanised

Weld Mesh Panels

• Heavy duty chicken weld mesh
• 0.8mm thick, electrowelded 
• Very strong – retains shape
• Fox proof

HDG/2X10/12MM
�b8ÈË��Â½Ë��bO½²�
3b�Y��bµ}
12mm Mesh  0.8mm Strand
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll
173510
3b�Y��bµ}�Ï¹
6mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢���Ê�¹�

Mini Roll
173512
3b�Y��bµ}��¾
13mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢���Ê�¹�

Mini Roll
173509
3b�Y��bµ}�Áp  
25mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢���Ê�¹�

173522
3b�Y��bµ}�
(�8µ½��¾�Green 
13mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢¹��Ê�¹�

Mini Roll

173523
3b�Y��bµ}�
(�8µ½��¾�Green 
13mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢���Ê�¹�

Mini Roll

173525
3b�Y��bµ}�
(�8µ½�Áp�Green 
25mm
Outer Qty. 4

Ï¢���Ê�¹�

Mini Roll

173531
3b�YbY��bµ}�
(8�b�µ�Ï¹
6mm
Outer Qty.10

Ï¢���Ê�Ï¢¹�

Mini Pack

173530
3b�YbY��bµ}�
(8�b�µ��¾
13mm
Outer Qty. 10

Ï¢���Ê�Ï¢¹�

Mini Pack

173532
3b�YbY��bµ}�
(8�b�µ��¾Áp
13mm x 25mm
Outer Qty. 10

Ï¢���Ê�Ï¢¹�

Mini Pack

173534
3b�YbY��bµ}�
(8�b�µ�Áp
25mm
Outer Qty. 10

Ï¢���Ê�Ï¢¹�

Mini Pack

173540
(2
�
�8½bY�3b�YbY�
�bµ}�(8�b�µ�pÏ
Green 50mm
Outer Qty. 10

Ï¢���Ê�Ï¢¹�

Mini Pack

DISPLAY STAND AVAILABLE See Page94

METAL MESHES
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GARDEN MESHES

• Supplied in protective plastic
 container
• High Tensile
• Double Strand
• Strand thickness 1.6mm

Barb Wire

173595
	8²F�3�²b
Outer Qty. 1

Áp�

Plasticised Wire 
used to support nets

172587
(�8µ½�O�µbY�3�²b
Green
Outer Qty. 20

Ï¢g���Ê�pÏ�

172589
(�8µ½�O�µbY�3�²b
Green
Outer Qty. 20

�¢Á���Ê�pÏ�

Steel Wire Tensioner
used to tension wire

172681
+½bb��3�²b�
,b�µ���b²
Outer Qty. 20

�ÏO�

	²�YoÊ�
8F�b½�bµ

2011894
	²�YoÊ�Black
50/bag
Outer Qty.20

�sO�

Fixatex Woven mesh fastening clips

2011897
��Ê8½bÊ�3�Èb���bµ}
n8µ½b���u�O���µ�Black
(15 / blister pack x 10 packs)

�sO�

147136
��Ê8½bÊ�3�Èb���bµ}�
n8µ½b���u�O���µ�Black
(box of 300 clips)

�sO�

2011893
	²�YoÊ�Grey
50/bag
Outer Qty.20

�sO�

2011892
	²�YoÊ�Brown
50/bag
Outer Qty.20

�sO�

General Woven Mesh Fixings

Fastening clips for woven meshes and screening.
Also available in green, grey and brown.

147125
	²�YoÊ�Green
50/bag
Outer Qty.20

�sO�

Nylon cable ties ideal for fastening fencing.

To ensure our meshes, nets and geotextiles are 
installed correctly & securely, we have a
range of fixings here to help.   

FIXINGS
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GARDEN MESHES

Weed Mat Pin

70105024
3bbY��8½�(��
for fabrics & fleeces
100/pack
Outer Qty. 10

ÁÏÏ��

Small Staple

70204015
+�8���+½8��b
for fabrics & fleeces
100/pack
Outer Qty. 10

�pÏ��

Standard Staple

70310015
+½8�Y8²Y�+½8��b
for fabrics & fleeces
100/pack
Outer Qty. 10

�pÏ��

Heavy Duty 
Staple

70410015
�b8ÈË��Â½Ë�+½8��b
for fabrics & fleeces
100/pack
Outer Qty. 10

�pÏ��

SP1 Peg 

SP1
+(��(bu
250/box

�pÏ���Prong

Tri Peg

TRIPEG
,²��(bu
200/box

�sÏ���Ê�ÁÁÏ��

Plastic Pegs

7003015
((¹�(�8µ½�O�(bu
for fabrics & fleeces
100/pack
Outer Qty. 1

�pÏ��

7005015
((¹�(�8µ½�O�(bu
for fabrics & fleeces
1100/pack
Outer Qty. 1

�pÏ��

Steel U-pin

UPINS/100
+½bb��-����
100/pack
Qty. 1

�pÏ��

GEOTEXTILE PINS & PEGS

Fleximas offers a wide range of 
accessories for fixing all our 
weed control and protection 

fabrics into the ground.

Our Tri Peg is a very robust peg with a 10 
year guarantee and can be hammered into 
the ground.

The small pins, staples and PP6 plastic 
pegs are generally used to secure Fleximas 
frost protection fleece, Weedban, Oppotex, 
Pavemas and Stablemas to the ground.
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GEOTEXTILES & FILMS

Our harsh winters can take a
heavy toll on plants left out
in the cold and gardeners now
have many ways to protect them. 

We have a huge range, from the fast 
selling frost protection fleeces and 
natural jute, through to mini winter 
greenhouses and insulated bags. 
Whichever way your customers
want to protect their plants,
Fleximas has it covered! 
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Natureroll

Protect plants from winter 
weather with this 100% 
biodegradable, 200 gsm natural 
jute burlap. Simply surround 
plants and shrubs from the base 
to the top for effective winter 
protection.

070030
�8½Â²b²���
200gsm
Box of 24

��Ê��Ï�

Naturesac

These 100% biodegradable 
300gsm, jute sacks are 
designed to protect plants 
from the cold and rain in 
winter and can also be 
used to collect leaves and 
harvesting fruit.

110029
�8½Â²bµ8O
Outer Qty.12 

��Ê��¢��

Winterpot

This winter bag fully encases 
pots protecting the plant and 
the root system from the winter 
frost.  The bag is made from 
UV treated 50 gsm PP with 
reflective foam to give good 
thermal insulation, with Velcro 
and drawstring fastening.  
Kind to the environment as 
reusable over several winters.

2006636
3��½b²��½
Outer Qty.12 

Ï¢sp�dia�Ê�Ï¢p�

2006801
3��½b²��½
Outer Qty.12 

Ï¢pÏ�dia�Ê�Ï¢pp�

Here we have some lovely natural jute 
products perfect for wrapping around 
plants, Winterpot – an insulated Velcro 
fastening bag and our new
Nortene winter greenhouse.

Winter Greenhouse

This large greenhouse with 
reinforced film has been 
especially designed for wintering 
potted plants.  With 1.6m sides, 
many pots can be placed 
inside the greenhouse, saving 
the gardener time compared 
with covering each one with a 
protective fleece.

2011565
3��½b²�
�²bb�}�Âµb
Outer Qty.1 

�¢¹�Ê��¢¹�Ê�Á¢g�

FROST PROTECTION

NEWFOR2016

Autumn and winter are crucial times for 
preparing plants for wintering and
for the autumnal tidy up. 
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GEOTEXTILES & FILMS

Fleximas is well known for selling quality 
geotextiles and films, allied to technical advice. 
It is really important to us that our customers select 
the right product for the application.  

Fleximas frost fleece protects 
crops from sudden temperature 
fluctuations, rain, frost and wind. 
It prevents an excessive build up 
of ground heat and allows the 
permeation of moisture.

• Promotes early growth by 
allowing water to pass through, 
whilst warming the soil

• Protects plants and seeds from 
frost, insect and bird damage 
throughout the year

• Environmentally friendly, easy to 
use, UV and chemical resistant

• Used in grow tunnels and 
greenhouses

Protective Frost Fleece 17gsm and 30gsm

4,*Ð�,��
��¾Ïuµ� 

Bulk RollMini Roll

01715015
(²�½bO½�Èb��²�µ½�
��bbOb
17g/m²
Outer Qty. 64

�¢p��Ê��p�

01715010
(²�½bO½�Èb��²�µ½�
��bbOb
17g/m²
Outer Qty. 5

�¢p��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

30150100
(²�½bO½�Èb��²�µ½�
��bbOb
30g/m²
Outer Qty. 5

�¢p��Ê��ÏÏ���

30150015F
(²�½bO½�Èb��²�µ½�
��bbOb
30g/m²
Outer Qty. 40

�¢p��Ê��p���

Mini Roll

DUMP BIN AVAILABLE See Page95

FROST PROTECTION

MultiClima Thermal Crop Protection Netting

Thermal crop nets provide an economic solution to protecting 
winter crops from early frosts, improving the microclimate 
around the crops and increasing yield. 
The temperature underneath the thermal net can be up to 3˚C 
higher than the outside temperature.

• Can also be used as protection for early crops against   
 cabbage root fly and other larger insects.

• Water, light and air permeable

• Rot and UV resistant

• Protects crops from heavy rain, hail and wind

• Strong, tear resistant mesh, manufactured from   
 transparent HDPE

• Easy to install – simply peg down

•  Widths up to 24m available

Bulk Roll

38020200
�Â�½�
���8
(38gsm / 15% shading)
8mm x 3mm

Á��Ê�ÁÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

38040200
�Â�½�
���8
(38gsm / 15% shading)
8mm x 3mm

s��Ê�ÁÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

38080200
�Â�½�
���8
(38gsm / 15% shading)
8mm x 3mm

g��Ê�ÁÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

38040200
�Â�½�
���8
(38gsm / 15% shading)
8mm x 3mm

�Á��Ê�ÁÏÏ�
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• Premium grade, tri-laminate
• Insulates greenhouses to retain heat
• UV stabilised for longer life
• Available in small and large bubble
• Protects plants and seeds from frost

Bubble Wrap Triple Laminate UVI - PREMIUM

Bubble Wrap Triple Laminate (no UVI) - STANDARD

Fleximas bubble wrap at great prices. 
Same great quality as the tri-laminate but 
without UVI.

Bulk Roll

1530032
Áp����-2��
	ÂFF�b�3²8�
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p��Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

1530033
�Ï����-2��
	ÂFF�b�3²8�
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

1530042
Áp���	ÂFF�b�
+½8�Y8²Y
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p��Ê�sp�

Bulk Roll

1530043
�Ï���	ÂFF�b�
+½8�Y8²Y
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p��Ê��p�

•  Ideal heater for a small greenhouse  
 up to 5m² (6’x8’)
•  Anti-frost heater in larger structures
•  Continuous burning time on one   
 filling up to 3.5 days

+Â�b²É8²��p�(8²8no�
Heater

682
p�(8²8no���b8½b²
Outer Qty. 1


8�8O�½Ë�s¢p�

• Europe’s favourite heater!
• Ideal heater for a small greenhouse
 up to 4m² (6’x6’)
• Anti-frost heater in larger structures
• Continuous burning time on one filling
 up to 7 days

+Â�b²É8²��s�(8²8no���b8½b²

681
s�(8²8no���b8½b²
Outer Qty. 1


8�8O�½Ë�s¢p�

• Very powerful greenhouse heater
• Minimum greenhouse size is 8’x10’
• Maximum greenhouse size is 8’x14’
• Burns with a blue flame
• Continuous burning time on one filling
 up to 16 hours

The Big Red Heater

591A
,}b�	�u�*bY��b8½b²
Outer Qty. 1


8�8O�½Ë�s¢�

The DAX insulating cover for outside taps is the 
ideal frost protection for taps 
• Easy to find insulating cover for outside taps   
 with fitting instructions
• Top cap plus a nozzle plug cover
• A secure joint with clips
• Fits most taps and can be used
 with the cover left on

Dax Tap Insulation Cover

700
,8����µÂ�8½����
�Èb²
Outer Qty. 10

FROST PROTECTION

Parasene have a good retail pack of greenhouse 
heaters to choose from and Dax have a great cover 
to protect taps from frost.
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GEOTEXTILES & FILMS

BeeMat, BirdMat and ButterflyMat are biodegradable 
pre-seeded growing mats which also control weeds.  
The mats are made of two layers – a strong bottom layer 
glued to a weaker top layer with the flower seeds between 
them.  This combination of layers maximises the germination 
rate for the flower seeds over the weeds in the soil below 
the mat.  Simply cover with a thin layer of weed free sand or 
compost to hold the mat down and keep the moisture in.

With a great range of point of sale, including a video 
merchandiser, these wildflower mats are a fabulous seller 
and, best of all, are great for the bees.

Wildflower matting is a 
great way to create a

beautiful wildflower garden 
quickly and with the

maximum germination 
rate with weed control.

BeeMat flowering Meadow Mat is an integrated biodegradable, weed 
control and meadow flower mat which is very successful for larger scale 
planting projects used by farmers, landscapers and developers. The 
rolls can be laid via tractor, and covered with substrate using a sand 
spreader. Combines 20% wild flowers with 80% non-invasive grass.

Flowering Meadow Mat

WFG2075
�8�YµO8�b�
µbbY���Ê

Ï¢¸p��Ê��ÏÏ�

WFG2187
�8�YµO8�b�
µbbY���Ê

Ï¢¸p��Ê�ÁpÏ�

WFG2150
�8�YµO8�b�
µbbY���Ê

�¢p��Ê��ÏÏ�

WFG2375
�8�YµO8�b�
µbbY���Ê

�¢p��Ê�ÁpÏ�

Living tiles contain a ready-grown mix of hardy, drought resistant 
succulents that thrive in harsh conditions such as those on sheds and 
roofs.  The mixed sedum plants create a dense, low-growing green 
carpet, which flowers throughout the year, creating a bee, butterfly and 
bird habitat. On water tight and structurally sound areas, living tiles can 
be laid without fixing on flat roofs or held in place with roofing batons on 
sloping roofs

•  Simple interlocking tiles
•  Easy to install - ideal for DIY installation
•  Instant results

Green Roof Living Tile

SED001
��È��u�,��b

ps�Ê�psO�

DISPLAY STANDS AVAILABLE See Page95

BeeMat

BEE001
	bb�8½

Ï¢p��Ê�Á�

BEE015
	bb�8½

Ï¢¸p��Ê�ÁÏ�

BEE075
	bb�8½

Ï¢¸p��Ê��ÏÏ�

	Â½½b²qË��8½

BUT001
	Â½½b²qË��8½

Ï¢p��Ê�Á�

BUT015
	Â½½b²qË��8½

Ï¢¸p��Ê�ÁÏ�

BUT075
	Â½½b²qË��8½

Ï¢¸p��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bird Mat

BRD001
	�²Y��8½

Ï¢p��Ê�Á�

BRD015
	�²Y��8½

Ï¢¸p��Ê�ÁÏ�

BRD075
	�²Y��8½

Ï¢¸p��Ê��ÏÏ�

WILDFLOWER MATTING 
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These 50cm x 50cm square mulch mats are slit from the centre and are ideal for
weed suppression around bases of trees and shrubs. This helps growth by
ensuring the nutrients and water goes to the trees rather than weeds.

• Strong, water permeable mulch mat 
• Edges will not fray when cut
• UV Stabiliser for life up to 7 years
• 1200 gauge and weighs 100gsm.
• Light transmission is 0.5%
• Water permeability is 9 litres/m²/sec.

Oppotex Woven Polypropylene Mulch Mat

Mini Pack
10005050
 ���½bÊ��Â�O}�
�8½�Black
100/pack 
Outer Qty. 1

pÏO��Ê�pÏO�

Mulch Sheet

• Plastic 400G mulch sheet used in flower beds and under blocks
 and paving to suppress weeds for commercial or domestic use
•  Totally impermeable
•  Used for clearing weeds from flower beds before cultivation,
 promotes an early crop and keeps the soil moist through sweating
•  +1% UV additive for longer life
•  Range includes other gauges, e.g. 240G

Bulk Roll Bulk Roll

4002010C
sÏÏ��8Âub�Clear
92g/m²
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê��ÏÏ�

4002010B
sÏÏ��8Âub�Black
94g/m²
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê��ÏÏ�

Specially selected mulching film to 
increase strawberry yield.  Prevents weed 
growth and keeps the fruit clean.

Strawberry Mulching Film Weedban 50 and 70 are non-
woven geotextiles, with good 
drainage making them ideal for 
weed control applications.

Oppotex 80 and 100 are woven 
geotextiles making them strong 
and ideal for use as a barrier 
between sand and aggregate 
for support, separation and 
reinforcement as well as weed 
control.  Oppotex 80 has the
CE mark, whilst Oppotex 100 
has more UV and is ideal for 
use without being covered.

Pavemas 95 and Stablemas 
115 are needle punched, high 
strength geotextiles, perfect 
for drainage and separation 
applications. 

All our geotextiles and films 
come in eye-catching and 
informative packaging and our 
geotextile selection chart can 
be printed off and displayed in 
store.

Our 380 barrier and membrane 
is very heavy duty and is 
recommended as a Japanese 
knotweed barrier, supplied in 
roll form or pre-welded sheets 
for easy installation.   

Other applications include 
temporary & final capping, 
remediation liners & covers, 
ore covers, lagoon, pond, tank, 
mining and liners, damp proof 
course membranes, floating, 
stockpile, salt pile covers, 
industrial sized tarpaulins, 
water, gas or vapour proofing 
applications.

Whether you are looking for retail packs or bulk rolls of 
mulch films, non-woven, woven and needle
punched geotextiles, Fleximas has the solution.

WEED CONTROL & CAPILLARY MATTING

We areGeotextileSpecialists

100050
+½²8ÉFb²²Ë�
�Â�O}��u�����
40 micron 

�¢sÏ�Ê��Ï�

Mini Pack

Aquamat high quality capillary matting transports water quickly and evenly over 
flat, level surfaces allowing a large number of plants to be very easily watered and, 
at the same time, creating a good humid atmosphere.

• Field capacity 3.6L
• Capillary rise 7cm or more

Aquamat Capillary Matting

Mini Pack

1530023
Ð§Â8�8½
450g/m²
Outer Qty. 10

Ï¢¹��Ê�Á¢p�  

Bulk Roll

1530021
Ð§Â8�8½
450g/m²
Outer Qty. 1

Ï¢¹��Ê�pÏ���

Bulk Roll

1530022
Ð§Â8�8½
450g/m²
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏ�  

• Manufactured from recycled
 viscose/ polyester
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Japanese Knotweed Barrier

365100025
	8²²�b²�
¾�Black
365 gsm
Outer Qty. 1 

��Ê�Áp�

This barrier is highly resistant to root penetration and 
designed to protect structures and services from tree root 
damage, as well as controlling the spread of invasive plants 
such as Japanese Knotweed, Giant Hogweed, Mares Tail 
and Bamboo.

C3 has a life expectancy of over 50 years, when buried, 
which is vital as Japanese knotweed rhizome can remain 
dormant for at least 20 years.  If permanently exposed, 
expected half strength life span of approximately 7 years in 
UK conditions.

Fleximas C3 root barrier is a 
tough, flexible & puncture 
resistant, triple coated, twin 
reinforced, impermeable, PE 

barrier membrane

JAPANESE KNOTWEED BARRIER 

C3 Root barrier is used extensively for containment cells or as a horizontal or vertical barrier, to protect clean soil, 
structures, hard surfaces and services from the spread of Japanese Knotweed.

C3 is a quick and cost effective alternative to the excavation and transportation off site of infested soil and conforms 
to the Environment Agency criteria. Installing C3 can make construction sites available for immediate use with no 
risk to structures, roads or drains, compared to the alternative of 3-4 years of herbicide control.

N.B. Containment cells should be buried at least 2m below ground to give protection against small mammals or 
deeper if badgers or rabbits are present.

C3 can be used to contain Japanese Knotweed in a number of ways:
• Vertically to prevent the spread of rhizome – protecting services and preventing ingress from neighbouring sites
• Horizontal capping to protect buildings and paved or tarmac surfaces
• Totally encapsulating contaminated excavated soil, burying it on-site or e.g., under a car park or landscaped   
 area which will not be disturbed.

Root Barrier C3 complies with:
• BS5837, 2005 clause 13.1 Trees in relation to construction recommendations
• National Joint Utilities Group Guidelines for Utility Apparatus in Proximity to Trees
• Environment Agency Knotweed Code of Practice recommendations

We recommend a qualified arboriculturalist is consulted for professional advice on barrier depth and location.  Care 
must also be taken on sites where trees exist and on sites which might need drainage.  Due to the many influential 
factors in the surrounding environment it is difficult to provide precise solutions and therefore Fleximas is unable to 
warranty the root barrier product in any form, expressly or implied regarding their effectiveness or suitability.

365150025
	8²²�b²�
¾�Black
365 gsm
Outer Qty. 1 

�¢p�Ê�Áp�

365200025
	8²²�b²�
¾�Black
365 gsm
Outer Qty. 1 

Á�Ê�Áp�

365300025
	8²²�b²�
¾�Black
365 gsm
Outer Qty. 1 

¾�Ê�Áp�

3654050025
	8²²�b²�
¾�Black
365 gsm
Outer Qty. 1 

s�Ê�Áp�

365110050
	8²²�b²�
¾�Black
365 gsm
Outer Qty. 1 

��Ê�pÏ�

365200050
	8²²�b²�
¾�Black
365 gsm
Outer Qty. 1 

Á�Ê�pÏ�

38020550
	8²²�b²�¾gÏ�Green
380 gsm
Outer Qty. 1 

Á¢Ïp�Ê�pÏ�

APPLICATIONS
Tree Pits
Lining the sides of planting pits with Root Barrier C3 can prevent roots under-
mining foundations and controls subsidence from ground shrinking caused 
by trees drawing moisture out of the soil.

Service Channels
Encasing new service trenches with C3 root barrier protects pipes from root 
fracture and provides a physical warning during any subsequent excavations.
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WEEDBAN weed control membrane is a high quality, 
well packaged product. With Weedban there is no 
need to use any chemicals or remove existing weeds. 
Just strim vegetation to ground level ensuring there 
are no fibrous stalks or strong grass such as couch, 
which could penetrate WEEDBAN.

WEED CONTROL MEMBRANE
�-Ð*Ð�,+�,�Ð,

� �3�+
3����(�,*Ð,��* ��-��*�Ð,�

WEEDBAN

70

•  A SPUN-BONDED MEMBRANE which allows  
 air, nutrients and liquids to pass through to
 the soil.
•  Creates a healthy & fertile soil.
•  All fertilisers, liquid & solid feed can be used
 with WEEDBAN.

•  To guarantee that NO weeds will penetrate
 from underneath, WEEDBAN must always be  
 covered with a mulch.
•  Not suitable for use with gravel or sharp aggregate

BENEFITS

WEEDBAN

50
WEED CONTROL MEMBRANE

+-((*+++
� +,�3�+

Mini Roll

WB05010014
3bbYF8��pÏ
Outer Qty. 30

���Ê��s�

Mini Roll

WB05010020
3bbYF8��pÏ
Outer Qty. 25

���Ê�ÁÏ�

Bulk Roll

WB05010050
3bbYF8��pÏ
Outer Qty. 5

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

WB05010100
3bbYF8��pÏ
Outer Qty. 5

���Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

WB05015100
3bbYF8��pÏ
Outer Qty.4

�¢p��Ê��ÏÏ�

Mini Roll

WB05015010F
3bbYF8��pÏ
Outer Qty. 30

�¢p�(folded)�Ê��Ï�

Bulk Roll

WB05020010F
3bbYF8��pÏ
Outer Qty.18

Á�(folded)�Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

WB05020020F
3bbYF8��pÏ
Outer Qty.10

Á�(folded)�Ê�ÁÏ�

Bulk Roll

WB05020050F
3bbYF8��pÏ
Outer Qty.5

Á�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

WB05020100F
3bbYF8��pÏ
Outer Qty.1

Á�(folded)�Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

WB07030100
3bbYF8��¸Ï 
Outer Qty. 1

¾��Ê��ÏÏ�  

Bulk Roll

WB07020050
3bbYF8��¸Ï 
Outer Qty. 4

Á��Ê�pÏ�  

Bulk Roll

WB07020100
3bbYF8��¸Ï 
Outer Qty. 1

Á��Ê��ÏÏ�  

Bulk Roll

WB07015100
3bbYF8��¸Ï 
Outer Qty. 3

�¢p��Ê��ÏÏ�  

Bulk Roll

WB07010100
3bbYF8��¸Ï 
Outer Qty. 4

���Ê��ÏÏ�  

Mini Roll

WB07020025
3bbYF8��¸Ï 
Outer Qty. 8

Á��Ê�Áp�  

Mini Roll

WB07015010F
3bbYF8��¸Ï 
Outer Qty. 20

�¢p�(folded)�Ê��Ï�  

Mini Roll

WB07010014
3bbYF8��¸Ï 
Outer Qty. 25

���Ê��s�  

Mini Roll

07010025
3bbYF8��¸Ï 
Outer Qty. 12

���Ê�Áp�  

Spunbond/Non-Woven
Weed Control

Simply lay the WEEDBAN and 
cover with a mulch. Edges are best 
secured by ‘Spitting’ WEEDBAN 
vertically or ‘Trenching’.

DUMP BIN AVAILABLE See Page95

SPUNBOND WEED CONTROL
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Oppotex 80 is manufactured in the same way as Oppotex 100, on a 
Sulzer loom.  This ensures it is a strong product, with a close weave yet 
still porous, unlike products manufactured on circular woven machines, 
which are weaker and less porous, leading to water puddles.
 
Oppotex 80 retains all the weed control benefits of Oppotex 100, with the 
exception that it cannot be used without a mulch and, due to lower levels of 
UVI will degrade quickly if left exposed.  Oppotex 80 does not have grid lines.

BENEFITS
• Oppotex 80 is a lightweight yet very strong woven membrane suitable for weed 

suppression, stabilisation and some drainage applications.
• Allows air and water to permeate.
• Reduces the amount of sub-base required.
• Prevents expensive aggregates from 
    disappearing into the sub soil.
• Variety of sizes to minimise waste.
• Oppotex is manufactured to MOT 609 specifications which allows it to be used 

under road construction.
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This product is
fully compliant
with EU legislation

OPPOTEX
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Oppotex 100 is a high quality flat woven weed control 
membrane with grid lines. With Oppotex 100 there 
is no need for chemicals or to remove weeds. Just 
strim vegetation to ground level ensuring there are 
no fibrous stalks or strong grass such as couch 
which could penetrate OPPOTEX 100. Simply lay 
OPPOPTEX 100 and cover with a mulch. OPPOTEX 
100 is both a weed control and stabilising geotextile 
and can be used without a mulch where it will have a 
life of 7-9 years. Edges are best secured by ‘Spitting’ 
or ‘Trenching’ or using polypropylene barbed pegs.

THE LANDSCAPERS FRIEND
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OPPOTEX

100

• OPPOTEX 100 is a woven membrane which can be used as both
 a weed control and stabiliser and can be used in
 trafficked applications.

• Allows air and liquids to pass through to the soil.

• Can be used under decking without a mulch.

BENEFITS

OP08010012
 ���½bÊ�gÏ 
Outer Qty. 30

���Ê��Á�  

Mini Roll

OP08010025
 ���½bÊ�gÏ 
Outer Qty. 12

���Ê�Áp�  

Mini Roll

OP08015015
 ���½bÊ�gÏ 
Outer Qty. 15

�¢p��Ê��p�  

Mini Roll

OP08020025
 ���½bÊ�gÏ 
Outer Qty. 6

���Ê�Áp�  

Mini Roll

OP08020050
 ���½bÊ�gÏ 
Outer Qty. 3

Á��Ê�pÏ�  

Bulk Roll

OP08030100
 ���½bÊ�gÏ 
Outer Qty. 1

¾��Ê��ÏÏ�  

Bulk Roll

OP08045100
 ���½bÊ�gÏ 
Outer Qty. 1

s¢p��Ê��ÏÏ�  

Bulk Roll

OP08045011F
 ���½bÊ�gÏ 
Outer Qty. 6

s¢p�(folded)�Ê����  

Mini Pack

OP10010012
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 28

���Ê��Á�  

Mini Roll

OP10015015
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 12

�¢p��Ê��p�  

Mini Roll

OP10020025F
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 6

Á�(folded)�Ê�Áp�  

Mini Roll

OP10010050
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 5

���Ê�pÏ�  

Bulk Roll

OP10010100
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 3

���Ê��ÏÏ�  

Bulk Roll

OP10015050
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 3

�¢p��Ê�pÏ�  

Bulk Roll

OP10020050F
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 3

Á�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�  

Bulk Roll

OP10020100F
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 2

Á�(folded)�Ê��ÏÏ�  

Bulk Roll

OP10030100F
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 2

¾�(folded)�Ê��ÏÏ�  

Bulk Roll

OP10045050F
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 1

s¢p�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�  

Bulk Roll

OP10050050F
 ���½bÊ��ÏÏ 
Outer Qty. 1

p�(folded)�Ê�pÏ�  

Bulk Roll

Woven Separation & Weed Control

WOVEN WEED CONTROL & SEPARATION
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GEOTEXTILES & FILMS

PAVEMAS

95
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This product is
fully compliant
with EU legislation

• A NEEDLE PUNCHED THERMALLY BONDED MEMBRANE
 with very high porosity which will not clog or silt up when
 used in drainage applications. 

• Reduces the depth of sub-base or bedding sand required.

• Calendered both sides for extra strength. 

• Variety of sizes to minimise waste.

High porosity allows air & water to permeate.

Reduces depth of sub-base required.

Variety of sizes to minimise waste.

Calendered for extra strength.

BENEFITS

+, (+
(Ð2� -*+�?�(Ð2����+�Ð	+��* ��	
 �����-�2�

(*2�,+
� ++� ��4(�+�2�Ð��*�Ð,+���, �,��+-	�+ ��

STABLEMAS

115
• A NEEDLE PUNCHED THERMALLY BONDED MEMBRANE with high porosity   
 which will not clog or silt up when used in drainage applications. 

• Reduces the depth of sub-base or bedding sand required. 

• Can use up to 20mm clean stone in drainage applications allowing quicker water flow.

High porosity, allows air & water to permeate.

Guaranteed life 40 years, reduces depth of sub-base required.

Rougher surface, so less aggregate slip and follows ground contours better.

Variety of sizes to minimise waste.

Calendered both sides for extra strength.

BENEFITS

This product is
fully compliant
with EU legislation

Heavier stabilisation meshes available – please ask

PA09510010
(8Èb�8µ��p 
Outer Qty. 25

���Ê��Ï�    

Mini Roll

PA09520025
(8Èb�8µ��p 
Outer Qty. 6

Á��Ê�Áp�    

Mini Roll

PA09520050
(8Èb�8µ��p 
Outer Qty. 3

Á��Ê�pÏ�    

Bulk Roll

PA09545100
(8Èb�8µ��p 
Outer Qty. 1

s¢p��Ê��ÏÏ�    

Bulk Roll

ST11510010
+½8F�b�8µ���p 
Outer Qty. 25

���Ê��Ï�    

Mini Roll

ST11545011F
+½8F�b�8µ���p 
Outer Qty. 5

s¢p��Ê����    

Mini Pack

ST11520050
+½8F�b�8µ���p 
Outer Qty. 3

Á��Ê�pÏ�    

Bulk Roll

ST11520025
+½8F�b�8µ���p 
Outer Qty. 6

Á��Ê�Áp�    

Bulk Roll

ST11545100
+½8F�b�8µ���p 
Outer Qty. 1

s¢p��Ê��ÏÏ�    

Bulk Roll

Needle Punched Drainage & Separation

DUMP BINS AVAILABLE See Page95

NEEDLE PUNCHED GEOTEXTILE
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BUILDING MEMBRANESBUILDING MEMBRANES

Fleximas is pleased to introduce a 
comprehensive range of building 

membranes with wide applications. 
These are all accredited as necessary 

and include breather membranes, 
vapour control layers, reflective 

barriers, temporary materials, 
liners, building papers & tapes.

Call us to discuss your requirements and we will be
happy to help although due to the many varying factors, 

responsibility for suitability of use remains with the customer.
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BUILDING MEMBRANES BREATHER MEMBRANES

Ultra Roof & Wall Breather Membrane

• 3-layer, laminate, polypropylene with microporous core
• Good water resistance, high breathability
• Very competitively priced
• Uses: roof underlay, high quality wall-cladding on timber   
 frame constructions.
• CE Compliant to EN 13859-1 (roofs) & EN 13859-2 (walls)
• 100 gsm

15050 ULTRA
-�½²8�*��n�?�38���
	²b8½}b²��b�F²8�b
100gsm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p�Ê�pÏ�

Breather Membranes
Breather membranes are used with vapour control laminates to protect installations from draughts and a 
build-up of dirt and moisture which can lower efficiency.  They are installed on the cold side of insulation, 
usually under cladding or roof tiles, allowing allow moisture vapour to pass through, whilst resisting water.

Black Roof & Wall Breather Membrane

• 3-layer polypropylene & microporous film laminate
• Very high breathability
• Excellent waterproofing properties
• Uses: roof underlay, very high quality wall-cladding on timber
 frame constructions
• CE compliant to EN 13859-1 (roofs) & EN 13859-2 (walls)
• Grade E flame resistant to EN 13501-1
• Suitable for zones 1-5 in the UK for BS 5534 wind uplift with tape 
• 115 gsm

B15050 BLACK
	�8O��*��n�?�38���
	²b8½}b²��b�F²8�b
115gsm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p�Ê�pÏ�

*bqbÊ�*bqbO½�Èb�*��n�?�38���	²b8½}b²

• 3-layer with a metallised coating 
• Much higher breathability than most other reflective breather products  
• Polypropylene and microporous film. Single product solution for all roofs and walls
• Low emissivity membrane that delivers improved µ and R values
• Very competitively priced reflective breather
• Uses: premium roof underlay applications, high quality wall-cladding
 on timber frame constructions 
• CE compliant to EN 13859-1 (roofs) and EN 13859-2 (walls)
• 130 gsm
• Suitable for zones 1-5 in the UK for BS 5534 wind uplift with tape

15050 REFLEX
*bqbÊ�*bqbO½�Èb�
*��n�?�38���	²b8½}b²
130gsm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p�Ê�pÏ�

Blue Paper Breather Membrane 4016 Type 2

• Traditional breathable building paper
• Fully recyclable, made from natural resources
• Single layer membrane
• Uses: in steel and timber frame cavity walls with masonry,
 weatherboarding, tile or slate cladding exteriors. 
• CE Approved to EN 13859-2
• Meets the requirements of type 2 BS 4016
• 125 gsm

10100 BLUE
	�Âb�(8�b²�
	²b8½}b²��b�F²8�b�
sÏ�¹�,Ë�b�Á
125gsm
Outer Qty. 1

��Ê��ÏÏ�

Black High Performance Construction Wrap
(dual approved for wall and roof applications)

• 3-layer polypropylene & microporous film laminate
• Very high breathability
• Matt finish, slip resistant surface
• Excellent tensile and nail tear strength 
• Excellent water resistance
• Vapour permeable and air impermeable

• Uses: Such high performance it can be used
 as a breathable roof
 underlay as well as a wall underlay
• CE compliant to EN 13859-1 (roofs) &
 EN 13859-2 (walls)
• Highly Water resistant to EN 1928 W1
• Grade E flame resistant to EN 13501-1
• BS 4016 Type 1

27100HP
	�8O����u}�
(b²n�²�8�Ob�

��µ½²ÂO½����3²8��
95gsm
20/pallet

Á¢¸�Ê��ÏÏ�

High Performance Construction Wrap which is a brilliant product and for those in the market place looking to use a 2.7m sized roll, such as 
Timber frame, summer house, modular buildings, caravan and portable buildings .  We believe it is the most advanced, approved full sized 
breather on the market.
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BUILDING MEMBRANESVCLs

Vapour / Convection Control 
& Insulation Facings
VCLs are used to manage the transition, through 
a building, of naturally occurring moisture vapour, 
produced by general building use.

Virgin Grade Polythene VCL 1200 Gauge (300 Micron)

• High grade, virgin, blown polythene VCL
• High specification solution
• Translucent green tint, can see through for accurate fixing
• Uses: tested and suitable as VCL within timber frame walls
• CE Approved to EN 13984
• CPR compliant.
• 1200 gauge / 300 micron thickness

40025VCL1200
2�²u����²8Yb�
(��Ë½}b�b�2
�
1200 Gauge
300 micron
Outer Qty. 1

s�Ê�Áp�

Virgin Grade Polythene VCL 1000 Gauge (250 Micron)

• Virgin grade polythene
• Medium grade solution
• Translucent green tint, can see through for accurate fixing
• Uses: tested and suitable as VCL for walls, floors and within timber frame walls
• CE approved and CPR compliant
• 1000 gauge / 250 micron thickness 

40025VCL1000
2�²u����²8Yb�
(��Ë½}b�b�2
�
1000 Gauge
250 micron
Outer Qty. 1

s�Ê�Áp�

Virgin Grade Polythene VCL 500 Gauge (125 Micron)

• Virgin grade polythene
• Lightweight cost-effective solution
• Translucent green tint, can see through for accurate fixing
• Uses: tested and suitable as VCL for walls, floors and within timber frame walls
• CE approved to EN 13984 and CPR Compliant
• 500 gauge / 125 micron thickness
• Roll size 2.7m x 50m (135m2) ex-stock

27050VCL
2�²u����²8Yb�
(��Ë½}b�b�2
�
500 Gauge
125 micron
Outer Qty. 1

Á¢¸�Ê�pÏ�

VC2 Air Leakage Barrier and Vapour Check Laminate  

• Reinforced technologically advanced laminate
• Easy to install (translucent - battens visible through membrane)
• High specification solution
• Specifically designed to provide an Sd value of 2-5 metres
• EVA Flame Resistant
• Uses: VCL for insulated walls, roofs and floors
• CE Approved to EN 13984
• 120 gsm

15050VC2
2
Á�Ð�²��b8�8ub�
	8²²�b²�?�28��Â²�

}bO���8���8½b�
Outer Qty. 1
120gsm

�¢p�Ê�pÏ�

Super Tough Reinforced Polythene (STRP) Reinforced VCL

• Virgin grade polythene
• High specification, strong, reinforced laminate
• Translucent green tint, can see through for accurate fixing
• 1200 gauge / 300 micron thickness
• Uses: VCL for industrial walls, roofs and floors, in metal profile clad, industrial,   
 commercial or residential properties and all insulated building construction
• Flame resistant coating on one side of this product to grade E : EN 13501-1.
• CE Approved to EN 13984 and CPR compliant
• 250 gsm

20050STRP
+Â�b²�,�Âu}�
*b��n�²ObY�(��Ë½}b�b�
�+,*( �*b��n�²ObY�2
��
250gsm
Outer Qty. 1

Á�Ê�pÏ�
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BUILDING MEMBRANES VCLs

FSPE Foil Insulation Facing Material

• 5x6mm scrim reinforced 18 micron aluminium foil / PE   
 laminate
• High reflectivity / low emissivity surface
• Lightweight, economical yet high performing
• Coating enhances U values within roof and wall constructions  
 (when facing a cavity of at least 20mm)
• Uses: Insulation facing
• Class `O` fire rating to BS 476 when used as a facing on  
 suitable insulation substrates

10250FPSE
�+(�����
��µÂ�8½�����8O��u��
Outer Qty. 1

��Ê�ÁpÏ�

12250FPSE
�+(�����
��µÂ�8½�����8O��u��
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Á�Ê�ÁpÏ�

2
¹�*bqbO½�Èb�Ð�²��b8�8ub�	8²²�b²�8�Y�28��Â²�
}bO���8Ëb²

• Technologically advanced reflective air-tight vapour check membrane and air leakage barrier 
• CE approved
• High reflectivity / low emissivity surface
• Delivers improved R and µ values
• Specifically designed to provide an Sd value of 6 metres
• Uses: VCL for insulated walls, roofs and floors
• CE Approved BS EN 13984 
• 77 gsm

15050VC6
2
¹�*bqbO½�Èb�Ð�²�
�b8�8ub�	8²²�b²�?�
28��Â²�
}bO���8Ëb²�
77gsm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p�Ê�pÏ�

FF1 Foil Faced VCL 

• Waterproof building paper, with aluminium foil on one face
• Primarily used as a VCL, but also suitable for general   
 applications
• High reflectivity / low emissivity surface
• Suitable for permanent building applications
• Uses: Multi-use adaptable, generic building product, VCL  
 in walls and ceilings of insulated building structures in high  
 humidity environments 
• BS 1521 A1F 
• 320 gsm

10050FF1
����������8ObY�2
���
320gsm
Outer Qty. 1

��Ê�pÏ�

10025FF1
����������8ObY�2
���
320gsm
Outer Qty. 1

��Ê�Áp�

VC2T Flame Resistant, Water Resistant, Reinforced Synthetic Laminate

• Revolutionary, waterproof, synthetic laminate for temporary protection.
• Lightweight, strong, scrim-reinforced material
• Flame-resistant to EN 13501 Class E
• Fully waterproof
• 120 gsm 

15050VC2T
2
Á,���8�b�*bµ�µ½8�½V�
38½b²�*bµ�µ½8�½V�*b��n�²ObY�
+Ë�½}b½�O��8���8½b
120gsm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢p�Ê�pÏ�

Temporary and Fire Resistant Protection Materials
Protecting heavily trafficked areas, new surfaces and finishes is a vital part of ensuring a project is delivered on time 
and on budget. 

Floorguard

• Basic, low-cost, recycled grey board
• Water and slip-resistant
• Uses: All general, temporary floor protection for heavily trafficked areas   
 and new surfaces
• 320 gsm

10050FLOOR
����²uÂ8²Y
320gsm
Outer Qty. 1

��Ê�pÏ�
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BUILDING MEMBRANESSHED LINING & DPMs

Shed Lining, Case Lining
& VCI Materials
Our timber lining products create a windproof and 
waterproof outer layer.

509B Reinforced Kraft
Union (KU) Liner  

• Bitumen, paper and reinforcement scrim laminate
• Competitively priced, traditional product
• Waterproof and windproof outer layer for sectional   
 building applications
• Uses: Uninsulated high quality timber garden   
 constructions, linings for sheds, log cabins, 
 home offices, playhouses, summer houses,
 stables, workshops and storage
• BS 1521 grade B1F product specification
• 200gsm

18050509B
pÏ�	�*b��n�²ObY��²8n½�
-�������- ����b²
200gsm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢g�Ê�pÏ�

B1F Reinforced KU Liner

• Bitumen, paper and reinforcement  
 scrim laminate
• Lowest cost reinforced product
• Uses: multi-use adaptable, generic  
 building product
• Handy, easy to use size.  

12550B1F
	���*b��n�²ObY��-�
���b²
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Áp�Ê�pÏ�

KU120 Shed Lining

• Bitumen and paper laminate
• Suitable for uninsulated garden building applications
• Selvedge / uncut finish
• Very competitively priced, traditional product
• Creates a waterproof and windproof outer layer to high quality,  
 uninsulated garden structures

• Uses: manufacturers of high quality timber garden   
 constructions, linings for sheds, log cabins, home offices,  
 playhouses, summer houses, stables, workshops and storage
• 120 gsm

10100KU120
�-�ÁÏ�+}bY������u
120gsm
Outer Qty. 1

��Ê��ÏÏ�

12100KU120
�-�ÁÏ�+}bY������u
120gsm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Á�Ê��ÏÏ�

18100KU120
�-�ÁÏ�+}bY������u
120gsm
Outer Qty. 1

�¢g�Ê��ÏÏ�

DPM's & Gas Membranes 
Range of ground floor DPM products, including damp only protection, radon gas and even methane gas protection.

Radon Barrier 1200 Gauge (300 Micron)

• Superior, approved DPM suitable for use in radon gas areas
• 1200 gauge or 300 micron thickness
• Made using high quality polymers
• Uses: radon barrier damp proof membrane in solid concrete ground floors
 that are not subject to hydrostatic pressure
• NHBC compliant
• CE Approved to EN 13967:2012
• 1200G

40025RADON
*8Y���	8²²�b²��ÁÏÏ��8Âub�
1200 Guage
300 micron
Outer Qty. 1

s�Ê�Áp�

Methane Barrier Virgin 2000 Gauge (500 Micron) 

• Superior quality virgin grade polymer
• Approved DPM suitable for use in methane gas areas
• Roll size 2m x 25m
• Uses:  methane barrier in solid concrete ground floors that are not subject to hydrostatic   
 pressure and for use as a  DPM
• CE Approved to EN 13967:2012
• 2000 gauge or 500 micron thickness

 

20025METH
�b½}8�b�	8²²�b²�2�²u���
2000 Guage
500 micron
Outer Qty. 1

Á�Ê�Áp�
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BUILDING MEMBRANES BUILDING PAPERS

B1F Standard Building Paper

• Bitumen, paper and reinforcement polymer scrim laminate
• Lowest cost reinforced product
• Uses: Multi-use adaptable, generic building product, separation layer for insulated  
 screed, bond break, temporary protection and garden building lining
• BS 1521, class B with reinforcement

BS 1521 Building Papers
Building papers have been available for many years and 
are used in a very wide range of primarily end-user defined 
applications. The term 'building paper' means different things 
to different people but, generally the accepted meaning is with 
reference to BS 1521 and BS 4016 papers, used primarily 
within the construction and temporary protection market.

A1F Standard Building Paper 

• Bitumen, paper and reinforcement scrim laminate
• Suitable for permanent building applications
• Competitively priced, traditional wet strength kraft paper
• Uses: Multi-use adaptable, generic building product, vapour  
 check, underlay for uninsulated cladding, temporary protection,  
 separation layer, bond breaks, draught and damp exclusion, air  
 movement barrier 
• BS 1521, class A1F

10050A1F
Ð���+½8�Y8²Y�
	Â��Y��u�(8�b²�
Outer Qty. 1

��Ê�pÏ�

10025A1F
Ð���+½8�Y8²Y�
	Â��Y��u�(8�b²�
Outer Qty. 1

��Ê�Áp�

Polybit Building Paper

• Enhanced , bitumen, paper, reinforcement scrim and clear polythene coated laminate
• Suitable for permanent building applications
• Competitively priced, traditional product
• Uses: Multi-use adaptable, generic building product, moisture barrier, underlay for  
 uninsulated cladding, temporary protection, separation layer, bond break, draught and
 damp exclusion barrier
• BS 1521, Class A1F for waterproof building papers

 

100025POLYBIT
(��ËF�½�	Â��Y��u
(8�b²�
Outer Qty. 1

��Ê�Áp�

1255050BIF
	���+½8�Y8²Y�
	Â��Y��u�(8�b²
Outer Qty. 1

�¢Áp�Ê�pÏ�

B2 Temporary Protection Building Paper

• Non reinforced, black polythene and kraft paper laminate
• Competitively priced, traditional product
• Uses: Multi-use adaptable, generic building product, general temporary   
 protection, concrete shuttering, floor screed break layer, external cladding for   
 backing timber frames Not suitable for permanent installations or continuous use
• BS 1521, class B2
• 85 gsm

100100B2
	Á�,b���²8²Ë�
(²�½bO½����
	Â��Y��u�(8�b²�
85gsm
Outer Qty. 1

��Ê��ÏÏ�
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Double-Sided Butyl Gas Tape

• High specification double-sided black butyl  
 jointing and sealing tape
• Very good adhesion properties
• Uses: all VCL and DPM applications  
 including Radon and Methane gas

TAPE100
��ÂF�b�+�YbY�	Â½Ë�
�8µ�,8�b
Outer Qty. 1

�Ï��Ê�pÏ���Ê��¢p��

Double-Sided Butyl VCL Tape

• Double-sided black butyl jointing and  
 sealing tape, suitable for all VCL   
 applications.

TAPE105
��ÂF�b�+�YbY�	Â½Ë�
2
��,8�b
Outer Qty. 1

¾Ï��Ê�¾Ï���Ê��¢p��

Double-Sided Butyl VCL Tape - Budget

• Budget, double-sided black, butyl jointing and sealing tape,  
 suitable for all VCL applications. 

TAPE107
��ÂF�b�+�YbY�	Â½Ë�
2
��,8�b
Outer Qty. 1

ÁÁ¢p��Ê��p���Ê�Á��

Aluminium Foil VCL Tape 

• 30 micron Reflective, foil-faced high tack product
• Uses: VCL applications as a lap seal
• Class “0” (BS 476) surface spread of flame

TAPE116
Ð�Â����Â������
2
��,8�b�
Outer Qty. 1

�sp��Ê�pÏ��

TAPE117
Ð�Â����Â������
2
��,8�b�
Outer Qty. 1

�sp��Ê�¸p��

TAPE118
Ð�Â����Â������
2
��,8�b�
Outer Qty. 1

�sp��Ê��ÏÏ��

Double-Sided Breather 
Membrane Lap Tape

• Double-sided lap tape, suitable for use with  
 breathable roof and wall membranes as an  
 additional lap joint and to improve external  
 air-tightness

TAPE110
��ÂF�b�+�YbY�	²b8½}b²�
�b�F²8�b��8��,8�b
Outer Qty. 1

pÏ��Ê�pÏ��

Single-Sided Breather 
Membrane Lap Tape

• Single-sided non-woven faced lap  
 tape, suitable for use with breathable  
 roof and wall membranes to meet  
 new BS 5534 wind uplift requirements.

TAPE112
+��u�b�+�YbY�	²b8½}b²�
�b�F²8�b��8��,8�b
Outer Qty. 1

Áp��Ê�pÏ��

TO ORDER CALL 01283 749 960 OR EMAIL �²Yb²µDqbÊ��8µ¢O�¢Â�76

BUILDING MEMBRANES

Tapes 
Our good range of double-sided butyl, single-sided foil and double-sided adhesive tapes are used to fix our 
membranes correctly.  We have a useful table to help you choose the correct product for your application – 
just ask us to send it to you!

TAPES
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All three grades are 
manufactured from woven 
fiberglass with an alkaline 
resistant coating to prevent 
degradation from contact with 
the alkaline in cement.
These meshes are ideal for 
reinforcing concrete, cement, 
renders, plasters and screed.

Fivermas Standard range is  
ideal for customers looking 
for a low cost solution to 
reinforcement.

Rendermesh A Grade and 
Premium Grade have much 
higher tensile strength and 
conform to European
quality standards.

Rendermesh is widely used to reinforce plaster and render to
help prevent cracking and stabilise surfaces. The woven
glass-fibre mesh is embedded into wet plaster or render to provide 
strength and is ideal for areas of weakness and around openings.

Premium

PRODUCT NAME Fivermas 05 Fivemas 10 A Grade A Grade Premium Grade Premium Grade
COLOUR White Blue White Blue White Blue

MESH MM 5 mm × 5 mm 10 mm × 10 mm 5 mm × 5 mm 10 mm × 10 mm 5.6 mm × 6.2 mm 10 mm × 10 mm

ROLL SIZE 1 m x 50 m (50 m2/roll) 1 m x 50 m (50 m2/roll) 1 m x 50 m 1 m x 50 m 1 m x 50 m 1 m x 50 m

TREATED WEIGHT GSM 70 g/m2 (±5%) 90 g/m2 (±10%) 145 g/m2 (±5%) 110 g/m2 (±10%) 160 g/m2 (±5%) 110 g/m2 (±5%)

TREATED FABRIC 
THICKNESS MIN (MM)

min. 0.3-0.4 mm 0.7-.09 mm min. 0.47 mm 0.55 mm 0.52 mm 0.75 mm

TENSILE STRENGTH - 
WARP/WEFT 

1350N/5cm / 2100N/5cm 1150N/5cm / 1350N/5cm 2200 N/5cm / 2300 N/5cm 1700N/5cm / 1400N/5cm

STANDARDS ETAG 004 DIN EN ISO 13934-I ETAG 004, EN13499 DIN EN ISO 13934-I

MATERIAL C-Glass C-Glass E-Glass E-Glass

TREATMENT Alkali Resistant Alkali Resistant Alkali resistant without 
emollient, obstructing yarn 
drifting

Alkali resistant without 
emollient, obstructing yarn 
drifting

Alkaline resistant treatment Alkaline resistant treatment

USE Strengthening plaster and 
fine mortar

Strengthening rough 
coating and mortar

Strengthening mesh for 
external thermal insulation 
systems

Reinforcement of traditional 
and gypsum plasters - 
increasing their strength 
and reducing the extent of 
shrinkage cracks.

Strengthening mesh for 
external thermal insulation 
systems

Reinforcement of traditional 
and gypsum plasters - 
increasing their strength 
and reducing the extent of 
shrinkage cracks.

MARKINGS None None 3 Red  Lines 10 cm from 
one edge for overlapping

None Black Line 10 cm from 
both edges for overlapping

None

Plaster & Mortar Reinforcement Mesh

A Grade

145AGWH05
Ð��²8Yb
White 145 gsm
5mm x 5mm

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

110AGBL10
Ð��²8Yb
Blue 110 gsm
10mm x 10mm

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

160PRWH05
(²b��Â�
White 160 gsm
5.6mm x 6.2mm

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

110PRBL10
(²b��Â�
Blue 110 gsm
10mm x 10mm

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

Fleximas has 3 grades of Rendermesh – Standard, A Grade 
and Premium Grade in 2 colours – white for fine mortar and 
blue for rough mortar.  

Rendermesh is easy to use – simply cut with a knife or 
scissors.  Application is quick and easy as the mesh is 
lightweight and versatile.

Standard

19103
��Èb²�8µ�Ïp
White 70gsm
5mm x 5mm

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

19117
��Èb²�8µ��Ï
Blue 90gsm
10mm x 10mm

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

Galvanised Metal Mesh

Our galvanised metal mesh, A Grade is 
used for reinforcing traditional and gypsum 
plasters, increasing their strength and 
reducing shrinkage cracks.

20120701
�8�È8��µbY��b½8���bµ}
270gsm
25 x 25mm mesh   0.8mm diameter

���Ê�pÏ�

RENDERMESH
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Barrier Fencing

This new, patented, reflective safety net is manufactured from 
reflective tapes with a visibility power of 800cpl, making it highly 
visible.  This means costs can be reduced on site as warning 
lamps and extra road signs are less necessary. This safety mesh is 
easy to wash, roll back up and reuse. 

• Highly visible
• 130gsm
• Easily installed

*bqbO½�Èb�	8²²�b²��b�Ob

3380
*bqbO½�Èb�
+bOÂ²�½Ë��b�Ob
Outer Qty. 1

Ï¢���Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

• Very strong and durable
• Easy to carry
• Wash, roll up and  reuse

3333
	8²²�b²�+½8�Y8²Y
Orange
90g/m²
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

33390
	8²²�b²�+½8�Y8²Y
Blue
90g/m²
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

33391
	8²²�b²�+½8�Y8²Y
Green
90g/m²
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

33397
	8²²�b²�+½8�Y8²Y
Pink
110g/m²
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

Fleximas orange barrier fencing is a 
popular product and is also available in 
green, yellow, blue and a vibrant pink colour 
for those looking for something a bit different!

33396
	8²²�b²�+½8�Y8²Y
Yellow
90g/m²
Outer Qty. 1

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

This is an extremely cost effective, 
temporary safety warning mesh which 
is often used on building sites, roads, 
highways and for sporting events   
• Other weights and colours available 

WARNING MESHES & FENCING
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Debris netting and scaffold sheeting is widely used on 
construction sites to prevent debris and rubble falling. 
Our wide range of debris netting comes various 
colours and can be used for other applications such as a
temporary shade or windbreak.  

Cost effective HDPE monofilament debris netting which can be used in conjunction with 
scaffolding to stop debris / rubble falling, whilst allowing the air to circulate for the workforce.  
Extremely durable and hard wearing, comes with eyelets as a standard.

Debris Netting with Eyelets

Scaffold Sheeting 150

Fleximas Scaffold Sheeting 
protects workers from rain and 
wind and prevents debris from 
falling outside the scaffold area.  
Manufactured from durable 
HDPE with an LDPE coating 
this sheet provides 80% light 
transmission.

��bÊ�F�b�½�bµ�n�²�oÊ��u�+O8nn��Y�+}bb½��u

These flexible ties are use for fixing 
Fleximas scaffold sheeting and are 
supplied in packs of 100 ties.

• Polyethylene fine mesh debris netting
• Shade factor 50%
• Stitched eyelets every 10cm
•  Also available in orange, red, yellow, black & white 

402140
�bF²�µ��b½ Green

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402143
�bF²�µ��b½ Green

Á��(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402145
�bF²�µ��b½ Green

¾��(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402150
+O8nn��Y
+}bb½��u��pÏ

Á��Ê�sp�

Bulk Roll

173605
��bÊ�F�b�,�bµ�n�²�oÊ��u�
+O8nn��Y�+}bb½��u

�ÏÏº�8O�

402140BL
�bF²�µ��b½ Blue

���Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402143BL
�bF²�µ��b½ Blue

Á��(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

402145BL
�bF²�µ��b½ Blue

¾��(folded)�Ê�pÏ�

Bulk Roll

FORDETAILS OF THESE NEW COLOURS
CALL US

SCAFFOLD NETS & SHEETING 

• Tear resistant
• No joints
• 15mm diameter eyelets every 10cm
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Insulation support net is a lightweight polypropylene net used
to support and secure insulation materials within frameworks
and joists.

• Supports insulation materials from 100mm to over 250mm deep
• Single thickness  - can span rafters up to 450mm whilst a double 

thickness can cover up to 1200mm
• Used under joists in outdoor buildings, it can prevent
 unwanted animals from nesting
• Can be used under ventilated timber floors during
 construction or refurbishment
• Rot proof, chemical resistant and UV stabilised
• Easy to cut and durable

Roof Insulation Support Net

20010804
��µÂ�8½�����b½�
15 gsm
Mesh size: 20x20mm
UV Stabilsed

���Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

56791009
��µÂ�8½�����b½�
15 gsm
Mesh size: 20x20mm
UV Stabilsed

Á��Ê��ÏÏ�

Bulk Roll

Non Conductive Line Marker Pin

Used for safely delineating areas.
Available as standard in orange.
• 100% non conductive
• Available in any colour
• May be printed with corporate logo
• Available in a variety of lengths and diameters
• Optional tension clips, ”easypush” foot plate
 and replacement ends
• Supplied with reinforced steel cap
• Has no scrap value

Barrier Fencing Stake

Metal stake for installing barrier fence.

Insulated Pin

This insulated pin is ideal for installing barrier fences in areas where the 
workforce need extra protection against conduction.

• Non conductive and completely safe
• Highly specified by H&S Officers
• Lightweight and highly visible
• Non rust, clean appearance 
• Has no scrap value
• Can be logoed for corporate identity

Marker and fence pins are used widely for many purposes, marking out construction sites, road lining, crowd control at concert and sporting events, restricting access and in the farming 
industry. Traditionally marker pins and fence pins are manufactured from steel, posing a high risk to the user in the event of striking underground power cables. With the Fleximas non 
conductive line marker pins and fence pins this risk is eliminated. These products are a must for contractors, councils, civil and engineering contractors who, on a daily basis, are 
exposed to this risk.

Insulated Pin and Non Conductive Fence Pin 

70113715
��µÂ�8½bY�(��
Outer Qty. 10

�¹���(dia)�Ê���

70113718
����
��YÂO½�Èb�
�b�Ob�(��
Outer Qty. 10

�¾���(dia)�Ê��¢¾�

70113712
	8²²�b²��b�O��u�+½8�b
Outer Qty. 10

�Á���(dia)�Ê��¢¾p�

FENCING PINS & NETS 

Skip net made  from 3mm diameter high tenacity polypropylene 45mm square mesh complete with border rope and rope ties.
• 3mm diameter       • Available in green, white, blue, yellow, black, red, hemp

Skip Nets

Shock Cord for Cover sheets

Strong, durable and highly elastic - this 10mm 
diameter shock cord / bungee cord is ideal for 
use with Fleximas Skip Nets.

45031810
+�����b½
Mesh size 45mm x 45mm

�gn½�Ê��Ïn½�(5.5m x 3m)

45032412
+�����b½
Mesh size 45mm x 45mm

Ásn½�Ê��Án½�(7.3m x 3.6m)

45031509
+�����b½
Mesh size 45mm x 45mm

�pn½�Ê��n½�(4.5m x 2.7m)

CORD1050
+}�O��
�²Y

�Ï���dia�Ê�pÏ�
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•  The Economy Tarpaulin is a popular, waterproof cover used for multiple purposes.
•  Rotproof, shrinkproof and UV protected it comes complete with eyelets at 1 metre intervals
 and rope reinforced hems.  
•  Applications: hay tarps, log store covers, building site covers, grit and salt stack covers.
• Also available in blue and heavy duty

Economy Tarpaulin - Green

08018024G
O����Ë�,8²�8Â���
Outer Qty. 20
Pallet Qty. 1000

�¢g��Ê�Á¢s�

Mini Pack

08027035G
O����Ë�,8²�8Â���
Outer Qty. 10
Pallet Qty. 600

Á¢¸��Ê�¾¢p�

Mini Pack

08035054G
O����Ë�,8²�8Â���
Outer Qty. 10
Pallet Qty. 300

¾¢p��Ê�p¢s�

Mini Pack

08045060G
O����Ë�,8²�8Â���
Outer Qty. 5
Pallet Qty. 200

s¢p��Ê�¹�

Mini Pack

08054070G
O����Ë�,8²�8Â���
Outer Qty. 3
Pallet Qty. 180

p¢s��Ê�¸�

Mini Pack

For 2016 we have expanded our range of tarpaulins 
to include a heavy weight tarpaulin which is available 
in two formats – to fit a Heras style fence and as a 
heavy duty tarpaulin
The range of tarpaulins and skip nets Fleximas can offer is wider than shown here – if you require 
different weights, colours or sizes please contact us and we would be very happy to help.

TARPAULINS & COVERS

•  Each tarpaulin is manufactured from HDPE Tape fabric  
 with an LDPE coating
• Reinforced hem with PP rope all round
• Fabric weight 140gsm
• Tarp Weight 160 gsm

• Aluminium eyelets at 100cm intervals
• Temperature resistance -40/+ 80°C
• Each tarp is packed in a PE bag with label
• Available in Olive and also Translucent

Heavy Duty Tarpaulin 

14020030/OLI
�b8ÈË��Â½Ë�
,8²�8Â���� ��Èb
Outer Qty. 24

Á��Ê�¾�

Mini Pack

See ourPrice Listfor full listof sizesOR CALL US FOR DETAILS

14030040/OLI
�b8ÈË��Â½Ë�
,8²�8Â���� ��Èb
Outer Qty. 12

¾��Ê�s�

Mini Pack

14030050/OLI
�b8ÈË��Â½Ë�
,8²�8Â���� ��Èb
Outer Qty. 10

¾��Ê�p�

Mini Pack

14030060/OLI
�b8ÈË��Â½Ë�
,8²�8Â���� ��Èb
Outer Qty. 8

¾��Ê�¹�

Mini Pack

Fencing Tarp

• Each panel is manufactured from HDPE Tape fabric  
 with an LDPE coating
• Reinforced hem with PP rope all round
• Rainproof
• Fabric weight 140gsm

• Tarp Weight 160 gsm
• Aluminium eyelets at 50cm intervals
• Temperature resistance -40/+ 80°C
• Each tarp is packed in a PE bag with label
• Available in Olive green, Blue, Black or White.

New for 2016 is our Fence Tarp which is manufactured to fit Heras construction fence panels.  

140176341/OLI
�b�O��u�,8²�� ��Èb
140gsm
Outer Qty. 20

�¢¸¹��Ê�¾¢s��

Mini Pack

140176341/BLU
�b�O��u�,8²��	�Âb
140gsm
Outer Qty. 20

�¢¸¹��Ê�¾¢s��

Mini Pack

140176341/BLA
�b�O��u�,8²��	�8O�
140gsm
Outer Qty. 20

�¢¸¹��Ê�¾¢s��

Mini Pack

140176341/WHI
�b�O��u�,8²��3}�½b
140gsm
Outer Qty. 20

�¢¸¹��Ê�¾¢s��

Mini Pack
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Grass Reinforcement Mesh STANDARD

Grass reinforcement meshes can be used as part of Sustainable Urban 
Drainage System (SUDS) as a great alternative to impermeable paved 
surfaces where natural grassed traffic routes and driveways are required.

• Manufactured from 100% recycled HDPE

• Rot resistant and UV stabilised for longer life

• Grass grows through and intertwines with the mesh to create a
 strong surface

• Ideal for light vehicles and pedestrian grassed areas such as car parks, 
grass verges, wheelchair use, golf buggy areas, light aircraft taxi-ways.

• Natural appearance, whether a black or green mesh is selected.
 The mesh becomes invisible once the grass has grown through.

Fleximas grass reinforcement mesh is an ideal product to protect grass from 
pedestrians and light vehicles.  It can be used for car parking and access routes, 
enabling existing grass spaces to be utilised without causing rutting, sinking or 
smearing of the grass.

The mesh is a tough, flexible, long lasting polymer grid used to permanently reinforce grassed areas, 
preventing them from rutting and becoming muddy when used by vehicles and pedestrians. It is 
essential that the grass is allowed to grow through the mesh before use to ensure that the surface 
is safe and strong. The mesh “becomes invisible” as the grass grows through, leaving that natural 
appearance of a grassed area. 

This range is available in two different grades, Standard and Premium. Determining which product is 
best suited depends on the application and existing ground conditions.

Grass and ground reinforcement meshes for car parks,
heavy pedestrian use and light access routes
Fleximas Grass Reinforcement Mesh (Standard and Premium)

•  Anti-ball plugging
•  Light access routes
•  Pedestrian walkways
•  Pathways and
 wheelchair access
•  Embankment reinforcement
•  Chicken coups and runs
•  Prevent dogs from digging

Grass Reinforcement Mesh PREMIUM

• Lawn reinforcement
• Overflow car parks
• Heavy pedestrian traffic
• Caravan bays
• Domestic parking on grass

BEFORE USE AFTER USE

6323G/100/10
+½8�Y8²Y�Green
450g/m²
25mm x 25mm

���Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

6323G/200/10
+½8�Y8²Y�Green
450g/m²
25mm x 25mm

Á��Ê��Ï�

Mini Roll

6323B/200
+½8�Y8²Y�Black
450g/m²
25mm x 25mm

Á��Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

6323G/200
+½8�Y8²Y�Green
450g/m²
25mm x 25mm

Á��Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

6322B/200
(²b��Â��Black
660g/m²
22mm x 27mm

Á��Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

6322G/200
(²b��Â��Green
660g/m²
22mm x 27mm

Á��Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

GRASS REINFORCEMENT MESH
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Heavy Duty Grass
Protection Mesh

Full Grass Reinforcement Mesh installation service available. 
Please call 01283 749960 for full details.

Advantages of the heavy duty mesh;

• Made from partly recycled  and virgin HDPE 

• UV stabilised and rot resistant for longer life

• Will take heavy loads up to 8 tonnes per axle

• Grass grows through and intertwines with the mesh to create a strong surface 

• Natural appearance – the mesh becomes invisible once the grass has

 grown through  
 

Idea for protection against most vehicles;

• Grassed car parking

• Residential car parking

• Grass verges

• Pedestrian grassed areas and wheelchair routes (DDA)

• Caravan parking

• Light aircraft taxiways

INSTALLATION OF ALL 3 GRASS REINFORCEMENT MESHES IS SIMPLE.
Follow our quick 3 step guide below (for our full installation guide please visit 
our website to download at www.fleximas.co.uk).
1. Cut the existing grass short, fill in any existing divits with soil, sand, grass
 seed mix.

2. Simply roll out the mesh over the grassed area and pin to the ground to
 make secure.

3. Let nature do its thing!  The grass starts to grow and intertwines with the mesh   
creating a stronger, natural looking surface.  

It is essential to let the grass fully establish through the mesh before use. This may take a 
few weeks, depending on which time of year you install.  The grass can be mowed and 
treated as normal during this time.

This mesh has a thickness of 10mm and is available in rolls of 2m x 30m, giving 60m2 
coverage per roll.  

Fleximas grass protection mesh is a heavier grade HDPE grass protection mesh, with UV additive which has been produced specifically for 
protection of grassy areas from heavy duty traffic, such as cars, 4x4’s, vans and occasional heavy goods vehicles. The mesh protects grass 
roots from damage and helps to prevent wear, rutting and smearing.   For successful use, it is essential that the grass is allowed to grow 
through the mesh before use to ensure that the surface is safe and strong.

Fleximas heavy duty grass protection mesh can be used in source control applications as part of a Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SUDS).  
The idea behind SUDS is to try to replicate natural systems, using cost effective solutions with low environmental impact to drain away dirty and surface water 
run-off through collection, storage, and cleaning before allowing it to be released slowly back into the environment, such as into water courses. This is to 
counter the effects of conventional drainage systems that often allows flooding.

Fleximas Grass Protection Mesh (Heavy Duty)

7mm steel u-pins are 
required to secure the 
range of grass meshes to 
the ground. Use 100 per 
2x30m roll.

Steel U-pin

UPINS/100
+½bb��-����
100/pack
Qty. 1

�pÏ��

5162/30
�b8ÈË��Â½Ë
1250g/m²
15mm x 15mm
Thickness 10mm

Á��Ê�¾Ï�

Bulk Roll

GRASS REINFORCEMENT MESH
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FlexiPave porous paving 
blocks are connected by

an interlocking structure
and installed on a porous

base course. 

FlexiPave 40

FlexiPave 40 is manufactured from 100% 
recycled polyethylene & polypropylene and
can be finished with either gravel or grass
 
Load bearing: 250 - 350 tonnes/m2 on a
correctly specified and compacted sub-base.
 
Ideal for:
•  Permanent and overspill car parks
•  Emergency vehicle access roads
•  HGV service access routes
•  Driveways
•  Cycle routes & pathways
•  Construction sites
•  Greenroof and rooftop gardens

81000
��bÊ�(8Èb�sÏ
504 / pallet 

Ï¢¾¾��Ê�Ï¢¾¾��Ê�sO�

FlexiPave Marker

This bay parking marker is 
placed in the centre of each tile 
and is suitable for FlexiPave 40. 

Clips at the base of the marker 
secure it firmly to the paver. 

81037
��bÊ�(8Èb��8²�b²

Their role is to transfer loads from the 
surface to the engineered course
base below.

The purposes of SUDS (Sustainable 
Drainage Systems) are to minimise 
water runoff quantity, improve water 
quality and provide amenity
and biodiversity.

Both Breeam and the Code for Sustainable Homes 
address the benefits of permeable paving as a SUDS 
technique and award credits accordingly. SUDS already 
form part of government planning policy around the UK.
FlexiPave porous paving with a grass or gravel finish
can be effective in:

• Minimising quantity of water runoff 

• Improving water quality

• Providing clean water for amenity and biodiversity

Product Benefits
• SUDS compliant. FlexiPave porous paving with grass or gravel can improve  
 project ratings in accordance with BREEAM & the Code for Sustainable Homes
• When FlexiPave is laid, water permeates through  the surface, reducing the  
 potential for clogging compared to an in situ concrete paving system

• Durable, non-rotting and weather resistant with an expected lifespan of
 over 10 years

• Lightweight interlocking profile design enables ease and speed of installation.

• Load bearing capability at 250 – 350 tonnes/m2, on a correctly specified and  
 compacted sub-base

• Low maintenance & cost effective throughout the product life

• NBS Specification support in accordance with Q23 for gravel surfacing or Q30
 for seeding / turfing

• FlexiPave conforms to Part M of the Building regulations and is Disability  
 Discrimination Act compliant when correctly laid and maintained

• Made from 100% UK plastic waste which might otherwise go to landfill.
 FlexiPave reduces the carbon footprint of a project and is fully recyclable at the  
 end of its product life

FLEXIPAVE
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FlexiWeb is a 3D cellular 
confinement system,
manufactured in the USA from high strength polyethylene with 
a textured surface and perforated walls. When in-filled, the cells 
control shearing, lateral and vertical movement and 
reduce point loads and sub-soil compaction.

Road Verge Protection
Road verges can be protected and 
stabilised with FlexiWeb, preventing 
erosion and making roads safer.

FlexiWeb load support system stabilises the selected infill
and provides solutions in three key areas:
 1. Load distribution system over weak soils
 2. Base stabilisation for paved surfaces
 3. Surface stabilisation for unpaved surfaces

Utilisation of FlexiWeb saves costs by 50%
by reducing the quantity of on-site
infill materials required. 

Tree Root Protection 
Because less aggregate is required to achieve the correct load bearing level 
when FlexiWeb is installed, the tree roots are less compacted.  

The FlexiWeb design allows air and water to circulate enabling tree roots to 
thrive underneath.

Driveways and Access Roads
FlexiWeb can be used for more domestic applications as well as commercial.
For driveways and access roads, FlexiWeb can be laid quickly and infilled with
aggregate and it is ideal for areas with a slope to keep the gravel in place.

Typical Applications include:
Tree root protection, low-cost, lightweight protection for road verges, preventing edge deterioration and ruts and 
pot-holes, granular soft access roads, porous pavements, sloped gravel driveways, road or driveway sub-base, 
parking lots, inter modal yards, track sub-ballast, boat ramps, foundation mattresses, concrete channel lining 
and protection, fish spawning stabilisation, creek and river bank stabilisation, erosion control on steep slopes, 
erosion protection, composite and/or gravity retaining walls.

FlexiWeb

FlexiWeb is available in two panel sizes – medium 2.6 x 8.3m (cell size 287x320mm) and 
large 2.6 x 13.7m (cell size 465 x 508mm).  Below are typical applications as a guideline 
only for the medium panels. We will recommend a specific package for each project, 
determined e.g., by traffic type, loading, frequency of traffic, sub-grade strength, infill type 
and allowable settlement. 

Each medium panel below covers 21.5m2

FlexiWeb Panels & Package

Package includes required number of J pins, ATRA® Keys and Stablemas115 geotextile.

FlexiWeb Accessories

The ATRA® Key is used to join FlexiWeb 
panels together permanently. Utilisation is 
substantially quicker, safer and three times 
stronger than stapling. Use approx. 1 key / m2

Atra/25
Ð,*Ð®��bË
25/pack

Atra/150
Ð,*Ð®��bË
Box 150

Stablemas 115 geotextile is 
recommended where Flexiweb 
is used for load support. 
This ensures a higher tensile 
strength and less elongation 
under the load. For heavy 
loads (vans, trucks etc) use 
2 layers.

Temporary J pins 
are required to hold 
the FlexiWeb panels 
open for filling on level 
ground. Use 50 pins / 
pack / panel

CODE GENERAL APPLICATIONS 

FlexiWeb-75 Light traffic over very good load bearing soils

FlexiWeb-100 Footpath on soft sub-grade. Light traffic over medium to good 
load bearing soils.

FlexiWeb-150 Deep panels for heavy traffic over medium to good load
bearing soils. Light traffic over soft sub-grade

FlexiWeb-200 Deep panels for heavy traffic over soft-medium load bearing 
soils. Light traffic over very soft sub-grade.

JPINS
��(��µ
25/pack

¾ÏÏ���Ê�g��

ST11545011
+½8F�b�8µ���p
1 or 2 packs / panel

s¢p��Ê����

75-8.3
��bÊ�3bF�¸p

Á¢¹��Ê�g¢¾��Ê�¸p��

100-8.3
��bÊ�3bF��ÏÏ

Á¢¹��Ê�g¢¾��Ê��ÏÏ��

150-8.3
��bÊ�3bF��pÏ

Á¢¹��Ê�g¢¾��Ê��pÏ��

200-8.3
��bÊ�3bF�ÁÏÏ

Á¢¹��Ê�g¢¾��Ê�ÁÏÏ��

FLEXIWEB
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GRASS & GROUND REINFORCEMENT

Fleximas has expanded its safety matting range to 
include GrassLok and PaveLok. GrassLok is a 
safety playground matting, whilst PaveLok is a hard 
wearing, slip resistant mat for vehicular use. 
Both are quick, easy to install and very versatile as they can be cut to any size or shape.  
They can be installed all year round in most weather conditions. Our rubber, non-slip safety 
surface is great for laying down in playgrounds, fitness trails, doorways, and pathways.

Rubber Play Mat - RAPRA APPROVED

An environmentally friendly, resilient, non-slip, impact absorbing safety surface.  
Manufactured from recycled rubber, this safety mat is simply pegged to the grass 
and, during the growing season, grass quickly grows through.  Can be used on flat 
or uneven ground, on walkways, embankments and play areas.

• Used mainly in playgrounds
• Protects floor and equipment
• Ideal for green field sites, disappears
   from view once grass has grown
• Absorbs shock and noise 
• RAPRA approved critical fall height   
 of 3m
• For stabilisation lay on top of 6111 mesh

GrassLok Safety / Playground Matting

PaveLok is a non-slip matting product, suitable for laying on grass driveways to retain 
healthy grass whilst providing safe parking. Supplied in pre-assembled 1 m² sections 
(4 x 500x500x23mm) from 100% recycled PVC.

PaveLok – Non-slip vehicle and pedestrian matting

PAVELOKB/23
(8Èb����Á¾��
Black

GRASSLOKB/23
�²8µµ�������
,bO}��Ê�Á¾��
with 4 pegs
Black

• Moulded non-slip cellular structure with  
 excellent durability and comfort
• Male and female edging available
• Requires no special skills or tools   
 allowing a quick and easy installation
• No costly base works
• Can be used on flat or contoured   
 landscapes
• Suitable for all weather, extreme   
 temperatures
• Wheelchair and pushchair accessible

• Construction and civil engineering   
 projects
• Utilities and infrastructure access
• Emergency access routes
• Landscaping and groundworks
• Outdoor events and festivals
• Temporary roadways and car parks
• Heritage sites, national parks and   
 gardens 
• Golf courses and sports fields
• Drives, paths and cycle routes

GrassLok™ Safety Surfacing is a fire retardant, UV stable, interlocking grass mat used 
to create a slip resistant, safe surface.  Supplied in pre-assembled 1 m² sections (4 x 
500x500x23mm) and manufactured from 100% recycled PVC

• GrassLok™ mats comply with all 
 relevant British and European 
 Standards BS EN 11925 for fire 
 retardancy, BS EN 7188 for slip and 
 fall resistance and BS EN 1177 for 
 Critical Fall Heights. 
• Green available on request
• Quick and easy to install and can be  
 cut to any size or shape
• Can be installed all year round, secure  
 interlocking connection
• For primary schools grass   
 must grow through the mesh

• Provides safe, slip resistant play   
 surface and helps control erosion
• Use on flat or sloping landscapes
• Once the grass is established, it can  
 be mown as usual
• Exceptionally hard wearing with proven  
 anti-fatigue properties
• Chemical, oil and acid resistant
• Wheelchair and pushchair
 friendly
• Optional extra – anti-fungal
 and anti-bacterial treatment

Nylok Pegs 

7006017
�Ë����(buµ�
300 / Box

Nylok pegs are made for use with GrassLok 
and PaveLok. We recommend 1 bag of 
pegs per 25 square metres. The Nylok pegs 
can also be used for securing weed control 
membranes, mulch mats and
similar applications. 

501040
*ÂFFb²�+8nb½Ë��8½
15kg/mat
Thickness 23mm

�¢p��Ê���

SAFETY MATTING
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GRASS & GROUND REINFORCEMENT

All Terrain Slab is a one piece moulded 
‘slab’, 1250 mm wide x 625 mm wide, 
designed with the contractor, keen 
gardener or hobbyist in mind.

Ideal for creating temporary access across 
land or a garden to move landscaping 
equipment, heavy gardening equipment, 
and also infrequent movement of cars/
vehicles. The slab helps prevent damage 
to the land or helps vehicles move without 
getting stuck. 

Simply lay the slab down when you need 
access, and then store it inside or outside. 
The T slab has a loose fitting connecting 
system along the 1250 mm edge and 
being only 10.5 kgs each, can easily be 
lifted into place.  

Eco Slab Closed

OGZ440467G
O��+�8F�
��µbY�Grey
235 / pallet
Weight 1.9kg

s¹O��(dia)�Ê�sO�

Eco Slab Slotted

Eco Slab is a one piece moulded, 6 sided tile, with a simple interlocking design to create 
an immediate walkway.

The loose hook mechanism secures each tile to the next by simply hooking it under, 
whilst leaving a small gap to allow movement and water drainage. No substructure is 
required and the tile will take the shape of whatever ground it is placed on. 

Ideal for pedestrian use, with and without slotted drainage holes. 
Create a patio, or walkway through the garden or allotment, with minimal preparation. 

Easy to clean with soap and water and low psi cold water pressure washer.

Paddock Slab  

Paddock Slab is a specialist, fully draining 
flooring system designed for use in an equestrian 
environment.  Small hexagonal drainage holes, 
a thick wall and slightly nodular surface and with 
a sturdy interlocking system on all 4 edges, all 
combine to suit equestrian applications. Once laid, 
the Paddock Slab is filled with sand or rubber to
allow drainage. 

Ideal for paddock areas or walkways used by horses. 

• Paddocks, riding arenas and pastures
• Lunging rings and areas where animals
 move about in
• Parking space sand access ways
• Feedlots, watering places
• Highly utilised access paths to pastures
• Outlets, food courts
• Storage areas

• High stability due to strong web 
• Quick  and easy installation due to low weight
• Strong interlocking system
• Frost and UV-resistant

PPS0500400
(8YY�O��+�8F�Black
Weight/Slab: 2.1 kg
500/pallet 

sO���Ê�sÏO��Ê�pÏO�

Mobile All-Terrain Slab

Our expanded range includes 
more ground protection 
products for construction, 
gardening and equestrian 

applications and for areas where 
no infill is required.

Ecoslab and the All Terrain Slab are 
ideal for quick and easy access solutions
 
The Paddock Slab is a permanent 
reinforcement grid ideal for equestrian 
and other outside areas
 
There are other ground reinforcement 
products in our range – please call if you 
cannot see exactly what you want.

OGZ440467B
O��+�8F�
��µbY�Brown
235 / pallet
Weight 1.9kg

s¹O��(dia)�Ê�sO�

OGA440467G
O��+�8F�+��½½bY�Grey
235 / pallet
Weight 1.8kg

s¹O��(dia)�Ê�sO�

OGA440467B
O��+�8F�+��½½bY�Brown
235 / pallet
Weight 1.8kg

s¹O��(dia)�Ê�sO�

Eco Slab

MB3512562
Ð���,b²²8���+�8F�Brown
30 / pallet
Weight 10.5kg

¹Á¢p�Ê��Áp¢Ï�Ê�¾¢¹O�

REINFORCEMENT SLABS & GRIDS
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GRASS & GROUND REINFORCEMENT

Trinter – 3 dimensional land erosion control mat / soil retention mat

For permanent and immediate protection from slope erosion and sedimentation reduction.  Trinter has a unique, 3 layer, open 
mesh structure which ensures the top soil is a continuation of the undersoil, allowing vegetation to establish.  Because Trinter is 
flexible it adapts to the land contours.

APPLICATIONS
• Cuttings and embankments on 
 roads, motorway and railway cuts 
• Tunnel mouths and false tunnels
• River banks, channels, canals
• Reservoir embankments, dams 
 and lagoons
• Grassed spillways
• Culvert inlet and outfalls
• Golf courses, lawns, gardens
• Landfill and basin slopes

Trinter is a volumetric 
geomat made from high 

density polyethylene. 

It is highly resistant to degradation and provides 
permanent protection against soil erosion from the 
moment of installation.  

• Simply secure with steel u-pins allowing a 10cm overlap then fill with 
top soil and cover with hydroseed 

• Strong polyethylene and polypropylene mesh heat bonded to form a
 corrugated structure
• UV stabilised for longer life
• Manufactured to ISO 9001 standards
• Forms a dense layer preventing soil erosion – traps newly laid soil 

and seed to promote germination. As the root system develops it  
intertwines with the Trinter; stabilising the top layer, permitting the roots 
to become strong and deep, stabilising the top layer 

• Trinter mats follow land contours resulting in closer coverage 
• Tension strength 3.5 (k/N/m) @ 20% elongation
• Black standard (brown and green available on request)

404080
,²��½b²�Black
320g/m² 

Á��Ê�Áp�

Bulk Roll

404081
,²��½b²�Green
320g/m² 

Á��Ê�Áp�

Bulk Roll

404082
,²��½b²�Brown
320g/m² 

Á��Ê�Áp�

Bulk Roll

SOIL EROSION
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GRASS & GROUND REINFORCEMENT

This woven coconut fibre erosion mesh protects seed and soil on bare surfaces vulnerable to weather and water erosion as well as general 
abrasion from pedestrians and wildlife, whilst promoting vegetation restoration.  Available in a range of mesh sizes and weights, 700 is the 
most popular grade providing strong, long lasting mid term protection of 5 to 10 years.

Coir Soil Erosion Mesh

•  Modular wire mesh building blocks, delivered as flat packed modules.
•  Assembled, tied together and filled with rock stone or crushed concrete on site.
•  Can be used under water to form a blanket erosion control system.  
•  Cost effective way to build a wall around a FlexiPave installation.
•  Once the gabion baskets are assembled they are then filled with stone or
 rock and the lid secured, the end result being a monolithic structure.
•  We are able to supply both welded and woven gabion baskets

WELDED
The mesh is a welded wire square mesh of 76.2mm x 76.2mm or 50.8mm x 50.8mm
Available in PVC-Zinc Coated, Triple Life corrosion protection
(95% zinc 5% Aluminium) or stainless wire.

WOVEN 
The mesh is woven wire hexagonal mesh  of 80mm x 100mm
Available Zinc/PVC Coated

Gabion Baskets Welded and Woven

Fleximas open weave, pure jute meshes protect soil and seed on bare surfaces vulnerable to erosion 
by rain, run-off and wind.  Jute moulds easily to surface contours, controls erosion and creates a micro 
climate to boost plant development and fully decomposes once vegetation is established.

Jute Coir Erosion Mesh

Coir and Jute provide a biodegradable and 
eco-friendly solution for soil erosion.
Jute fibre erosion control matting is suitable for short term erosion control, whilst the more waterproof coir is suited to 
erosion control of water course embankments.  Jute and coir both fully decompose over time so post installation works are 
not required and there are no problems for future land use e.g., grazing or wildlife.  They are unbleached and chemical free, 
containing no pollutants which may disturb the ecological system. Jute is also harmless if accidentally ingested by animals. 
For a neat and aesthetically pleasing appearance both coir and jute give the perfect solution.

• Exceptionally tough, durable, hard wearing meshes  
 with high tensile strength, providing surface stability  
 to steep sites
• Naturally resistant to rot, mould and moisture
• Grid construction retains seed, moisture and   
 nutrients, encouraging water infiltration into the soil,  
• Provides  shade and protects emerging seedlings  
 against wind, rock and rain impact damage
• Beneficial for sites where erosion forces are   
 harsh e.g., waterways and exposed uplands or  
 where plants are slow to develop

• Slows water run off and provides excellent silt   
 collection to water course embankments which  
 aids natural vegetation and long term embankment  
 regeneration
• Protects against abrasion erosion caused by   
 pedestrians and wildlife including school playing  
 fields, footpaths and deer parks
• Simple to install and allows planting through the  
 root matrix
• Provides shade and protection from the sun   
 and drying effect of the winds, to assist in the   
 establishment of grasses and to reinforce the root  
 system until it has reached full bio-mass

Jute provides an economical solution where effective vegetation will establish within one to two years.
 
• Best general performance for erosion control
• Immediately effective – can be laid directly after surface grading before or after laying the seed.
• Protect the soil from rainsplash erosion by absorbing the impact of raindrops and wind
• Disrupts run off due to the rough, absorbant jute surface and the grid structure retains water and   
 traps the seed and soil
• Jute absorbs large volumes of water, providing a moisture reserve for the plants
• Secure with 150mm wire staples

C7002025

��²�¸ÏÏ
700gsm

Á��Ê�Áp�

J3001270
�Â½b�¾ÏÏ
300gsm

�¢Á��Ê�¸Ï�

J5001270
�Â½b�pÏÏ
500gsm

�¢Á��Ê�¸Ï�

GAB500
�8F����	8µ�b½�
3b�YbY
Outer quantity: 10

Ï¢p�Ê�Ï¢p�Ê�Ï¢p�

GABW211
�8F����	8µ�b½�
3�Èb�
Outer quantity: 40

Á�Ê���Ê���

GABW111
�8F����	8µ�b½�
3�Èb�
Outer quantity: 40

��Ê���Ê���

SOIL EROSION
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PALLET WRAP

Fleximas is 
pleased to bring 
our customers a 
great range of 

palletising stretch 
wraps and nets, 

specifically selected 
to improve load 

stability whilst 
reducing overall 
packaging costs 

and improving 
environmental 

friendliness.

We would be very 
pleased to advise you 
on the optimum pallet 
wrap for your needs 
and welcome your call 
to discuss.  Choose 
from our quality 
knitted net wrap, state 
of the art Nano range 
of multi-layer hand 
and machine films 
or super strength 
re-inforced macro 
perforated films.
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PALLET WRAP

Nano6® is a state of the art, extraordinarily thin gauge film manufactured with 23 layers to give superior performance.   
These very thin layers produce a very strong, robust stretch film which is so light that savings are made in transportation, 
storage, whilst also dramatically reducing the amount of wrap needed per pallet.

Nano 6, 8, 10 & 12

NANO6
�8�Y�3²8�
�8���¹
Outer Qty. 6

Ï¢s�Ê��ÏÏÏ�
(Yields 1400m)

BENEFITS
•   Nano6® is the thinnest stretch film available on the  
 market today but does not compromise on strength.
•   Puncture resistant and resists tearing
•   Stretches vastly more than a conventional   
 film.  It wraps 14 more pallets than its   
 competitors compared to its equivalent normal film.
•   State of the art manufactured from 23 layers to give  
 remarkable strength, similar to much thicker and  
 more expensive films.
•   Very light weight giving huge cost savings in  
 application, haulage and storage

•  100% recyclable
•  Environmentally friendly – cuts transportation,  
 cardboard/carton wastage, storage and disposal  
 costs are reduced by up to 70%
•  Easy stretch to maximise load holding
•  Superior load holding
•  Easy to apply
•  Very quiet application

We have a whole family of Nano films available to suit all 
load types and machine applications, just ask our sales 
staff for more information and find out how we can reduce 
your current wrapping costs.

ALSO AVAILABLEPallet Separators, Snake Wrap & Protective Sleeves  CALL US FOR DETAILS

NANO STRETCH WRAP

NANO8
�8�Y�3²8�
�8���g
Outer Qty. 6

Ï¢s�Ê�¹ÏÏ�
(Yields 800m)

NANO10
�8O}��b�3²8�
�8����Ï
40/pallet

Ï¢p�Ê�¾¹ÏÏ�
(Yields 5400m)

NANO12
�8O}��b�3²8�
�8����Á
40/pallet

Ï¢p�Ê�¾ÏÏÏ�
(Yields 9000m+)

Nano® is the thinnest stretch film available on 
the market today yet does not compromise on 
strength. Typical carton disposal costs reduced 
by 70%, paper core usage and disposal cut by 70%. 
Storage space reduced by up to 70% and a 
product that can wrap 14 more pallets per roll than its 
competitors. Start saving today.
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PALLET WRAP

MACROM1
�8O²��(b²n�²8½bY�
�8O}��b�����µ
24/pallet

Ï¢p�Ê�pÏÏÏ�

Flower Grade Film is a light, ventilated stretch film which has been designed to perfectly palletise horticultural products.

Flower Grade Macro Perforated Stretch Film 

BENEFITS
•   Super lightweight with high performance, means less effort, less material and   
 less waste
• Environmentally friendly.  Less plastic is used so kinder to the environment.    
 100% recyclable
• User friendly – wrapping a trolley or pallet, is easy, offering a smooth, consistent  
 application, is more elastic, less stiff and can be torn easily by hand.
• Aeration and protection.  Plants and flowers are delicate and need careful   
 protection during transit.  The openings are just the right size; small enough to   
 contain the load yet large enough to ensure the perfect amount of aeration.

FLOWERG1
���Éb²��²8Yb������
8/Box

Ï¢p�Ê�pÏÏ�

Macro-Perforated Stretch Film - Hand Applied & Machine Applied

MACROH1
�8O²��(b²n�²8½bY�+½²b½O}�
��������8�Y�Ð����bY
8/Box

Ï¢p�Ê�pÏÏ�

Following extensive market 
research we have added two 

new macro perforated
stretch films.

MACRO-PERFORATED WRAP

We know that, compared 
to heavier, standard stretch 
wrap,  these films will not only 
improve your pallet stability 
and look of your products, 
they will also save you time 
and reduce your costs.

Our Macro-perforated stretch film is specially formulated to combine maximum elongation with performance, giving 
high tensile strength to ensure even the heaviest loads remain secure during transportation.  Available in hand and 
machine applied forms.

BENEFITS
• 100% recyclable
• Width of wrap is retained after stretching, saving time, material and costs (regular stretch film and knitted
 netting reduce in width after stretching)
• Fewer wraps are required to wrap a load, compared to traditional solutions, reducing costs of packaging
 and waste.
• Gives products under the wrap a highly visible, high quality appearance
• Increased grip
• Prevents condensation
• Super holding force combined with high lateral strength, ensures perfect pallet stabilisation without damaging  
 carton boxes or other packed materials.
• Forklift friendly –does not come apart and tangle in the wheels and bearings of forklifts

Machine Applied -  For use on either semi or automatic wrapping machines which are fitted with power
pre-stretching.  The supporting bands increase the holding force by distributing it across the entire load to ensure a 
stable pallet.  

• Guaranteed Pre-Stretch.  Available up to 300% ratios 
• The structure of our Macro-Perforated Film is so robust it even accommodates the pallet on which the load  
 rests.  By overlapping the two elements the load is truly secure
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Reed CaneChristmas Tree Funnels & Netting

LZ45

}²�µ½�8µ�,²bb�
�b½½��u
(12 x 250lm / bale)

spO� 

LZ55

}²�µ½�8µ�,²bb�
�b½½��u
(6 x 250lm / bale)

ppO� 

GA45

}²�µ½�8µ�,²bb�
�Â��b�µ

spO� 

GA55

}²�µ½�8µ�,²bb�
�Â��b�µ

ppO� 

Knitted Pallet Wrap (Netwrap) is the perfect solution for products which need 
stable and uniform packing and need ventilation to either cure or cool down, 
ensuring goods stay fresh for longer.  Netwrap is easily applied by hand or with 
stretch wrapping machinery.

Ideal for use in the following industries:

Hot Products  - NetWrap prevents the build up of condensation, label 
discolouration, rust generation, reduced performance of glues etc.

Frozen Products – NetWrap reduces freezing time as air filters through to the 
products more quickly and any moisture can escape

Fresh Products – NetWrap protects fresh produce, whilst providing optimum air 
circulation which increases freshness

Knitted Pallet Wrap (Netwrap) & Turf Wrap

NETWRAPM1
���½½bY�(8��b½�3²8��
Machine Aplied
30/Pallet

Ï¢p�Ê�¾pÏÏ�

BENEFITS
•   Inexpensive
• Easy to handle
• Simple to dispose
• Fully protects products
• Allows air circulation and is recommended for  
 packing fruit and flowers

NETWRAPH1
���½½bY�(8��b½�3²8��
Hand Aplied
9/Box

Ï¢p�Ê�pÏÏ�

Knitted pallet wrap is perfect for palletising freshly 
cultivated grass & trays of flowers.  Being both strong 
& breathable, products will remain in great condition 
& ready for transporting securely.

These newly designed galvanised metal funnels with funky red legs are supplied in the 
most popular sizes of 45cm and 55cm.  Our quality knitted Christmas tree netting can be 
despatched on its own or with the funnels.  Other sizes of funnel and netting are available.

KNITTED WRAP
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DISPLAYS

090756
2b²½�O8����ÊbY�(�8µ½�O�
�bµ}���µ��8Ë�+½8�Y

�Á¢¾�Ê�3��Ê��Ï¢¹�

090206
	Â���*����+½8�Y��
�bµ}bµ�?��8F²�Oµ

�Á¢�g�Ê�3Á¢Ï��Ê��Ï¢¹p�

090756
2b²½�O8����ÊbY�3�²b
��µ��8Ë�+½8�Y

�Á¢¾�Ê�3��Ê��Ï¢¹�

80020
	�²Yº�8²Yb���b½
��µ��8Ë�+½8�Y

��¢�p�Ê�3Ï¢¹p�Ê��Ï¢¹p�

80039
�8½Â²8��+O²bb���u
��µ��8Ë�+½8�Y

��¢��Ê�3Á¢Ïp�Ê���¢Á�

80036
	8�F���
8�b
��µ��8Ë�+½8�Y

��¢�s�Ê�3�¢�¸�Ê����

80016
�8�YË��bµ}�(8�b�µ
��µ��8Ë�+½8�Y

��¢�p�Ê�3�¢Ïp�Ê��Ï¢¹p�

Sell our retail products easily and efficiently with the
Fleximas range of display stands. 
Sell our retail products easily and efficiently with the 
Fleximas range of display stands. 

Our new, great looking, Nortene pre-pack roll display 
stands offer an effective addition or alternative to bulk 
roll stands.

New counter top merchandisers for  BeeMat and the 
Pretty Plant Markers get your products noticed. The 
BeeMat video merchandiser is great for demonstrating 
the matting and creating more sales in-store.

The team at Fleximas is committed to helping our trade 
customers increase sales and are happy to receive any 
POS enquiries you may have.

We supply stands as flexible options packages, 
with our products, on loan & free of charge – 
just ask us for details to see how we can help you.

DISPLAY STANDS
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DISPLAYS DISPLAY STANDS / DUMP BINS / PACKAGING

We’ve invested in our product packaging development to ensure 
that it is more informative, stands out in store and provides
you with more opportunity to sell.

Our Geotextile packaging is the most informative in the industry - 
it enables your customers to make the right product choice quickly, 
easily and confidently for their project or application.

Through great packaging, great product design and strong retail 
support, we deliver an industry leading experience.

Fleximas - Specialists in Geotextiles & Netting

+44 (0)1283 841 800
www.fleximas.co.uk
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APPLICATIONS
• Rose & shrub beds
• Vegetable and fruit beds
• Flower beds
• Aggregate areas and paths
• Under decking
• Under artificial grass
• Under domestic patios
• Aggregating a lawn
• Rockeries

BENEFITS
• There is no need to use any chemicals 

or remove existing weeds, just strim 
vegetation to ground level ensuring there 
are no fibrous stalks which could penetrate 
WEEDBAN 70. Simply lay WEEDBAN 70 
and cover with a mulch.

• Allows air, nutrients and water to 
permeate through to the soil.

• Guaranteed life 25 years when covered
 with a mulch.
• Creates a healthy and fertile soil.
• Contributes to low maintenance 

gardening.
• Allows the soil to breath.
• All fertilizers, liquid or solid feed can be 

used with WEEDBAN 70.
• WEEDBAN 70 is hydrophilically treated 

so liquids pass through immediately 
once it is laid.

USEFUL 
INFORMATION
• Overlap 100/120mm at joins
• WEEDBAN 70 must be covered with a 

mulch when installing.
• Edges are best secured by ‘Spitting’ 

WEEDBAN 70 vertically or ‘Trenching’.
• To stabilise the mulch on a slope use 

batons.
• For weed control without a mulch use 

OPPOTEX 100.
• Ensure aggregates are well washed, 

clean and contain no sand or dust.
• WEEDBAN 70 can be marked with chalk 

for planting plans.
• Offcuts can be used for plant collars, 

under fruit & vegetables and separating 
crocks from compost.

• WEEDBAN 70 conserves soil moisture.

WEEDBAN 70 is unsuitable where there is 
vehicular traffic, for this application use PAVEMAS 
95, STABLEMAS 115 or OPPOTEX 100.

WEEDBAN 70 is not suitable for drainage 
applications as this type of material will silt up. 
For drainage applications use PAVEMAS 95 or 
STABLEMAS 115.

Surface weeding can occur, and it would appear 
that the membrane has not done its job. Surface 
weeds are caused by wind carrying seeds, 
birds dropping seeds complete with fertilizer or 
dormant seeds imported in unwashed aggregates. 
Whilst most weeds cannot come through from 
underneath the membrane, roots can penetrate 
the membrane from the top. As soon as any 
minute growth activity is seen this must be 
removed from the mulch to stop any damage to 
WEEDBAN 70.

Fleximas, Ashtree House,
Ashbrook Lane, Abbots Bromley,
Staffordshire  WS15 3DW
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Mulch (aggregate, 
woodchip, etc)

Collar
(to cover X cut)

WEEDBAN 70

Soil

Decking Boards
Decking Support

Decking Joists

WEEDBAN 70
50mm of 8/11m
clean aggregate

Soil

Artificial Grass
WEEDBAN 70

Bedding Sand
(Tamped & Levelled)

50mm Type 1 Tamped
PAVEMAS 95 or 
STABLEMAS 115

Soil

Decorative
Clean Aggregate

WEEDBAN 70

Soil

Path Edging

50mm Type 1 Tamped

1.0m x 14m
1.5m x 10m
2.0m x 10m
2.0m x 20m
2.0m x 25m
2.0m x 50m

1.0m x 100m
1.5m x 100m
2.0m x 100m
2.4m x 100m
3.0m x 100m

ROLL SIZES
WEEDBAN
The No.1 Weed Control 
Membrane available in
5 weights - 40, 50, 60,
70 & 90gsm

PAVEMAS
A separating/drainage 
membrane for patios, 
block paving, soakaway 
crates & land drains.

THE FLEXIMAS GEO FAMILY
STABLEMAS
A stablising/drainage 
membrane for driveways, 
block paving and drainage 
applications.

OPPOTEX
The landscapers friend. A 
woven material suitable for 
weed control, separating 
and stabilising, including 
driveways and roads. Lasts 
7-9 years without a mulch.

For more information about these products 
please contact our Helpline on 01283 841 800 
or visit our website - www.fleximas.co.uk Please recycle this packaging sensibly
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THE LANDSCAPERS FRIEND
WEED CONTROL
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70
WEED CONTROL MEMBRANE
GUARANTEES THAT

NO WEEDS
WILL PENETRATE FROM UNDERNEATH
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SUPPRESSES
MOST WEEDS

STOPS
PAVIOURS & SLABS FROM
BECOMING UNEVEN

PREVENTS
LOSS OF EXPENSIVE AGGREGATES
INTO THE SUB-SOIL
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Please contact our head office or your regional agent for further information

Low minimum order value

2-3 day standard delivery

Ease of ordering

Drop shipments

Technical advice

www.fleximas.co.ukTel:  +44 (0) 1283 749960
Fax:  +44 (0) 1283 749961
Email: orders@fleximas.co.uk

12, Faraday Court
Centrum 100
Burton-Upon-Trent
Staffordshire
DE14 2WX

Catalogue designed & produced by The Marketing People - www.themarketingpeople.com

National Coverage
Personal Service
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